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A BSTRACT

Heavy oil resources account for a large portion of the total oil reserves around the
world. The target heavy oil reservoir is located on Alaska’s North Slope (ANS).
Advantages of low-salinity HPAM polymer (LSP) over high-salinity polymer (HSP) were
demonstrated. LSP could recover more oil with 40% less polymer consumption. No
additional oil was recovered by HSP after LSP flood. The first-ever polymer flood pilot on
ANS showed remarkable success regarding water cut reduction, oil production increase,
delayed breakthrough, and projected oil recovery improvement. Polymer alone was
insufficient to achieve satisfactory recovery as the reservoirs were highly heterogeneous.
Microgels could improve the effectiveness of polymer flood by reducing water cut and
increasing oil recovery. Favorable working conditions were identified. Microgel transport
behavior was studied using superpermeable sandpacks (27-221 darcies) with multiple
pressure sensors. The particle-to-pore matching size ratio significantly impacted the
effectiveness o f the gels. A threshold differential pressure (APth ) and critical pressure
gradient (VPcr ) were required to push the gels to penetrate and propagate through the
channels. The APth and VPcr revealed the underlying mechanisms of selective
penetration/placement behavior of microgels in heterogeneous reservoirs. Diagrams were
developed to estimate the maximum propagation distance of the gels in channels in
conceptual field applications. Sandwich-like channel models and methodologies were
developed to comprehensively evaluate the effectiveness of gel materials. Gel retention in
the channels was quantified. Results also indicated that the retained gels were dehydrated.
Fluid diversion and sweep improvement after gel treatments were evaluated by tracer tests.
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SECTION

1. IN TRO D U C TIO N

1.1. BACKGROUND
Heavy oil resources are abundant and account for a large portion of the total oil
reserves around the world. Thermal methods, like steam flooding, are effective techniques
to develop the heavy oil resources. However, in some areas the thermal methods are not
feasible. For example, the Milne Point heavy oil reservoir on Alaska’s North Slope (ANS)
is covered with a thick permafrost layer. Heat loss and environmental concerns make
thermal recovery methods unacceptable. Waterflooding can maintain the production at the
early stage, but it shows quick breakthrough and fast rise of water cut. Polymer flood was
proposed to unlock the heavy oil resources in this area (Dandekar et al. 2019, 2020, 2021;
Ning et al. 2019, 2020). Successful field applications of polymer flood in heavy oil
reservoirs have been reported around the world, like in Canada (e.g., Pelican Lake, Seal,
and Cactus Lake), China (e.g., Bohai Bay), Middle East (e.g., South Oman), Suriname (e.g.
Tambaredjo), and Trinidad and Tobago (Delamaide et al. 2014, 2018; Saboorian-Jooybari
et al. 2016; Saleh et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2016).
The first-ever polymer-flood pilot test on the ANS has been implemented since
August 2018. Detailed background information about the geology, stratigraphy,
minerology, reservoir, well configurations, fluids, and production history are available in
the literature (Dandekar et al. 2019, 2020, 2021; Ning et al. 2019, 2020; Paskvan et al.
2016; Attanasi & Freeman 2014). The key information is summarized in Table 1.1. The
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heavy oil reservoir is located at the J-Pad of Milne Point Unit (Figure 1.1). The target
Schrader Bluff formation consists of O-sands and N-sands (Figure 1.2). The O-sands are
subdivided into OA and OB sands, and the N-sands are subdivided into NA through NF.
OA sand and NB sand are the main oil layers of the Schrader Bluff formation in Milne
Point field. The pilot well pattern is located in the NB sand, which is a thin, unconsolidated
shallow marine sandstone formation. The thickness is in the range o f 10-18 feet. The
porosity is 31-35%, and the permeability is 500-5,000 md. The depth of formation is about
3,550 feet. The API gravity of the crude oil is around 15-19 °API, and 200-330 cp under
reservoir conditions. The average reservoir temperature and pressure are about 71 °F and
1750 psi, respectively. The well pattern consists of two horizontal injectors and two
horizontal producers (Figure 1.3). The horizontal lengths of the wells are in the range of
4200 to 5500 feet. The inter-well distances are about 1100 feet. The injectors are equipped
with injection control devices (ICD) to regulate the water flow profiles in different
segments along the wellbore.

Figure 1.1. Location of the target reservoir. (Modified from Dandekar et al. 2019,
originally from AK DNR, Div. of Oil & Gas, 2006.)
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Table 1.1. Reservoir information. [The data was collected from Dandekar et al. (2019,
2020, 2021), Ning et al. (2019, 2020), and Paskvan et al. (2016).]
Item

Value

Location

Alaska’s North Slope (ANS), USA

Oil field

Milne Point Unit (~50,000 acres)

Operator

Hilcorp Alaska

Formation

Schrader B luff NB-sand (thin, unconsolidated
shallow marine sandstone)
Production since 1985

Development

~490 wells (2020)
First-ever polymer flood pilot: from August 2018

Vertical depth, ft

3550 ft

Thickness

10-18 ft
15-19 °API

API gravity, Oil viscosity

200-330 cp (in-situ)

Porosity and permeability

31-35%; 500-5000 md

Reservoir temperature,
pressure

71 °F; 1750 psi

Well Pad

J-Pad

Well pattern

Two horizontal injectors and two horizontal
producers

Pattern area

~450 acres, isolated by sealing faults

Horizontal lateral

4200-5500 ft

Inter-well distance

1100 ft

Polymer

Flopaam 3630S

Formation water

Total dissolved solids (TDS) = 27500 ppm

Injection source water

TDS=2500 ppm
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Figure 1.2. Well logging information of the Schrader Bluff formation at Milne Point.
(Ning et al. 2019)
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Figure 1.3. Injector-producer well patterns of the polymer flood pilot. (Dandekar et al.
2019)

Since a low-salinity water resource is readily available in the field and no additional
facilities are required, it is possible to combine the advantages of low-salinity water (Sheng
2014; Morrow & Buckley 2012; Chavan et al. 2019) and polymer flooding in a technically
and economically attractive way at Milne Point. Despite the convenient implementation of
the hybrid EOR process, however, it is challenging to fully understand the physics of the
complex polymer/brine/oil/rock system. Systematic laboratory research work is required
to verify the synergic effect, identify favorable conditions for implementation, and
maximize the oil-recovery performance.
Fast water breakthrough and excessive water production are commonly
encountered in oil fields when local and large-scale heterogeneities (e.g., fractures,
channels, conduits, and so forth) present in a reservoir act as preferential water pathways
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from injection wells to production wells (Bai et al. 2013; Sun & Bai 2017; Sydansk &
Romero-Zeron 2011). Polymer flood, although effective in reducing the mobility ratio
between the water phase and the oil phase, might be insufficient to overcome the adverse
effect caused by the heterogeneities and achieve satisfactory oil recovery. Considering the
relatively high cost of the flooding fluid and the processing difficulties of the produced
water (Chang et al. 2020; Dhaliwal et al. 2021), the excessive water production during
polymer flooding is more undesirable compared with the issue encountered during
waterflooding. The produced polymer would significantly increase the operational cost and
raise environmental concerns. Conformance-control treatment can help improve the
polymer-flooding performance and suppress the excessive water/polymer production. Gel
treatment has proved to be effective to block fractures and fracture-like features in
reservoirs and improve the conformance, and different types of gel systems have been
developed over the last several decades (Bai et al. 2007a, 2007b, 2008, 2012, 2013, 2015;
Seright et al. 2003; Seright & Brattekas 2021; Aldhaheri et al. 2020, 2021; Zhu et al. 2017;
Kang et al. 2021; Leng et al. 2021). To overcome some drawbacks inherent with the insitu gel (e.g., damage to oil zones, sensitivity to reservoir temperature, salinity, and so
forth), preformed particle gels were developed in a variety of size series (Bai et al. 2007a).
Successful applications by Chinese companies (Bai et al. 2008, 2012), Occidental
Petroleum (Pyziak & Smith 2007), Halliburton (Vasquez et al. 2008), Kinder-Morgan
(Larkin & Creel 2008), and ConocoPhillips (Peirce et al. 2014) have demonstrated the
effectiveness of this type of gel system. Recently, a new PPG (Pu et al. 2019), named RPPG
(i.e., Recrosslinkable PPG) has been successfully used by ConocoPhillips in lowtemperature W est Sak reservoirs on Alaska’s North Slope (Targac et al. 2020).
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Numerous studies have been reported with the focus on the transport and water
blocking efficiency of the milli-sized PPGs in open fractures or partial open fractures
(Zhang & Bai 2011; Sun et al. 2018, 2020; Wang & Bai 2018; Alhuraishawy et al. 2018;
Wang et al. 2019a, 2019b). However, the understanding of micrometer-sized gel (microgel)
particles transporting through porous-medium type channels is still not sufficient.
Therefore, this dissertation will study the enhanced heavy oil recovery performance by
low-salinity HPAM polymer flooding. Also, in order to overcome the channeling
problems, microgels will be used to improve the effectiveness of the polymer flooding in
heavy oil reservoirs. The transport, placement, and water-blocking efficiency of the
microgels will be systematically studied using different models. Proper physical models
and methodologies will be developed to comprehensively evaluate the effectiveness of the
gel materials.

1.2. O B JE C T IV ES O F TH IS W O R K
The specific objectives o f this study include:
(1) To demonstrate the technology of combining low salinity water and polymer
flooding in enhancing heavy oil recovery, and to determine the favorable conditions for the
combined effect of low-salinity water and polymer flooding.
(2) To investigate the transport behavior of microgels in superpermeable channels.
(3) To develop proper physical models and methodologies to systematically
evaluate the placement behavior, water-blocking performance, fluid diversion, and sweep
improvement of microgels.
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(4)

To test the performance of microgel treatments in improving the effectiveness

of polymer flooding in heavy oil reservoirs containing superpermeable channels, and to
figure out the favorable working conditions for conformance control treatments with
microgels.

1.3. STRUCTURE O F TH E D ISSERTA TIO N
According to the research objectives, this dissertation focuses on four topics and
consists of seven papers. The four topics are: 1) Enhancing heavy oil recovery efficiency
by combining low salinity water and polymer flooding (Paper I); 2) Microgel transport
behavior in superpermeable channels (Paper II, Paper III, and Paper IV); 3) Microgel
placement and water-blocking performance in superpermeable channels (Paper V and
Paper VI); and 4) Microgel conformance-control treatment in polymer-flooding reservoirs
containing superpermeable channels (Paper VII). The literature review is distributed in the
introduction section of each paper, and a separate literature review section is not included
in this dissertation.
In Paper I, a series of coreflooding experiments were performed using
representative brine/oil/core materials under various flooding schemes. The possible
mechanisms responsible for the synergic benefit of combining the low-salinity water and
polymer were explored. The performance of the two-year field pilot test in the target field
was also briefly discussed.
In Paper II, a series of experiments were carried out to investigate the transport
behavior and explore the effective working conditions of microgels in superpermeable
porous media. Sandpacks prepared with silica sands were used to mimic superpermeable
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channels in reservoirs. Specifically, the following key questions would be addressed: 1)
whether the microgel particles can be injected and placed into the in-depth region of the
superpermeable channels? 2) Could the microgels establish reliable resistance to the post
water injection? and 4) what are the proper working conditions for the tested microgel to
be effective (in terms of successful in-depth placement and efficiently shutting off water
flow)?
Paper III is focused on the threshold (minimum) differential driving pressure
required for the microgel particles to penetrate and propagate in superpermeable channels.
A series of experiments were carried out using different models to elucidate the threshold
pressure of the microgel particles in such superpermeable channels. Microgel dispersions
were injected into superpermeable sandpacks, heterogeneous models with superpermeable
channels, and sandstone cores with relatively low permeabilities at various conditions. The
implications of the experimental results to gel treatment field applications is demonstrated.
The effect of the particle-to-pore matching size ratio is discussed. The results are expected
to provide crucial support for the gel treatment design, and to evaluate how far the gel can
be placed into the reservoir away from the wellbore.
Paper IV is focused on the critical (minimum) pressure gradient (VPcr) was required
to drive the microgel particles to propagate the superpermeable porous channels. The effect
of particle-to-pore matching size ratio (MSR) was investigated, and correlations were
developed. A procedure was developed to estimate the maximum propagation distance of
microgels in at given conditions.
Paper V explores proper physical models and methodologies to perform proper and
comprehensive evaluations of a gel product and/or an enhanced oil recovery process before
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deploying them in field applications. In this paper, a particular sandwich-like physical
model and a set of comprehensive evaluation techniques were developed. The model
consists of low-permeability matrices and a superpermeable porous channel. The
comprehensive evaluations include: 1) selective penetration/placement in the target
location, 2) sweep efficiency improvement (and fluid diversion) after the gel treatment, 3)
water-blocking efficiency, 4) damage to matrices, and 5) potential oil recovery
improvement.
In Paper VI, systematic laboratory studies were carried out to investigate the
transport, placement, water-blocking ability, fluid diversion and sweep improvement, and
matrix damage effect of micrometer-sized preformed particle gels (microgels) in reservoirs
containing superpermeable channels. The impact of the channel/matrix permeability
contrast, the particle/pore size ratio to the channels, the particle/pore size ratio to the
matrices were studied. The favorable conditions of the gel treatment were identified. The
results of this study are expected to provide important support for gel product selection,
and successful gel treatment design and implementations.
Paper VII is focused on the excessive-water-production problem caused by the
presence of superpermeable channels (ten to several hundred darcies) during polymer
flooding. The sandwich-like channel models were used to study the selective-penetration,
water-blocking, and oil-recovery-improvement performance of microgel particles. A series
of experiments were carried out to examine whether polymer flooding alone is sufficient
to overcome the adverse effect of the superpermeable channels and achieve satisfactory oil
recovery, and to investigate the potential of microgel treatment in reducing the water cut
and improving the sweep efficiency and oil-recovery performance.
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The achievements of this study can help get a better understanding of the crucial
issues involved in the polymer flooding in heavy oil reservoirs. The results can help to
select proper gel products and identify the proper working conditions for conformance
control treatment. The results are expected to provide important laboratory support to the
polymer flood pilot project in the target oil field. Moreover, the results of this study would
provide insights for the development of similar oil resources around the world.
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PA PER

I. EN H A N CIN G HEAVY O IL R EC O V ER Y E FFIC IE N C Y BY CO M B IN IN G
LO W SALINITY W A TER AND PO L Y M E R FLO O D IN G

(This paper, SPE-204220-PA, has been published in SPE Journal.)

A BSTRACT

Combining low salinity water (LSW) and polymer flooding was proposed to unlock
the tremendous heavy oil resources on Alaska’s North Slope (ANS). The synergy of low
salinity water and polymer flooding was demonstrated through coreflooding experiments
at various conditions. The results indicate that the high-salinity polymer (HSP,
salinity=27,500 ppm) requires nearly two thirds more polymer than the low-salinity
polymer (LSP, salinity=2,500 ppm) to achieve the target viscosity at the condition of this
study. Additional oil was recovered from LSW flooding after extensive HSW flooding (3
9% OOIP). LSW flooding performed in secondary mode achieved higher recovery than
that in tertiary mode. Also, the occurrence of water breakthrough can be delayed in the
LSW flooding compared with the HSW flooding. Strikingly, after extensive LSW flooding
and HSP flooding, incremental oil recovery (~8% OOIP) was still achieved by LSP
flooding with the same viscosity as the HSP. No noticeable incremental oil was recovered
by HSP flooding performed after LSP flooding. The residual oil saturation (Sor) reduction
induced by the low salinity effect in the area unswept during the LSW flooding (mainly
smaller pores) would contribute to the increased oil recovery. LSP flooding performed
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directly after waterflooding recovered more incremental oil (~10% OOIP) compared with
HSP flooding performed in the same scheme. Apart from the improved sweep efficiency
by polymer, the low-salinity-induced Sor reduction also would contribute to the increased
oil recovery by the LSP. Nearly two-year pilot test in the Milne Point field on the ANS has
shown impressive success of the proposed hybrid enhanced oil recovery (EOR) process:
water cut reduction (70% to below 15%), increasing oil rate, and no polymer breakthrough
so far. This work has demonstrated remarkable economical and technical benefits of
combination of low salinity water and polymer flooding in enhancing heavy oil recovery.

1. IN TRO D U C TIO N

Heavy oil resources are abundant and account for a large portion of the total oil
reserves around the world. Thermal methods, like steam flooding, are effective techniques
to develop the heavy oil resources. However, in some areas the thermal methods are not
feasible. For example, the Milne Point heavy oil reservoir on the Alaska North Slope
(ANS) is thin and covered with a thick permafrost layer. Heat loss and environmental
concerns make thermal recovery methods unacceptable. Solvent-based methods (solvent
agent: CO 2, CH 4, C 3H 8, etc. and/or their mixture) show potential in reducing the in-situ oil
viscosity and enhancing the oil recovery (Jiang et al. 2019; Sun et al. 2020). However, the
high mobility of the displacing agent would make it challenging to achieve the anticipated
enhanced oil recovery performance without additional measures. The cost is also a key
concern as massive relatively expensive solvent is required. Waterflooding can maintain
the production at the early stage, but it soon shows premature breakthrough and fast rise of
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water cut (Kargozarfard et al. 2019). Polymer flooding is believed an effective method to
unlock the heavy oil resources in this area. Successful field applications of polymer
flooding in heavy oil reservoirs have been reported around the world, like in Canada (e.g.,
Pelican Lake, Seal, Cactus Lake), China (e.g., Bohai Bay), Middle East (e.g., South Oman),
Suriname (e.g., Tambaredjo), and Trinidad and Tobago (Saboorian-Jooybari et al. 2016).
The first ever polymer flood pilot test on the ANS has been implemented since
August 2018 (Dandekar et al. 2019, 2020; Ning et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2020). As a lowsalinity water resource is readily available in the field and no additional facilities are
required, it is possible to combine the advantages of low-salinity water and polymer
flooding in a technically and economically attractive way at the Milne Point. Despite the
convenient implementation of the hybrid EOR process, however, it is challenging to fully
understand the physics of the complex polymer/brine/oil/rock system. Systematic
laboratory research work is required to verify the synergic effect, identify favorable
conditions for implementation, and maximize the oil recovery performance.
Low salinity water has drawn increasing attention during the last two decades since
the pioneering work of Morrow and his co-workers (Tang & Morrow 1997, 1999). Various
researches have demonstrated encouraging EOR potential in laboratory experiments, pilot
tests and field applications (Sheng 2014; Awolayo et al. 2018; Chavan et al. 2019). The
salinity of the injection water should be low enough for the presence of low salinity effect
(LSE), usually below 1500 ppm, but the LSE has been observed at the salinity as up to
5000 ppm (Morrow & Buckley 2011). There is no clear boundary to define the low and
high salinity. Generally, the salinity of the injected brine was about 5-10% of the connate
brine (Awolayo et al. 2018). Various mechanisms were proposed in the literature. No
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consensus is now available on the major mechanism(s) that responsible for the improved
oil recovery during LSW flooding. The most often discussed mechanisms for sandstone
porous media include (Sheng 2014): 1) wettability alteration; 2) multi-component ion
exchange (MIE); 3) Clay swelling, fines destabilization and migration; 4) Salt-in effect; 5)
Osmosis pressure; and 6) alkaline-like flooding.
Several researchers have discussed the technical and economic benefits of
combining low salinity water and polymer flooding. The oil used in the published studies
so far has a relatively low viscosity (<50 cp). By using low salinity water, one of the most
direct benefits is significant reduction of the polymer consumption. For example, Vermolen
et al. (2014) reported that the required polymer concentration could be reduced 2-4 times
using low-salinity water as make-up brine compared with high-salinity water. Shiran and
Skauge (2013) investigated the diluted seawater as both secondary and tertiary in strongly
water-wet and intermediate wet outcrop Berea sandstone cores. Also, they tested the lowconcentration polymer solution (3630S, 300 ppm, 2.6 cp) in improving oil recovery beyond
the residual oil saturation established with diluted seawater. Secondary-mode LSW showed
improved oil recovery, especially in intermediate-wet cores, while tertiary-mode LSW only
showed very marginal low salinity benefit for intermediate-wet cores. The 300-ppm
polymer flooding showed no improvement in strong water-wet cores after secondary or
tertiary LSW flooding. An increase in oil recovery of 5% OOIP was observed in
intermediate-wet cores after tertiary LSW flooding, and 12-17% oil recovery increase after
secondary LSW flooding. Kozaki (2012) performed several coreflood experiments to
investigate the performance of LSP flooding after water flooding in aged Berea sandstone
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cores. Beneficial recovery was observed from tertiary LSP flooding, both after limited and
extensive HSW flooding.
The research reported by ENI also demonstrated the EOR potential of LSP over
HSP with aged reservoir sandstone cores (Moghadasi et al. 2019). Their experiments
showed that LSP could achieve 8% additional oil after extensive HSP with the same
viscosity. Moreover, the LSP showed remarkable economic benefit as much lower polymer
concentration was used for LSP (300 ppm versus 1000 ppm). Almansour et al. (2017)
performed six coreflooding experiments with Berea and Bentheimer sandstone cores. They
reported that in intermediate-wet sandstone cores (Berea), a tertiary LSP significantly
improved the oil recovery, and the improvement was greater after a secondary HSW flood
(16.7% after HSW versus 11.6% after LSW). However, the recovery by LSW and the
ultimate recovery was much higher (55.4% vs. 40.3%; 67.0% vs. 57%). They attributed
the beneficial low salinity effect to the release of mixed-wet fines, as supported by fines
production in effluent and the fluctuation in pressure drop during LSW flooding. The initial
wettability had a significant impact on the secondary LSW recovery rate and efficiency,
and on the incremental recovery of the tertiary LSP and the final recovery. Torrijos et al.
(2018) studied the effect of injection scheme on the oil recovery performance of LSP. In
their experiments, obvious pH increase was observed during the LSP flooding. The
beneficial effect of LSP flooding was also reported by a very recent study (Kakati et al.
2020).
However, the reported observations were made from relatively light oils. For
example, in the cases discussed above, the oil viscosity is in the range of 2.4-33 cp. In this
study, we aimed at the following problems.
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(1) W hether the hybrid EOR method of combining LSW and polymer flood is
effective for a 200-cp heavy oil? To what extent could the hybrid EOR method improve
the oil recovery performance in the target heavy oil reservoir at the Milne Point field?
(2) Whether can the LSP further reduce the residual oil saturation established after
extensive waterflooding and/or extensive HSP flooding of the same viscosity?
(3) What is the favorable flooding scheme that beneficial to maximizing the
synergy effect?
(4) W hat are the possible mechanisms that responsible for the enhanced oil
recovery?
To achieve these goals, a series of coreflooding experiments were performed using
representative brine/oil/core materials under various flooding schemes. The possible
mechanisms that responsible for the synergic benefit of combining the LSW and polymer
were explored. The performance o f the two-year field pilot test in the target field was also
briefly discussed.

2. M ETH O D O LO G Y

Brines. The composition of formation brine and injection brine are shown in Table
1. The synthetic formation brine (SFB) and synthetic injection brine (SIB) were prepared
in lab according to the corresponding brine compositions in the Milne Point field. The
salinity of the SIB (2498 ppm) was about 9% of the SFB (27500 ppm), and they are
regarded as HSW and LSW respectively in this paper (Awolayo et al. 2018; Sheng 2014).
The ionic strength of the HSW and LSW is 0.492 and 0.046, respectively.
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Table 1. Compositions o f formation brine and injection brine.
Properties

Composition

(Measured at 71 °F)

(ppm)

Name

HSW
(SFB, synthetic
formation brine)

LSW
(SIB, synthetic injection
brine)

pH=7.30

Na+: 10086.0

p=1.15 cp

K+: 80.2

TDS=27500 ppm

Ca2+: 218.5

Ionic strength=0.492

M g2+: 281.6

Hardness: 1700 ppm

Cl-: 16834.4

pH=7.50

Na+: 859.5

p=1.07 cp

K+: 4.1

TDS=2498 ppm

Ca2+: 97.9

Ionic strength=0.046

M g2+: 8.7

Hardness: 280 ppm

Cl-: 1527.6

Polymer. The polymer used was an acrylamide-acrylate copolymer, Flopaam
3630S, provided by SNF Floerger. This polymer was selected for the pilot polymer flood
project based on the availability and cost of the polymer products, and initial
laboratory/numerical studies (Dandekar et al. 2019). The hydrolysis degree was 25-30%
with a molecular weight of 18-20 million Daltons. HSP and LSP were prepared with the
HSW and LSW, respectively. Prior to adding polymer powder, the brine was deoxygenated
with argon. The desired amount of polymer was slowly added into the brine while being
stirred with a magnetic bar at 300 rpm. The solution was stirred at room temperature for
about 24 hours until all the polymer powders were well dissolved. The polymer solution
was filtered through a 1.2-pm filter paper.
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Oil. The crude oil was collected at a wellhead at the Milne Point (Well #B-28). The
oil sample was centrifuged to remove water and solids (if any) and filtered through a 0.5gm filter paper. The viscosity of the oil was 202 cp at reservoir temperature (71 °F), and
the API gravity was 19.0° (0.940 g/ml). A heavy mineral oil (CAS 8042-47-5, Fisher
Chemical) was used in one coreflooding experiment. The mineral oil was composed of
paraffin oil and had a viscosity of 173 cp, comparable with the crude oil.
Sandpacks. As proper core plugs were not available, sandpacks prepared with
formation sand were applied to perform the coreflooding tests. The sand was from a
crushed core sample from the target reservoir formation (Schrader Bluff NB sand) from
Liviano-01A well at the Milne Point Unit. The formation was poorly consolidated, and the
core samples were not intact to use directly for coreflooding tests. The sand kept the native
condition to some extent with crude oil attached on the sand surface, as shown in Figure
1a. The sand was used as received to prepare the sandpacks. The sand contained 1.5% illite,
1.5% chlorite, 1% dolomite, ~10% albite, and the remaining was quartz. The native-state
sand and the SEM image are shown in Figure 1. The median size of the sand was about
170 gm. The sandpacks were prepared using a steel tube with an inner dimension of 2.54
cm x 20.4 cm. A piece of stainless-steel screen was attached to the outlet end plug to
prevent sand from being flushed out of the sandpack tube. A wet-packing method was
adopted to prepare the sandpacks. The sand was mixed with formation brine and set for
about 24 hours to remove air bubbles attached on the sand. The sand was slowly added to
the sandpack tube at multiple times. A hammer was used to knock the tube body to make
sure the sand was well packed. The pore volume and porosity were measured through tracer
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test. After measuring the permeability with formation brine, crude oil was injected to
establish the irreducible water saturation (Swi).

(a) Formation sand in native state.

(b) SEM image of the sand.

Figure 1. Formation sand.

Rheology Measurement. The viscosity of injected and produced brine and polymer
solutions was measured with a Brookfield viscometer for a wide range of shear rate 0.5
200 s-1 at reservoir temperature. The UL adapter system was used in the measurement.
The viscosity of crude oil was also measured. The SC-34 spindle-container system was
adopted because of the relatively high viscosity. The deviation of the measurement was
within 0.1%. the viscoelasticity of the LSP and HSP. To evaluate the viscoelasticity of the
polymer solutions, a rheometer (HAAKE MARS III) was used to measure the storage
modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G”) of the polymer solutions through frequency sweep
tests (0.1-100 rad/s) in the linear viscoelastic regime. The polymer showed power-law
behavior, as shown in Figure 2. As the salinity was reduced, the required polymer
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concentration decreased to achieve the target viscosity (45 cp). The viscosities of the two
polymer solutions were very close to each other. The concentrations of the two polymers
were 2,300 ppm and 1,400 ppm, respectively, which indicates the HSP required 64% more
polymer than the LSP to achieve the target viscosity. The polymer molecules are more
likely in a coiled state in a high-salinity environment. This is a result of the strong repulsive
forces exerted by the surrounding dense ions (Muller et al., 1979). Consequently, the
viscosifying ability of the polymer molecules is suppressed. On the contrary, the polymer
molecules would be in a stretched status and have a greater viscosifying ability at low
salinity conditions.
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Figure 2. Polymer viscosity.

pH Measurement. The pH value of the brine, polymer solutions, and aqueous phase
of the effluent was measured with a pH meter with an accuracy of ±0.002 pH (Orion™ 2Star Benchtop, Thermo Scientific). The pH values of the HSW and LSW were 7.3 and 7.5,
respectively. The pH values of the fresh HSP and LSP were 7.6 and 7.8, respectively.
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Coreflooding Experiments. Figure 3 shows the coreflood setup. It consists of a Dseries ISCO syringe pump, accumulators, the sandpack assembly, pressure transducers and
data acquisition system, effluent collection system, and tubing lines and valves. The pump
could work in constant-pressure and constant-flowrate mode. The flowrate accuracy was
0.001 ml/min, and the maximum operating pressure was 7,500 psi. A pressure sensor was
mounted to monitor the injection pressure at the inlet of the sandpack model. The accuracy
of the pressure sensor was within ±0.1%. The effluent samples were collected with
graduated tubes at proper frequency. The samples were examined to get the oil recovery
information and subject to further test of pH, salinity, and viscosity. A series of
coreflooding experiments were carried out (Table 2). Exp-1 and Exp-2 were aimed at
investigating LSW flooding performed in tertiary mode and secondary mode, respectively.
From these two experiments, we intended to testify whether the low salinity brine could
improve the recovery compared with the high salinity brine. Also, we would explore the
favorable conditions in which the low-salinity benefit could be realized (i.e., performing
the LSW flooding directly (secondary) was better or a tertiary scheme was preferable?).
After having a basic understanding of the behavior associated with the low salinity
fluid, we investigated the more complex polymer flooding under different conditions (Exp3-Exp-8). The questions we intended to answer are:
(1) Whether and to what extent more oil can be recovered with conventional
polymer flooding after extensive water flooding? Can the polymer reduce the residual oil
saturation established with extensive waterflooding (Exp-3, Exp-3R)?
(2) As a comparison to Exp-3, what is the oil recovery potential if the polymer
flooding is performed earlier (without waterflooding prior to the polymer flood) (Exp-4)?
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(3) Can the LSP further reduce the residual oil saturation established with extensive
HSP flooding? What about the EOR potential of the LSP after HSP flooding with the same
viscosity? (Exp-5, Exp-5R, Exp-6)?
(4) Compared to Exp-3, could the LSP flood achieve a better EOR performance
compared with the HSP flood performed in the same scheme? What are the possible
mechanisms that responsible for the improved recovery (Exp-7)?
In Exp-8, a heavy mineral oil, instead of the crude oil, was used. This experiment
was intended to study the effect of the oil property (composition) on the oil recovery
performance of LSP. The flow rate in the flooding process was set at 0.1 ml/min (equivalent
to a Darcy velocity of ~1.2 ft/d). Due to the adverse mobility ratio between the displacing
phase (water or polymer) and the heavy oil, the displacement is not stable. It is hard to
reach the true residual oil saturation during a heavy oil recovery process. In view of this,
for each flood process, many pore volumes of displacing fluid were injected to drive the
system to the residual oil saturation condition for that fluid. During the last several pore
volumes (PVs) of injection in each flood process, no oil was produced, which confirmed
the completion of the displacement. Increased flow rates were used at the end of a flooding
process to check the capillary end effect.

Figure 3. Coreflooding experiment setup.
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Table 2. Basic information of core flooding experiments.
Exp #
Exp-1

Exp1R1

Exp1R2

Exp-2

Exp-3

Objective

d,
cm

L,
cm

LSW in tertiary
2.54 20.40
mode
LSW in tertiary
mode
2.54 20.40
(Reproducibility
test)
LSW in tertiary
mode
2.54 20.40
(Reproducibility
test)
LSW in
2.54 20.40
secondary mode
HSP flooding
after WF

2.54 20.40

HSP flooding
after WF
2.54 20.40
(Reproducibility
test)
PF as secondary
Exp-4
2.54 20.40
recovery
Exp3R

Exp-5

LSP after
HSP&WF

2.54 20.40

LSP after
HSP&WF
Exp2.54 20.40
5R
(Reproducibility
test)
LSP after
Exp-6 secondary HSP 2.54 20.40
flooding
Exp-7

Exp-8

LSP right after
2.54 20.40
waterflooding

Effect o f oil
composition

2.50 30.50

porosity K, md
0.415

1770

Swi

Flooding process

(1) HSW flooding to Sor
0.160 (2) LSW flooding to no
oil production

0.453

(1) HSW flooding to Sor
16,205 0.103 (2 ) LSW flooding to no
oil production

0.316

(1) HSW flooding to Sor
0.109 (2 ) LSW flooding to no
oil production

0.453

0.415

0.453

478

(1) LSW flooding to no
oil production
16,205 0.112
(2) HSW flooding to no
oil production
HSP flooding performed
1770 0.160 after Exp-1 until no oil
production
HSP flooding performed
16,205 0.112 after Exp-1R1 until no oil
production

0.236

248

0.415

1770

0.453

HSP flooding until no oil
production
LSP flooding performed
0.160 after Exp-3 until no oil
production
0.261

LSP flooding performed
16,205 0.112 after Exp-3R until no oil
production

0.236

248

0.316

478

0.372

4906

LSP flooding performed
0.261 after Exp-4 until no oil
production
LSP flooding performed
0.109 after Exp-1R2 until no oil
production
(1) HSW flooding to Sor
(2 ) HSP flooding to no oil
0.164 production
(3) LSP flooding to no oil
production
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3. RESU LTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. LSW FLO O D IN G : TER TIA R Y VERSUS SECONDARY
Exp-1 and Exp-2 were conducted to investigate the performance of LSW flooding
performed in tertiary mode and secondary mode, respectively. The tertiary LSW flooding
was performed at residual oil saturation (Sor) condition established after extensive HSW
waterflooding. The results are shown in Figures 4 to 6.
Tertiary LSW Flooding. HSW flooding was first conducted in Exp-1 as a secondary
recovery method. The water breakthrough occurred at 0.13 pore volumes (PV) of injection
and 15.2% of the oil originally in place (OOIP) was recovered. After breakthrough, the
water cut quickly increased up to 90% after 0.76 PV of injection. The water cut climbed to
99% after 2.9 PV. However, it took a long time (>15 PV) to visually reach the no-oilproduction condition (water cut=100%). Then several additional PVs of water were
injected to confirm no more oil could be produced. The long tail indicates the displacement
was significantly distorted from a piston-like fashion. It resulted from the adverse mobility
ratio between the injected brine and the viscous oil, which can be theoretically supported
by the Buckley-Leverett theory (Buckley & Leverett 1942; Pope 1980; Maini 1998). For
heavy oil, the displacement process is highly unstable, and the water tends to finger into
the oil and further develop into channels preferential to water flow between the injectors
and producers, as shown in Figures 7c and 7d. A total of 18.7 PV of HSW was injected.
The endpoint oil saturation after such extensive flooding (> 10 PV) was regarded as the
residual oil saturation in this work. It may be still not the exactly true residual oil saturation
due to the high viscosity of the oil (Wassmuth et al. 2007). The oil recovery reached 37.9%
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and the Sor was 0.522. About two thirds of the recovered oil was obtained after water
breakthrough.

Figure 4. Tertiary LSW flooding (Exp-1).

Figure 5. Injection pressure in Exp-1.

After the secondary HSW flooding, extensive PVs of LSW were injected into the
core to test whether lowering the salinity could effectively recover more oil after the HSW
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flooding. The water cut was obviously reduced and 8.7% OOIP additional oil was
recovered. The oil recovery factor was increased to 46.6%. The results demonstrate the
positive effect of low salinity in enhancing the heavy oil recovery efficiency. The results
are consistent with the recent experimental work which showed improved oil recovery
performance (6.3% OOIP) of LSW flooding (TDS=3,000 ppm) over HSW flooding
(TDS=28,000 ppm) for the target Milne Point heavy oil (Cheng et al. 2018).
The capillary end effect was checked according to the Rapport-Leas scaling
parameter, Lvp, which should be higher than 3.5 cm2min-1cp (Rapoport & Leas 1953; Qi
2018), where L is the length of the core, cm; p is the viscosity of the displacing fluid, cp;
and v is the Darcy velocity, cm/min. The scaling parameter during water flooding was 0.43,
thus a capillary end effect was likely. At the end o f HSW flooding and LSW flooding, the
flow rate was increased to 0.2, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 ml/min. No additional oil was produced at
the increased flow rates. Note that the scaling parameter at 2.0 ml/min was 20 times higher
and well above the critical value. The results indicated the end effect was negligible.
Exp-1R1 and Exp-1R2 were carried out following the same procedure on different
sandpacks (Figures A1 and A2 in Appendix) to test the reproducibility. The results show
that LSW recovered more oil after the normal salinity water. The improvement was quite
significant as an oil incremental of 3.0% and 5.6% OOIP was achieved, respectively. The
oil recovery efficiency increased from 41.4% to 44.3% for Exp-1R1, and from 43.9% to
49.5% for Exp-1R2. Accordingly, the residual oil saturation was significantly reduced. The
results further confirmed the positive effect of low salinity on the oil recovery performance.
Secondary LSW Flooding. In Exp-2, the sandpack was directly flooded with LSW
as the secondary recovery method. The water breakthrough occurred at 0.18 PV. The
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breakthrough occurred later, and more oil could be recovered compared to the secondary
HSW flooding in Exp-1. The water cut increased up to 90% after 0.96 PV of injection, and
further rose to 99% after 4.9 PV. The production duration at relatively-lower-water-cut
level lasted remarkably longer than the secondary HSW flooding. The behavior indicates
the displacement was more stable during the LSW flooding. A total of 27 PV of LSW was
injected. Compared with the secondary HSW flooding, the secondary LSW flooding
achieved a higher recovery efficiency (49.4% vs. 37.9%) and drove the core to a lower Sor
(0.482 vs. 0.522). The LSW flooding could recover 8% more oil than the HSW flooding
using the same sandpack. Tertiary HSW flooding after the LSW flooding was attempted,
but no appreciable incremental oil recovery was observed, as shown in Figure 6. The
overall oil recovery after the tertiary flooding was 49.9%, which was higher than that in
Exp-1R1 (44.3%).
Considering the breakthrough behavior and oil recovery efficiency, the results
suggest that the LSW flooding can achieve a better performance than the HSW flooding,
and secondary LSW flooding is better than that performed in tertiary stage. The results are
qualitatively consistent with the observations reported by Shiran and Skauge (2013). They
suggested that a secondary LSW was better than a tertiary one because during the
secondary HSW flooding, the residual oil was trapped in pore throat structures in the swept
area. The tertiary LSW tended to follow the water pathways, and thus the oil recovery
performance was not as good as a secondary LSW. Also, the snap-off events were
weakened during a secondary LSW flood. For heavy oils, due to unfavorable mobilities,
the bypassed oil is significant after waterflooding. Therefore, the tertiary LSW still has a
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better chance to recover additional oil compared with the cases with less viscous oil as
Shiran and Skauge (2013).

Figure 6. Secondary LSW flooding (Exp-2).

As shown in Figure 5, the injection pressure during LSW flooding was higher than
that during HSW flooding, and no fines production was observed during the entire flooding
process. It suggests the low salinity fluid did not result in formation damage and ruin the
injectivity. Also, in the target oil field, low salinity waterflooding had been performed
before the polymer flood pilot test (see the Field Application Evaluation section). For the
polymer flood pilot test, the polymer solution was prepared with LSW that had the same
salinity as used in the coreflooding experiments. The low salinity did not induce formation
damage during waterflooding or polymer flooding (Ning et al. 2019). The increased
injection pressure may be due to the wettability alteration induced by ion exchange and
release of polar components from the pore surfaces. The relative permeabilities were
reduced, as supported by the decreased endpoint Krw at Sor condition.
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The pH change of the produced aqueous phase in Exp-1 and Exp-2 was plotted in
Figures 4 and 6. As shown in Figure 4, the pH was stabilized at 8.0 during HSW flooding,
while during the tertiary LSW flooding, the pH quickly increased from 7.9 to above 8.2
and gradually stabilized at 8.4, which was almost 1.0 pH unit higher than the injected value.
The major pH increase synchronized well with the incremental oil recovery process. A
similar trend was observed in Exp-2, as shown in Figure 6. The pH increase was induced
by the injected low salinity brine. Several mechanisms could ascribe to the pH change,
such as ion exchange, dissolution of carbonate or plagioclase minerals (Rezaeidoust et al.
2011; Shiran & Skauge 2013). The native-state reservoir sand was relatively oil-wet as the
sand had contacted the oil for millions of years (Figure 1). At the initial stage, polar
components of the crude oil were adsorbed onto the pore surface either directly or through
divalent cations. The cations acted as a bridge to attach the polar components onto the pore
surface (mainly the clay surfaces). The adsorbed oil films could not be detached from the
sand surfaces by the HSW as it was the same with the connate brine, as shown in Figure
7a. The invasion of LSW disturbed the adsorption equilibrium status. Ion exchange
occurred as a result of the ion concentration gradient between the invading LSW and the
in-situ brine, especially at the pore surfaces. The hydrogen ions were adsorbed onto the
surfaces and the divalent cations were released. Also, the hydroxide ions could react with
the acidic and basic components through acid-base reaction (Rezaeidoust et al. 2011), thus
the polar components attached to the pore surface were released. The sand surfaces become
more water wet as the polar components were detached and the oil films became thinner,
as shown in Figure 7b. Consequently, the residual oil was mobilized, and the residual oil
saturation was reduced.
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3.2. H SP FLO O D IN G A FT E R W A TER FL O O D IN G
In Exp-3, the performance of HSP flooding was investigated after extensive HSW
flooding and LSW flooding. The results are shown in Figure 8. The results show that the
polymer can still improve the oil recovery performance even after extensive water flooding
(37 PV of HSW and LSW). The oil recovery incremental was 7.4% OOIP, and the oil
recovery was increased to 53.9%. In the reproducibility test experiment (Figure A3), Exp3R, the incremental oil recovery was 6.5% OOIP, and the oil recovery was increased from
49.9% to 56.3%.

(a) Residual oil left after HSW or
HSP flooding

(c) Viscous fingers

(b) Residual oil mobilization induced by
low salinity effect

(d) The swept/unswept areas

Figure 7. Residual oil mobilization induced by low salinity effect and development of
preferential water channels. (a) Polar components attach on the sand surface and residual
oil is left after HSW or HSP flooding. (b) The residual oil is detached from the sand
surface induced by the low salinity effect during LSW or LSP flooding. (c) The water
fingers into the oil phase due to the adverse mobility ratio between the water and oil
phases. (d) Local heterogeneities can exacerbate the viscous fingering and some parts
would be left unswept.
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Due to the adverse mobility ratio during waterflooding, the sweep efficiency is hard
to reach 100%. The adverse mobility ratio would cause fingering problem (Figure 7c), and
local heterogeneity (e.g., pores with different sizes) would make the situation worse as the
water prefers to finger into larger pores. The viscous fingers gradually develop into
macroscale channels that preferential to water flow. Afterwards, the water mainly
transports through the channel from the inlet (injector) to the outlet (producer), as shown
in Figures 7c and 7d. Meanwhile, the oil in smaller pores is bypassed. The core after
waterflooding can be divided into two portions (Figure 7d): 1) the well-swept area (mainly
the larger pores), and 2) the unswept area (mainly the smaller pores). The well-swept area
is mainly composed of a bunch of larger pores and most likely acts as preferential water
pathways during waterflooding. Thus, this area could be well-swept to residual oil
saturation condition. The unswept area mainly consists of smaller pores that bypassed by
the displacing fluid.
After switching to polymer flooding, the mobility ratio condition is improved, and
the displacement becomes more stable. Though the polymer is unlikely to mobilize the
residual oil in the well-swept area (larger pores) according to the capillary desaturation
curve (Green & Willhite 2018; Lake et al. 2014), the previously bypassed oil left in the
unswept area (smaller pores) could be displaced downstream by the viscous polymer
solution. Thus, additional oil could be recovered as the consequence of sweep
improvement.
The following equation was used to calculate the capillary number (AW) of all of
flooding processes.

a

.

(1)
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In Equation (1), /Uw is the viscosity of the displacing phase (HSW, LSW, HSP, or
LSP), mPa s or cp; u is the superficial velocity, m/s; o is the interfacial tension (IFT)
between the displacing phase and the crude oil, mN/m. The IFT was measured using a
Rame-hart goniometer with the pendant-drop method. The IFT was in the range of 12-20
mN/m. The capillary number for the HSW flooding, LSW flooding, HSP flooding and LSP
flooding was 2.46*10-7, 2.39*10-7, 12.5*10-6, 16.0*10-6, respectively.

Figure 8. HSP flooding after waterflooding (Exp-3).

3.3. SECONDARY PO L Y M E R FLO O D IN G
In Exp-4, the HSP flooding was performed in a secondary mode, as shown in Figure
9. The results indicated a much better oil recovery performance compared with the case
pre-flooded with water before implementing polymer flooding (Exp-3 and Exp-3R). After
the secondary polymer flooding, the oil recovery factor was 71.2%, while in Exp-3 and
Exp-3R, the oil recovery after polymer flood was 53.9% and 56.3%, respectively. The
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experiment indicates that performing the polymer flood earlier can achieve a significantly
better oil recovery performance.

Figure 9. Secondary polymer flooding (Exp-4).

The results can be explained with Figure 7. The viscous fingers could be mitigated,
and the breakthrough was delayed. The snap-off events of the oil pathways as transporting
through the pore throats were weakened and delayed during a secondary polymer flooding
compared with waterflooding. This interpretation can be supported by the theoretical
modeling work of Huh and Pope (2008). In a secondary polymer flood, the oil is in
continuous state and can be displaced downstream more uniformly. The oil pathways are
more stable, and breakage into small oil drops/ganglia can be effectively delayed. The
elasticity enables the oil pathways to be thinner before breakage. Most of the pore spaces
could be well swept, and higher oil recovery could be achieved at the breakthrough. In
Exp-4, the polymer solution broke through at 0.25 PV, which was significantly later than
that in waterflooding. Also, the oil recovery at the breakthrough was about 27%, which
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was nearly double of the HSW flooding in Exp-1. The water cut increased to 90% at 1.74
PV of injection and the oil recovery was 62%, indicating more stable displacement and
better timing benefit of the earlier implementation of polymer flooding.
If the core has been flooded with water (e.g., in Exp-3), the oil left in the well-swept
area would be present as isolated drops or ganglia, which can be trapped by capillary forces
and hard to be mobilized. The mobilization of residual oil in such fashion requires a high
capillary number that above a certain critical point, usually on the order of 10-5 (Green &
Willhite 2018). However, the capillary number for a normal waterflooding is usually on
the order of 10-7. According to the capillary desaturation curve, the capillary number must
be increased several orders of magnitudes after a normal waterflood to mobilize the
residual oil and improve the displacement efficiency (Green & Willhite 2018; Lake et al.
2014). A polymer flood is insufficient to provide such a significant increase.

3.4. LSP FLO O D IN G A FT E R W A TER FL O O D IN G AND H SP FLO O D IN G
In Exp-5, the performance of LSP flooding was investigated after extensive
waterflooding and HSP flooding (Figure 10). Strikingly, even after extensive flooding with
HSP, significant incremental oil was achieved when injecting LSP. Though the viscosity
was almost the same with the HSP and the concentration was significantly lower, the oil
recovery incremental was remarkable, 8.0% OOIP. The reproducibility was tested in Exp5R, and 8.1% OOIP additional oil was achieved (Figure A4). The injection pressure during
the LSP flooding was relatively higher than that during the HSP flooding (Figure A5). The
oil recovery was increased to 64.4%. The pH was increased during the LSP flooding
especially at the early stage, which synchronized well with the incremental oil recovery.
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ICP (Inductively Coupled Plasma) analysis could directly give the information of ion
change in the effluent. However, as the samples contained polymer and were highly
viscous, the ICP test was not performed. Note that the core had already been exposure to
low-salinity invading fluid during the LSW flooding process (Figure 10). The low salinity
effect (e.g., ion exchange, polar component desorption and wettability alteration) had
already taken effect in the pores that swept by the LSW (the well-swept area in Figure 7d).
However, there was still an appreciable portion of oil left in the unswept area after the LSW
flooding. Though the sweep efficiency was increased, and additional oil could be displaced
out during the HSP flooding (7.4% OOIP), still the residual oil saturation could be reduced
by the low salinity effect in the area previously untouched by the LSW (Figures 7b and
7d). Incremental oil recovery was achieved during the following LSP flooding (Figure 10).
The results demonstrate the synergic effect of low salinity water and polymer flooding in
enhancing the heavy oil recovery.
To evaluate the mechanical stability as the polymer solutions transport through the
sandpacks, we monitored the viscosity of the aqueous effluent during the LSP flooding and
HSP flooding. The aqueous phase was obtained by centrifuging the polymer/oil mixture
effluent. Figure 11 shows the relative viscosity o f the effluent versus the injected pore
volumes of the HSP and LSP in Exp-5. The low value at the beginning is due to the
displacement of water present in the porous media. We observed that the LSP could almost
reach the injected value and the mechanical degradation was negligible. For the HSP, the
effluent reached 90% of the injected value after several pore volumes of injection. It
indicates the HSP went through some mechanical degradation, which was probably due to
the coiled configuration of the polymer molecules.
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Figure 10. LSP flooding after waterflooding and HSP flooding (Exp-5).

Figure 11. The relative viscosity of the effluent o f HSP and LSP (Exp-5).

3.5. LSP FLO O D IN G A FT E R A SECONDARY H SP FLO O D IN G
In Exp-6, LSP flooding was performed after the secondary PF in Exp-4. The results
are shown in Figure 12. The extra oil recovery was 5.7%. The overall oil recovery was
increased to 76.9% after the LSP flooding. The residual oil saturation was reduced from
0.21 to 0.17. Further discussions of the results are presented in the following subsection.
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3.6. LSP FLO O D IN G D IR EC TL Y A FT E R W A TER FL O O D IN G
In Exp-7, the LSP flooding was performed after extensive waterflooding (including
HSW flooding and LSW flooding). The results are shown in Figure 13. After the LSP
flooding, 10.6% additional oil was recovered. The incremental recovery was higher than
the LSP flooding after extensive waterflooding and HSP flooding (Exp-5 and Exp-5R), and
was almost double that after secondary HSP flooding (Exp-6). The LSP flooding performed
in this scheme was also better than the HSP flooding, as observed in Exp-3 and Exp-3R, in
which the incremental recovery of HSP flooding after extensive waterflooding was 7.4%
and 6.5% OOIP, respectively. Some researchers reported considerable incremental oil
recovery and Sor reduction in a high-salinity polymer flood after a low-salinity polymer
flood (Erincik et al. 2018; Qi et al. 2017). Their impressive observations may be related to
the viscoelasticity effect of the polymer solution present at high shear rate condition. It may
also be due to other specialized conditions associated with their experiments (e.g., core
conditioning). In our experiments performed at relatively low flow velocities of ~1.2 ft/d,
however, no appreciable incremental recovery was observed in the HSP flooding following
the LSP flooding, indicating the injection scheme has an important impact on the oil
recovery performance.
The Sor reduction induced by the LSE should be responsible for the improved oil
recovery efficiency during the LSP flooding after secondary HSP flooding (Exp-6). The
sweep efficiency in the secondary HSP flooding was higher than that in the HSW flooding
and LSW flooding in Exp-7. Thus, most of the pore space in the core was well swept.
Further improvement in sweep is expected to be minimal in the following LSP flooding
due to the similar viscosity of the two polymer solutions. The incremental recovery was
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not as significant as the case of LSP flooding after waterflooding (Exp-7). In the latter case,
there was still a considerable portion in the core that was unswept after the waterflooding
(mainly the smaller pores). The LSP had a better chance to achieve additional oil recovery
through both sweep improvement and Sor reduction induced by the low salinity effect in
the unswept area (Figure 7).

Figure 12. LSP flooding after a secondary HSP flood (Exp-6).

Figure 13. LSP flooding directly after waterflooding (Exp-7).
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By contrast, the low-salinity-induced Sor reduction mechanism was absent in the
HSP flooding (Exp-3 and Exp-3R), thus the oil recovery improvement was not as
significant as the LSP flooding in Exp-7. Note that the sandpack had already been flooded
with LSW. Further reduction of the Sor was unlikely in the well-swept area (mainly the
larger pores). Also, the oil thread/pathway stabilization effect was favorable for the
polymer to establish a lower residual oil saturation, as the oil saturation in the unswept area
was higher than the Sor after extensive waterflooding. The mechanism was similar to a
secondary polymer flood (Huh & Pope 2008).
Some researchers attribute the residual oil saturation reduction to the viscoelasticity
of the polymer solution (Wang et al. 2000; Koh et al. 2018; Qi 2018; Azad & Trivedi 2020).
But viscoelasticity is only significant at high shear-rate condition, as indicated by the shear
thickening effect at high flux (Seright et al. 2011; Seright 2011). The linking between
viscoelasticity property and the Sor reduction has not been well understood so far. Also, it
is challenging to quantify the representative viscoelasticity property of the polymer
solutions in porous media. Some review and experimental work has been reported recently
(Azad & Trivedi 2019a, 2019b, 2020; Jouenne & Heurteux 2020).
We conducted rheology tests to evaluate the viscoelasticity of the LSP and HSP.
Frequency sweep tests (0.1-100 rad/s) were performed to measure the storage modulus (G’)
and loss modulus (G”) with a rheometer in the linear viscoelastic regime. The measured
G ’ and G” of the LSP and HSP are shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15, respectively. The
relaxation time of the polymer solutions were determined with the crossover point method
as described in Delshad et al. (2008). The relaxation time for the LSP was 0.633 s, which
was about eight times of the HSP (0.084 s). The result is consistent with the theoretical and
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experimental results of polymer solutions prepared with 0.1% and 1% NaCl reported by
Delshad et al. (2008) and Yuan (1981). However, more work is required to clarify the role
of the viscoelasticity property in the improved oil recovery and reduced residual oil
saturation during the LSP flooding performed at relatively low velocity conditions.

Figure 14. Rheology test results of the LSP.

Figure 15. Rheology test results of the HSP.
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Nevertheless, the results clearly demonstrate that combination of low salinity water
and polymer flooding can significantly improve the oil recovery performance. The residual
resistance factor (the ratio water injection pressure after and before the polymer flooding)
of both LSP and HSP were below 1.5, indicating injectivity loss and formation damage
were not a concern during the polymer flooding.

3.7. FIELD A PPLIC A TIO N EVALUATION
The idea of combining LSW and polymer flooding has been put into practice on a
pattern scale pilot test in the Milne Point field on the North Slope of Alaska. The flood
pattern consists of two horizontal injection wells and two horizontal producers. Detailed
field practice can be found in recent papers and publications to come (Dandekar et al. 2019,
2020; Ning et al. 2019).
The pilot test has been going on for nearly two years and the field performance up
to now (May 2020) has preliminarily demonstrated the game-changing potential of lowsalinity polymer flood in unlocking the enormous heavy oil resources on the Alaska’s
North Slope. The pilot test has shown impressive successful responses (Figures 16 and 17):
the injectivity is sufficient to replace the production voidage; the water cut is reduced from
70% at the start of LSP flooding to less than 15%; no polymer breakthrough so far. Figures
16 and 17 also show that the oil rate has reversed the decline trend (as is expected during
waterflood) and started to increase due to the injected polymer. Remarkable oil recovery
improvement is expected from the polymer flooding compared with projected water
flooding (Ning et al. 2020). Detailed field performance and benefit analysis will be
presented in future publications.
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Figure 16. J-27 production performance.
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3.8. DISCUSSION OF IN FLU EN C IN G FA C TO R S ON TH E EFFEC TIV EN ESS OF
LSP FLO O D IN G
Based on our knowledge, general working conditions required for the LSW should
also be satisfied to make the LSP effective. These working conditions have been widely
discussed in the literature, including: 1) The presence of polar components in the crude oil;
2) The presence of clay in the rock, especially kaolinite; 3) The presence o f connate water
(with relatively high salinity); 4) The presence of remarkable amount of divalent ions (Ca2+,
M g2+) in connate water; 5) The low-salinity injection water; 6) Relatively low pH (6-7) of
the connate brine to allow adsorption of polar components onto the clay surface (Sheng,
2014). It indicates the effectiveness of the LSP is governed by multiple factors.
To demonstrate the influence of the oil properties, we performed experiments with
heavy mineral oil instead of the crude oil (see Figure 18). The viscosity of the mineral oil
(173 cp) was comparable with the crude oil (202 cp). Note that LSW flooding was not
performed before the LSP flooding. In this circumstance, the low salinity effect during the
LSP flooding was expected to be more prominent. However, the results show that no
appreciable incremental oil was achieved by the LSP flooding (only 0.73% OOIP) after
extensive HSP flooding. The mineral oil was composed of paraffin oil and contained no
polar components. The coreflooding results indicate that the composition of the oil is an
important influencing factor on the effectiveness o f LSP flooding.
As for the viscosity of the oil, whether the effectiveness of LSP is selective to heavy
oil or light oil? Several researchers have reported the effectiveness of LSP after
limited/extensive waterflooding using crude oil with a lower viscosity (2.4-33 cp), as
discussed in the Introduction. To name a few, Kozaki (2012) observed improved oil
recovery performance during LSP flooding after extensive water flooding. In his
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experiment, 8% more oil was achieved during LSP flooding after extensive waterflooding
using aged Berea sandstone cores. Shiran and Skauge (2013) reported 5% oil recovery
increase in LSP flooding after tertiary LSW flooding, and 12-17% after secondary LSW
flooding in intermediate-wet Berea sandstone cores. The effectiveness of LSP after
extensive HSP with the same viscosity was also reported in the literature (wo=25-32cp;
,wp~4cp) (Moghadasi et al. 2019). Their experiments showed that LSP could achieve 8%
additional oil after extensive HSP with the same viscosity. Our observations with heavy oil
showed agreement with the reported results. Our work demonstrates that the efficiency of
LSP is not unique to light oil, but it also can be achieved with heavy oil.

Figure 18. Coreflooding results using heavy mineral oil.

It is interesting to know whether the salinity of the LSW/LSP used in the laboratory
work of this study and the pilot test is optimal. Technical and economic considerations
should be taken into account in determining the optimal salinity. The salinity of the readily
available low-salinity water source in the target field is about 2,500 ppm. This is the lowest
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possible salinity that available without any further expensive desalination process. Further
reducing the salinity requires additional facilities, and it is technically difficult in the arctic
area. It is possible to obtain medium salinities between the formation salinity and source
brine salinity, by mixing produced water with injection source brine. But the problem is a
higher polymer concentration is required to achieve the target viscosity as the salinity is
increased. Also, the LSP exhibits a better mechanical stability as shown in Figure 11. The
operation at this lowest possible salinity shows no injectivity problem in the experiments
or the field practice. Therefore, from technical and economic point of view, the salinity
used in this paper is the optimal salinity for the given heavy oil/brine/rock system.
In this work, we only tested the 3630S polymer as used in the field pilot test. The
choice of this polymer was initially based on numerical simulation, the availability and
cost of the polymer products (Dandekar et al. 2019). Our project team have investigated
the retention behavior o f Flopaam 3430S which has a lower molecular weight of 10-12
million Daltons (Wang et al. 2020).

4. CONCLUSIONS

This study investigated oil recovery performance of combining low-salinity water
and polymer flood. The following conclusions were drawn.
(1) The HSP required nearly two thirds more polymer than the LSP to achieve the
same target viscosity in this study.
(2) Additional oil was recovered from LSW flooding after extensive HSW flooding
(3-9% OOIP). LSW flooding performed in secondary mode could achieve a higher
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recovery than that in tertiary mode. Also, the occurrence of water breakthrough was
delayed in the LSW flooding compared with the HSW flooding.
(3) After extensive LSW flooding and HSP flooding, incremental oil recovery
(~8% OOIP) was still achieved by LSP flooding with the same viscosity as the HSP. No
appreciable incremental oil was recovered by HSP flooding performed after LSP flooding.
LSP flooding performed directly after waterflooding can achieve more incremental oil
recovery (~10% OOIP).
(4) The improved oil recovery performance of combining low-salinity water and
polymer flooding was demonstrated under various conditions in this study. Field
application practice has demonstrated remarkable success regarding water cut reduction,
oil production improvement, delayed breakthrough behavior, and projected oil recovery
improvement. Future work is required to further investigate the rheology behavior under
reservoir conditions, polymer retention, in-situ emulsification, and the impact of
wettability at varying salinity conditions.

N O M EN CLA TU RE

Symbol

Description

ANS

Alaska’s North Slope

EOR

Enhanced oil recovery

FW

Formation water, salinity=27400 ppm

HSP

High-salinity polymer, salinity=FW

HSW

High-salinity water, salinity=FW
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IFT

Interfacial tension

LSE

Low salinity effect

LSP

Low salinity polymer

LSW

Low-salinity water

Nca

Capillary number

OOIP

Oil originally in place

PV

Pore volume

Sor

Residual oil saturation

Swi

Initial water saturation

u

Superficial velocity, m/s

jUw

Viscosity of displacing phase, mPa s or cp

a

Interfacial tension between displacing phase and crude oil, mN/m
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A PPENDIX

The results of Exp-1R1, Exp-1R2, Exp-3R, Exp-5R and the injection pressures
are shown in Figures A1 to A5.

Figure A1. Tertiary LSW flooding (Exp-1R1).
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Figure A2. Tertiary LSW flooding (Exp-1R2).

Figure A3. HSP flooding after waterflooding (Exp-3R).

Figure A4. LSP flooding after waterflooding and HSP flooding (Exp-5R).
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Figure A5. Injection pressures in Exp-1, Exp-3 and Exp-5.
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II. EX PER IM EN TA L STUDY O F TRA N SPO RT B EH A V IO R O F M IC R O G E L
PA R TIC L ES IN SU PER PER M EA B LE CHANNELS FO R
CO N FO RM A N CE C O N TR O L

A BSTRACT

Gel treatment is an effective way to attack excessive water production during oil
development. The transport behavior of gel materials in reservoirs is of crucial importance
to the effectiveness of gel treatments. This paper aimed at investigating the transport
behavior of micrometer-sized preformed particle gels (microgels) through superpermeable
(super-K) channels. Sandpacks with permeabilities ranging from 27 to 221 darcies were
used to mimic the super-K channels. Multiple pressure sensors were applied along the
sandpack models to monitor the propagation behavior of the microgels. The tested microgel
particles could transport through the super-K channels, and a higher driving pressure
gradient was required when the particle-to-pore matching size ratio (MSR) was larger. The
pressure gradient distribution along the super-K channels was relatively uniform when the
M SR was low (<1.3). However, the inlet section would show increasingly higher-pressure
gradients as the M SR was increased, indicating increased difficulty in propagation. The
propagation of the gel particles was significantly slower compared with the carrying fluid.
The delayed propagation behavior was more pronounced when the M SR was higher. The
injection pressure was much less sensitive to the injection flow rate compared with a
Newtonian fluid. The gel dispersion exhibited an apparent shear thinning (pseudoplastic)
behavior when transporting through the porous channels. Breakage of the gel particles was
observed especially at high superficial velocities. The particle breakage was partially
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responsible for the apparent shear thinning behavior. The breakage phenomenon was in
favor of deep placement of the gel particles. The channel permeabilities were significantly
reduced by the microgels, bringing sufficient resistance to subsequent water flooding
(>99.5%). At given matching size conditions, softer gels were more likely to establish in
depth placement and uniform water-blocking capacity in the channels. The microgel
particles exhibited salinity-responsive behavior to the post brine flush. The gel particles
could shrink and reswell according to the salinity of the injected water. Possibilities were
discussed to utilize this salinity-responsive behavior. Also, the microgels exhibit a
particular disproportionate permeability reduction (DPR) effect. After gel injection, the
channel permeability to water flow was reduced by more than 20-92 times of the
permeability to oil flow. This work provides important support to understand the transport
behavior of gel particles in super-K channels. The achievements are helpful for gel product
selection and gel treatment design.
Key words: enhanced oil recovery; conformance treatment; gel treatment;
preformed particle gel (PPG); microgel transport behavior

1. IN TRO D U C TIO N

A better oil recovery performance is always the pursuit of the oil & gas industry.
However, many challenges are involved. One common problem plaguing many oil and gas
fields around the world is the presence of high-permeability channels in the reservoirs.
Generally, the channels can be divided into two categories: open fractures and porousmedium-type channels (Figure 1). The channels are beneficial and desirable in some
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situations (e.g., hydraulic fractures in developing shales gases) because they largely
increase the contact areas with the matrices and thus improve the injectivity/productivity.
However, in many oil and gas reservoirs, the super-permeable (super-K) channels can
cause fast breakthrough of the flooding fluids (water, polymer solutions, CO2, etc.) from
the injection wells to the production wells (Seright et al. 2003; Sydansk & Romero-Zeron
2011; Bai et al. 2013). A large portion of oil in the matrices is left unswept, resulting in
poor sweep efficiency and unsatisfactory oil recovery performance (see Figure 1). Besides,
the excessive production of the flooding fluids also brings economic and environmental
concerns (Chang et al. 2020; Dhaliwal et al. 2021). Over the years, many efforts have been
made to solve the unwanted channeling problem. Gel treatment has been proven an
effective technique to solve the channeling issue (Bai et al. 2008, 2015; Seright et al. 2003;
Kang et al. 2021; Aldhaheri et al. 2020, 2021). Different types of gel systems have been
developed and applied: in-situ gels (Sydansk & Romero-Zeron, 2011), preformed bulk gels
(Seright 1997), and preformed particle gels (PPGs) (Bai et al. 2007a, 2008, 2012; Pyziak
& Smith 2007; Vasquez et al. 2008; Larkin & Creel 2008; Peirce et al. 2014; Targac et al.
2020).
This study focuses on the porous-medium-type channeling issue. In this scenario,
the preformed bulk gels or normal millimeter-sized preformed particle gel (PPG) are
unlikely to work due to low injectivity in such conditions (Seright 1999; Elsharafi & Bai
2013, 2016; Imqam et al. 2016). For example, Seright (1999) observed that an impractically
high injection pressure gradient (>200 psi/ft) was required to force the preformed bulk gel
[Cr(III)-acetate-HPAM] into a 28-darcy sandpack, which mimicked a proppant-filled
fracture. When using in-situ gels, the water- or polymer-solution-like gelant can cause
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damage to the oil zones (Seright & Brattekas 2021; Zhao et al. 2021a). Therefore, an
effective strategy is required to solve this type of channeling issue.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Open fracture type channels and porous-medium type channels in a reservoir.
(a) Open fracture type channel. (b) Porous-medium type channel. This channel is
composed of pore-throat structures. Preformed bulk gel and the normal millimeter-sized
preformed particle gel are difficult to be injected into the channel and shut off it.
Micrometer-sized gel particles (microgel) are likely to work and solve this kind of
channeling problem.

In this work, we tested the feasibility of micrometer-sized PPGs in super-K
channels. Due to the special properties of the microgel particles, such as elasticity
(deformation), swelling, shrinking, reswelling (i.e., hydration, dehydration, rehydration),
and breakage into smaller particles due to mechanical shear, the gel particles would exhibit
complex behaviors when transporting through the repeated convergent-divergent flow
channels in porous media. Many factors coexist and interact with each other. The factors
include particle-to-pore matching size ratio, gel strength (e.g., the elastic modulus), particle
size distribution, particle concentration, phase distribution in the porous medium (e.g.,
presence of residual oil), and surface charge conditions (for very small particles). The
complex flow path geometries make the transport/retention behavior much more
complicated.
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A brief literature survey is summarized here to illustrate the progresses achieved
over the years. Note that the survey is not exhaustive, as a thorough review is not the
objective of our current work. The gel particles could directly pass through the pore throat
larger than themselves due to the deformability nature of the gel particles (Bai et al. 2007b).
At higher driving pressures/forces, the gel particles could shrink or even break into small
pieces, and thus pass pore throats that were much smaller than themselves. For example,
Bai et al. (2007b) observed that the gel particles in their study could pass through a
microchannel that was only about 1/4 of the gel particle size. It was also reported that the
particles could be retained in the porous media by different mechanisms. The particles
could be adsorbed on the pore surfaces due to the surface charges, which was more
prominent as the particles were significantly smaller than the pores (Chauveteau et al.
2003; Yao et al. 2017). For a swarm of particles, the inter-particle interactions made the
system more complex. For example, the particles could block a pore throat by a bridging
effect or by forming a particulate filtration layer (Yao et al. 2020).
Yao et al. (2012) observed that the particle/pore size ratio had a significant impact
on the transport behavior and thus on the water-blocking efficiency of their elastic
microspheres (4.3-40 pm). Relatively better water-blocking efficiency was observed at the
size ratio of 1.35-1.55, which was recommended as the optimal values for conformance
treatment designs. When this matching ratio was too small, effective plugging could not be
established due to smooth transport and insufficient retention of the microspheres in the
porous media. When the matching ratio was too high, the microspheres could hardly
penetrate an appreciable depth into the porous media. Thus, the water-plugging efficiency
was unsatisfactory. Three plugging mechanisms of microspheres at pore throats were
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proposed: Capture-Plugging; Superposition-Plugging, and Bridge-Plugging (Yao et al.
2014). They further studied the effects o f flow rate, pore-throat size, particle size, and
injection concentration on transport and retention patterns (Yao et al. 2020). Five transport
and retention patterns were observed in convergent-divergent microchannels: surface
deposition, smooth passing, direct interception, deforming remigration, and rigid blockage.
Al-Ibadi and Civan (2013) reported that the blockage mechanisms of gel particles were
pore-throat plugging and pore-surface deposition. Zhao et al. (2014) proposed that the
dispersed particle gel (DPG) they developed could reduce the permeability of channeling
zones by adsorption, retention, trapping and bridging. They also observed the
disproportionate permeability reduction phenomenon in the water and oil phases after the
gel treatment. Farasat et al. (2017) performed a series of coreflooding experiments using
limestone grain packs to investigate the retention (mechanical entrapment) behavior of
preformed particle gels in porous media. Imqam et al. (2018) studied the effect of different
factors on the transport behavior of microgels in unconsolidated sandpack cores. Four
transport patterns were reported: plugging, high retention, breaking, and pass; high
retention and pass; and low retention and pass.
Numerical studies help get a better understanding of the transport mechanisms of
deformable gel particles in porous media. Liu et al. (2017) numerically studied the transport
behavior of deformable gel particles based on size exclusion theory. Zhou et al. (2017)
used an improved LBM-DEM (lattice Boltzmann method and discrete element method)
simulation method to study the transport behavior of soft gel particles in porous media.
They numerically investigated the effect of particle/pore size ratio and particle strength on
the critical pressure gradient for a single gel particle transport through a single pore throat.
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They reported an exponential relationship between the critical pressure gradient and the
size ratio, and linearly correlated with the elastic modulus. For the single particle transport
process, they observed that the flow rate had negligible impact on the critical pressure
gradient. Goudarzi et al. (2015) reported transport behavior of preformed particle gels in
fracture and sandpack models. The potential of preformed particle gels in improving the
conformance and suppress excessive water production was investigated. They developed a
set of models to characterize the gel rheology, adsorption, swelling ratio, resistance factor,
and residual resistance factor of the PPGs in fracture and porous media (sandpacks). The
models were incorporated into a reservoir simulator (UTGEL). They validated the gel
transport models with experimental results. Note that in view of the complicated gel
transport behavior, some assumptions were involved in the models. Some important
phenomena, such as dehydration, particle breakage, and surface plugging, were not
considered in the models.
Overall, though significant progresses have been achieved with the efforts of
various researchers, a better understanding is still required about the deformable microgel
transport in porous media, as pointed out by some recent review papers (Leng et al. 2021;
Wu et al. 2021; Villone & Maffettone 2019). The first-ever polymer flooding project has
been on going to tap the tremendous heavy oil resources on the Alaska’s North Slope
(Dandekar et al. 2019, 2020, 2021; Ning et al. 2020). Conformance control is an important
issue to improve the effectiveness of polymer flooding in heavy oil reservoirs (Zhao et al.
2021a). In this study, sandpacks prepared with silica sands were used as the super-K
channels to investigate the propagation behavior of microgel particles. Multiple pressure
sensors were applied along the sandpack models to monitor the propagation dynamics.
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Chase brines with different salinities were injected after the gel treatment to test the water
blocking performance. Crude oil was also injected to study the different blocking abilities
of the microgels to water flow and to oil flow.

2. EX PER IM EN TA L

2.1. M ATERIA LS
Brines. Two brines were prepared in lab based on the brine composition in the
Milne Point oilfield on the Alaska’s North Slope (Table 1). The synthetic formation brine
(SFB) had a total dissolved solid (TDS) of 27500 ppm, and the synthetic injection brine
(SIB) had a TDS of 2498 ppm (Zhao et al. 2021b). In the Milne Point, the injection brine
was from a low-salinity water resource, and it was used in water flooding and polymer
flooding. In this work, the SFB was used to saturate the sandpack models. Except otherwise
noted, the SIB was used as the initial and post injection brine, as well as the carrying fluid
of the microgel particles. We labeled the SIB and SFB as LSW and HSW when
emphasizing the effect o f salinity.
Crude oil. The crude oil was sampled in August 2018, at a wellhead in the Milne
Point Field (Well #B-28, provided by Hilcorp, Alaska). The oil sample was centrifuged to
remove water and solids (if any) and filtered through a 0.5-pm filter paper. The viscosity
was 202 cp at reservoir temperature (71 °F), with an API gravity of 19.0° (0.940 g/ml).
Microgels. The microgels were obtained by grinding millimeter-sized preformed
particle gels (Bai et al. 2007a; Zhao et al. 2021a). The microgels had a volumetric swelling
ratio of 40, and 20 cm3/cm3 in the SIB and SFB, respectively. The swelling ratio was
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defined as the ratio of swollen volume after absorbing water to the original volume of the
gel. For the dry microgel particles of 170-230 mesh (63-88 pm), after fully swollen in the
SIB, the gel particle sizes were in the range of 215 to 300 pm, with an average diameter of
260 pm. The sizes were 170 to 240 pm (average 206 pm) after fully swollen in the SFB.
Dispersions were prepared with a microgel concentration of 1 wt% (dry weight). The two
gels were labeled as softer gel and strong gel, respectively. Their storage moduli were about
820 Pa and 1370 Pa, respectively.

Table 1. Basic formation brine and injection brine.
Composition
Name
(ppm)
Na+: 10086.0
K+: 80.2
HSW

Ca2+: 218.5

(SFB, synthetic formation
brine)

Mg2+: 281.6
Cl-: 16834.4
TDS: 27500
Na+: 859.5
K+: 4.1

LSW

Ca2+: 97.9

(SIB, synthetic injection
brine)

Mg2+: 8.7
Cl-: 1527.6
TDS=2498
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Super-K Sandpack Models. Sandpacks were used as the super-K porous media,
which mimicked the super-K channels present in reservoirs. The sandpack model (2.5 cm
x 50 cm) had multiple pressure taps which were able to monitor the pressures at different
locations in the sandpack (Figure 2). The sandpacks were prepared with silica sands with
wet-packing method. Before preparing the sandpack, the sands were mixed with the SFB
at a certain sand/brine ratio. The wetted sands were added into the sandpack tube at multiple
times. The sandpack was vibrated with a vibration machine to ensure tight and uniform
packing of the sands. Afterwards, the sandpack was vacuumed and saturated with the SFB.
The absolute permeability was estimated by measuring the stable injection pressures at five
different flow rates. The sandpack permeabilities ranged from 26.9 to 221 darcies. The
basic information of the sandpacks was summarized in Table 2.

2.2. EX PER IM EN TA L PR O C ED U R E
The experiment setup was shown in Figure 2. The typical experimental procedure
was summarized in Figure 3. After measuring the permeability, a brine tracer test
(potassium iodide) was carried out to verify the homogeneity. A typical brine tracer test
curve was shown in Figure 4. The quick equilibration of the tracer concentration in the
effluent indicated good homogeneity of the sandpack core.
The microgel dispersion was injected at 2 ml/min until stable injection pressures
were reached at all the pressure taps. The pressure response was an indication of the gel
transport dynamics in the sandpack. The moments when the pressures at different locations
began to increase were recorded. The onset of pressure increase indicated the microgel
bank front had arrived at that pressure tap. The gel-dispersion accumulator had a mixing
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propeller mounted at the bottom to ensure the particles dispersed uniformly in the carrying
fluid. In Figure 2, this accumulator was drawn upside down for simplicity. The effluent
was closely monitored to capture the moment when the microgels came out from the outlet.

Table 2. Summary of basic information of the experiments.
Exp #

k, darcy

1

55.4

Gel size

Gel strength

MSR

Carrying fluid

Softer

2.35

SIB

Softer

3.29

SIB

Strong

0.69

SFB

Strong

1.11

SFB

Strong

1.28

SFB

Strong

1.77

SFB

260
(215~300)
260
2*

26.9
(215~300)
150

3

221
(100~190)
130

4

62.0
(90~170)
150

5

62.4
(100~190)
206

6

59.8
(170~240)

Note: * the dimension of this sandpack was 5 cm x 30 cm. Three internal pressure
taps were evenly distributed along the model.

The effluent was also collected at different flow rates to examine the impact of flow
rate on the particle size of the microgels as transporting through the porous media. At given
flow rates, the effluent samples were collected at stable conditions to minimize the impact
of the previous flow conditions. The size and morphology of the samples were examined
with an optical microscope (HIROX Digital Microscope KH-8700). Also, the pressures in
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the sandpacks at different flow rates were monitored. Stable pressures were used to
calculate resistance factors (F r ) at different sections in the sandpack. Afterwards, chase
water was injected at 2 ml/min until stable pressures at all locations were reached. Residual
resistance factors (F r ™) at different sections were calculated to evaluate whether the
microgels effectively shut off the super-K channels to water flow at the in-depth regions.

Figure 2. Experiment setup for microgel transport tests.

1

P re -w a te r in je c tio n : A bsolute perm eability o f the sandpack w as
m easured. First brine tra c e r te st w as perform ed to evaluate the
hom ogeneity and pore volum e o f the model.

2

G el in je c tio n : Fully sw ollen m icrogel particles carried by synthetic
injection source brine (1 w t% ); q=2 m l/m in; stopped when gels
produced out and pressures at all sections becam e stable.

3

G el in je c tio n a t v a ry in g flu x e s : a wide variety o f flow rates w ere
tested to study the effect o f flu x on the injection pressure and
tran spo rt behavior. E ffluent w as collected.

4

P o s t w a te r in je c tio n : B rine (the sam e as the carrying fluid) was
injected; continued until stable pressures at all sections w ere
obtained. Post brine tra c e r te st w as perform ed.

5

P o s t w a te r flu s h : H igher flow rates w ere used to test w he th er the
gel bank placed in the m odel could w ithstand high-speed w ater
flush.

Figure 3. The typical experiment procedure.
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Figure 4. Result of brine tracer test (Exp #1, before gel injection).

3. RESU LTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. TRA N SPO RT B EH A V IO R O F M IC R O G EL S
Figure 5 shows the pressures at different locations during the gel injection process
along the super-K sandpack in Exp #1. In this experiment, the average particle-to-pore
matching size ratio (MSR) in this experiment was 2.35. The specific pressure responses
during gel propagation through the model were summarized in Table 3. At the beginning,
the pressure at the inlet (P1) increased linearly, while the other three pressure sensors
showed no change (remaining zero), as shown in Figure 5. After injecting 57.4 ml of gel
dispersion, P2 started to increase, indicating the gel bank front arrived at the first internal
pressure tap (P2). The injected gel dispersion corresponded to 0.72 pore volumes of the
whole model, or 3.13 pore volumes of the transported section (sec 1). Meanwhile, P1 was
increased to 93.9 psi (Table 3), and P2 started to increase almost linearly, following the
same trend as observed in P1. The gel bank front sequentially arrived at P3 and P4 after
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injecting 102.6 ml and 148.4 ml (1.29 and 1.86 PV) of gel dispersion, respectively. After
injecting 193.5 ml (2.42 PV) of gel dispersion, the gel bank front broke out at the outlet.
At this moment, the pressures at the four points did not reach stable conditions. Instead,
they still increased as more gel dispersion was injected. The pressures at different locations
gradually became stable with fluctuations around certain values (301 psi, 238 psi, 128 psi
and 59 psi, respectively). In total, 317.6 ml (3.98 PV) of gel dispersion was injected. The
pressure gradients in different sections of the sandpack were estimated, as shown in Figure
6. In each section, the pressure gradient first increased to a peak, then it gradually decreased
and became relatively stable with fluctuation. The fluctuation was a result of repeated
accumulation and release/remigration of the microgel particles in the pore-throat structures
(Zhao et al. 2021a). The pressure gradients in different sections were comparable with each
other. The final stable pressure gradients were in the range of 155-249 psi/ft. Due to
connection malfunction of pressure sensor #3 in the early stage of gel injection, the
readings of P3 were not accurate. Instead, the 2nd and 3rd sections were regarded as a whole,
and P2 and P4 were used to calculate the pressure gradient in this combined section. The
malfunction issue was resolved later and the late-stage P3 was used when calculating the
resistance factors.
With the pressure data, we obtained the resistance factors (Fr) during the gel
injection with Equation (1). The resistance factor equals to the ratio of pressure gradient
during gel inj ection to the initial brine inj ection at the same flow rate. The resistance factors
in the different sections were shown in Figure 7. The stable resistance factors at different
sections of the sandpack are summarized in Figure 8. The resistance factors followed a
similar trend as the pressure gradients during the gel injection process. The resistance
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factors were relatively uniform in all the sections of the model, in the range o f 2216 to
3549. No progressive surface plugging was observed during the whole process.

F

=

^

-

Agel,

A P g el

(1)

A initial-water
P t

Table 3. Responses during gel transport in high-permeability porous media (Exp #1,
MSR=2.35).
Gel front

t, min

Dispersion
injected, ml

Dispersion
injected, PV

P1,
psi

P2,
psi

P3*,
psi

P4,
psi

Inlet

0

0.00

0

0

0

0

0

Arrived tap#2

28.7

57.40

0.719

93.9

0

0

0

Arrived tap#3

51.3

102.60

1.286

183.6

105.8

0

0

Arrived tap#4

74.2

148.40

1.860

280.7

203.1

15.8

0

Arrived outlet

96.8

193.50

2.424

324.7

251.5

95.6

71.1

Stable (end)

158.8

317.60

3.980

301.0

238.4

128.2

59.4

*Readings were not accurate due to sensor connection malfunction.

Figure 5. Pressures at different locations during gel injection (Exp #1).
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Figure 6. Pressure gradient at different sections during gel injection (Exp #1).

Figure 7. Resistance factor distribution (Exp #1).

In Exp #2, the MSR was 3.29. The pressures, pressure gradients and resistance
factors were shown in Figures 9 to 12. The gel propagation dynamics are summarized in
Table 4. In this experiment, 1.09 total PV (4.36 local PV) of gel dispersion was injected
when P2 started to show response. The propagation speed of the gel particles was obviously
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slower than that in Exp #1 (4.36 PV vs. 3.13 PV), indicating higher retention of the gel
particles in the inlet section as the MSR was higher (3.29 vs. 2.35). In total, 770 ml (4.7
PV) of gel dispersion was injected. The stable pressures at the four locations were 361,
213, 130 and 89 psi, respectively. The first section showed a higher stable pressure gradient
and resistance factor at the end of the gel injection compared with the values in the in-depth
sections. The pressure gradients in the other three sections were comparable with each
other. The final stable pressure gradients were in the range of 168-602 psi/ft, which were
obviously higher than that in Exp #1. It was more difficult for the gel particles to transport
and place in the super-K channels as the MSR was larger.

Figure 8. The stable resistance factor distribution (Exp #1).

The results indicated that though the tested 260-pm microgel particles could be
injected into the in-depth sections of the sandpack with an MSR of 3.29, high pressure
gradients were required. Such high pressure gradients are only available in the near
wellbore regions. An M SR of 3.29 is not favorable for gel transport and placement in the
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super-K porous channels. In Exp #1, the pressure gradients were also too high, though the
distributions of pressure gradients and resistance factors were more uniform.

Table 4. Responses during gel transport in high-permeability porous media (Exp #2,
MSR=3.29).
Dispersion Dispersion
P1, psi P2, psi P3, psi P4, psi
injected, ml injected, PV

Gel front

t, min

Inlet

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Arrived tap#2

35.9

179.25

1.09

103.2

0

0

0

Arrived tap#3

59.3

296.50

1.81

225.9

86.4

0

0

Arrived tap#4

77.9

389.33

2.37

385.9

168.3

64.5

0

Arrived outlet

103.0

455.00

2.77

348.9

180.7

100.0

28.8

Stable

217.5

672.25

4.10

352.0

207.0

127.0

89.0

Figure 9. Injection pressure at different locations during gel injection (Exp #2).
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Figure 10. Pressure gradient at different sections during gel injection (Exp #2).
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Figure 11. Resistance factor distribution (Exp #2).

Effect of M SR on Fr Distribution. More experiments were performed with lower
MSRs to explore the favorable working conditions of the microgel particles. In this study,
we used the Carman-Kozeny equation, Equation (2), to estimate the average pore size of
the super-K sandpacks (Carman 1956; Mauran et al. 2001). In this equation, d is the average
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diameter of the pores (pm), k is the permeability (pm2) of the core, / ck is the CarmanKozeny shape factor,

t

is the tortuosity, and 0 is the porosity (fraction). A value of 4.5 for

the / ckxt 2 was adopted in the calculation (Carman 1956; Mauran et al. 2001).

d

(2)

=

Figure 12. The stable resistance factor distribution (Exp #2).
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Figure 13. Resistance factor distribution at different MSRs.
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Figure 14. Transport delay (Exp #1).

A parameter termed as relative resistance factor was introduced to describe the
surface retention/plugging tendency o f the microgel particles in super-K channels. It was
the ratio of resistance factor in the inlet section to the average value in the in-depth sections.
A higher value meant a higher retention in the inlet section, thus poorer migration ability
into the in-depth sections of the porous channels. In this study, the first section of the
sandpacks was regarded as the inlet section. The rest segment of the sandpacks was
regarded as the in-depth sections. The relative resistance factors at different MSRs were
summarized in Figure 13. The results suggested that the resistance factor distribution was
relatively uniform when the particle sizes were comparable or smaller than the pore throat
sizes. At the same strength, this parameter increased with the MSR, indicating reduced
injectivity and increased surface plugging tendency as the MSR was increased. Significant
retention of the particles in the inlet section was expected, and the particles were difficult
in transporting deep into the sandpacks. The strength of the gel particles also influenced
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the transport and retention behavior. Softer particles were easier to transport deep into the
models as indicated by the lower relative resistance factors in Figure 13.
In addition, the experiment results indicated significant delay of the gel bank front
compared with the front of the carrying fluid. Figure 14 shows the position of the carrying
fluid front and the position of gel bank front in Exp #1. The lag of the gel bank front against
the carrying fluid front was caused by the retention of the microgel particles in the porous
media. The equilibrium retention was 3180 micrograms microgels by per gram o f sand
based on material balance by monitoring the amount of gel injected into and produced out
of the sandpack model. Note that the fully swollen gel front broke out after one pore volume
of swollen gel injection, almost following the trend of the no-delay ideal case. At that time,
the gel was expected to occupy all the pore spaces in the sandpack model. Note that the
existence of inaccessible pore volume (IAPV) was possible to result in an earlier breakout
of the gel bank front. The IAPV was the pore spaces that were too small for the gel particles
to access. However, the IAPV was negligible (zero) in this case as the swollen gel front
followed almost the same trend as the no-delay ideal case.
Pressure Gradients and Resistance Factors at Different Superficial Velocities. The
pressure gradients and resistance factors at different injection rates (0.1-50 ml/min,
equivalent to 1 to 500 ft/d) were tested. The pressure gradients were shown in Figures 15
and 16. Though the pressure gradient showed an increasing trend with the injection rate.
However, the increase was much more gradual compared with the flow rate. According to
the Darcy’s law, for a Newtonian fluid with a constant viscosity, the pressure gradient
should be proportional to the velocity (flux) with a slope of unity (angle=45°) in a log-log
plot (Figure 16). However, the slope for the gel dispersion was lower compared with the
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Newtonian fluid, which indicated a decreasing apparent viscosity of the gel dispersion with
the increase of flow rate. Consistently, the resistance factor exhibited a decreasing trend, a
behavior similar to a shear-thinning fluid.

Figure 15. Pressure gradient at different flow rates.

The decreasing apparent viscosity indicated mechanical degradation was likely to
occur when transporting in the porous channels. This hypothesis was supported by
microscopy observation of the gel samples collected at different flow rates (see Figure 17).
Smaller gel particles were observed when the flow rates were higher. The pressure
responses also supported this hypothesis, as seen in Figure 15, when the flow rate
increased, the pressure gradient increased at the beginning and then dropped. The changing
behavior was in accordance with the breakage of gel particles. The breakage phenomenon
is highly related to the significance of the shear force against the strength of the particles.
More severe breakage was observed at higher flow rates for a given microgel material.
Therefore, the apparent viscosity (resistance factor) would be reduced. Another possible
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mechanism responsible for the apparent thinning behavior was the slippage effect between
the gels and the walls of pores. The gels slipped along the pore surfaces, while there was a
viscous boundary layer in the case of liquid flow. One more possible reason was the
lubrication effect of the water film on the sand grains. With the assistance of the lubrication
film, the gels could slip forward. Thus, the pressure gradient became less sensitive to the
flow rate.
The particle breakage phenomenon was also reported by other researchers in the
literature (Bai et al. 2007b; Farasat et al. 2017; Saghafi et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2017; Li et
al. 2019). For instance, Li et al. (2019) observed significant particle size reduction after the
microsphere particles transported through an 18-m sandstone core. The broken/pass
behavior favored deep penetration of microgel particles under practical pressure gradients.
The observed shear degradation (breakage) in this study can partially explain why good
injectivity of PPGs were consistently observed in most field applications (Liu et al 2006;
Bai et al. 2008, 2012, 2013). This explanation did not exclude other possibilities, for
example, the presence of fractures/super-K channels (e.g., induced by long-term
waterflood). The breakage phenomenon would benefit the injectivity of the gel dispersion.
On the other hand, however, concerns may rise about the reduced water-blocking
efficiency as a result of the gel breakage. From field application point of view, less water
blocking ability is required in the in-depth regions of reservoirs. That is, the water-blocking
efficiency (strength) does not need to be as strong as in the near wellbore region. Therefore,
the particle breakage phenomenon is not supposed to noticeably reduce the overall
conformance control performance of the gel treatments.
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Figure 16. Pressure gradient as a function of superficial velocity.

Figure 17. Microscopy examination of effluent gel samples. (Original particles were
collected at inlet. Effluent samples were collected at 15, 30, and 50 ml/min.)

Transport/Pass Mechanisms. Bai et al. (2007b) reported six transport patterns of
particle gels through pore throats based on micromodel experiments, including direct pass,
adsorption, deform and pass, snap-off and pass, shrink and pass, and trap. The transport
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patterns could be estimated based on the pressure response, effluent gel concentration and
gel particle size. The direct-pass pattern was only significant when the gel particle sizes
were smaller than the pore size. The adsorption mechanism was only pronounced when the
particles were significantly smaller than the pores (Chauveteau et al. 2003; Yao et al. 2017).
When the particles were larger than the pore throats (MSR>1), the deform/pass,
shrink/pass, and break/pass patterns would co-exist. The dominant pattern(s) depended on
the flow rate (or driving pressure gradient) for given gel materials. The deform/pass pattern
was dominant at low flow rates, while the breakage phenomenon was more significant at
high flow rates as indicated in Figure 17. Meanwhile, the retention (entrapment) of the
microgels in the channels was high, 3180 pg/g in Exp #1. The retention was directly related
to the water-blocking ability of the microgels.

3.2. W A T E R B LO C K IN G EFFIC IE N C Y
The blocking efficiency of the microgels to post water flow was tested. The same
brine that used to prepare the gel dispersion was injected at the same flow rate. Stable
pressures were reached at the different locations in the models. The results of Exp #1 were
illustrated in Figure 18. The stable pressures were used to calculate the residual resistance
factors (Frrw) to the post water flood at the different locations (Figure 19). The Frrw was
defined as the brine permeabilities ratio before and after the gel injection, as described by
Equation (3). It was equal to the ratio of brine injection pressures after and before the gel
injection.

F rrw

K,befor

APpost-water

K after

AP

(3)
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Figure 18. Pressure gradient during the first chase water flood (LSW) (Exp #1).

Figure 19. Distribution of residual resistance factor (Exp #1).

In Exp #1, the Frrw values after gel injection were in the range of 330 to 420, and
the distribution was quite uniform (Figure 19). No obvious face plugging was detected as
indicated by both the Fr and Frrw distributions (Figures 8 and 19). Generally, the Frrw
distribution was more uniform when the M SR was lower, as shown in Figure 20. The
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relatively unform distribution of the Frrw indicated uniform retention of the gel particles in
the super-K channels. The uniform Frrw distribution was a desirable merit for a deepprofile-control agent. The results demonstrated that the microgel particles were able to
effectively establish water-blocking efficiency at the in-depth regions of the super-K
channels. However, the performance became unsatisfactory when the M SR was higher.
For example, as the MSR increased to 3.29 (Exp #2), the Frrw in the inlet section was
significantly higher compared with the values in the other sections (see Figure 20). This
observation agreed with the gel transport behavior as discussed in the preceding subsection.
The results also revealed the impact of strength of the microgels on the water-blocking
performance (Figure 20). Comparing Exp #1 and Exp #6, though the MSR of the softer
gels was higher than the case of strong gels (2.35 vs. 1.77), the Frrw distribution was more
uniform when softer particles were injected. The results suggested that at the same
matching size conditions, softer gels were more likely to achieve a deep placement and
unform water-blocking in the super-K channels.

Figure 20. Summary of residual resistance factor distribution after gel treatment.
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The results were consistent with our previous observations in microgel
conformance control treatment during polymer flooding using channel models (Zhao et al.
2021a). We observed that the critical driving pressure that required for the microgel
particles to penetrate the super-K channels followed a power-law relationship with the
permeability of the channel. For the tested microgels, a much higher driving pressure was
required as the channel permeability was below 30 darcy (MSR>3.5), which indicated the
ineffectiveness of the microgels under these conditions. The microgels were effective when
the channel permeability was above 50 darcy (MSR<2.6). Under such conditions, good
injectivity,

effective

water-blocking

performance,

and

significant

oil

recovery

improvement were achieved. The results in the current study further confirmed the
identified favorable working conditions of the microgels.
The water-blocking efficiency (E bw ) after gel treatment was estimated with
Equation (4). The Ebw values in Exp #1 were 99.76%, 99.70%, 99.76% and 99.74% in the
four sections. For all the experiments, the water-blocking efficiency in the in-depth sections
was above 99.5%. The results indicated that the microgels could efficiently shut off the
super-K channels. In Equation (4), Kbefore and Kafter were the permeabilities of the sandpack
to water before and after the gel injection, respectively.
r
E bw =
V

K
^ _____ after

^

K
K before J

x 100% = 1------v\

A
x100%

(4)

F rrw yJ

Brine tracer tests after the gel treatment also confirmed that the microgel particles
effectively placed in the super-K channel and reduced the effective pore spaces to the water
flow. The brine tracer tests were performed after about 20 PV chase water injection with
the same flow rate as in the gel injection. As illustrated in Figure 21, the results showed
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that the tracer breakthrough occurred significantly earlier after gel injection. It indicated
the effective pore volume was reduced as the pore spaces were occupied by the gel
particles.

Figure 21. Results of brine tracer test after gel injection (Exp #1).

Salinity-Responsive Behavior of Frrw. As the swelling behavior of the microgels
was responsive to the salinity of brine, we wondered how the residual resistance factor
would change when brines with different salinities were injected. A high-salinity water
(HSW) slug was injected at the same flow rate following the first post low-salinity water
flush to test the effect of salinity on the water blocking efficiency. We observed that the
injection pressures and the residual resistance factors were significantly reduced (Figure
22 and Figure 23). Afterwards, a second low-salinity water slug (LSW, i.e., the SIB) was
injected at the same flow rate. Interestingly, the pressures and residual resistance factors
were recovered almost to the same level as in the first post-LSW flood, as shown in Figure
22 and Figure 23. The results suggested that the gel would shrink when the HSW was
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injected. The reason was that the high concentration of ions in the HSW exerted higher
compressive forces on the 3D networks and polymer chains of the gels. Consequently, the
gels lost water and the volume was reduced (i.e., shrunk). The pore volume occupied by
the gels was reduced, and wormholes, or microchannels were generated through the gel
bank. Thus, the resistance ability to the water flow was reduced, as indicated by the lower
residual resistance factors during the HSW injection in Figure 23. Our observations also
demonstrated that the shrinking and swelling properties of the microgels were reversible.
The stability of gel materials was not destroyed by the alternate salinity environment. After
injecting the LSW again, the concentration of surrounding ions was reduced, the
compression forces applied on the 3D networks of the gels were reduced, and thus the
screen effect was weakened. The polymer chains and the 3D networks stretched, and more
water was absorbed, thus the gels reswelled. Consequently, the wormholes and
microchannels created during the HSW flush were re-sealed, and the resistance ability was
recovered. The salinity-responsive behavior was also observed by Brattekas et al. (2019)
for Cr(III)-HPAM gel systems.
Can this particular behavior be utilized in fields? Taking Milne Point oilfield as an
example, the formation water has a high salinity of about 27500 ppm and in a normal water
flood or polymer flood, the salinity is much lower, about 2500 ppm, less than one tenth of
the formation brine. Therefore, if the microgel is carried with HSW, the particles placed in
the formation can further swell during the post water flooding or polymer flooding. The
further swelling of the gel particles can result in a reinforced water-blocking capacity in
the channels and thus force the displacing fluid into the unswept zones (oil zones) to
displace the previously bypassed oil. Thus, the sweep efficiency can be improved.
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Figure 22. Pressure gradients during post water floods using brines with different
salinities (Exp #1).

Figure 23. Salinity-responsive behavior of residual resistance factor to water after gel
injection (Exp #1).

Disproportionate Permeability Reduction (DPR) Effect of the Microgels. Crude oil
was injected after the post water flood to test the blocking effect of the microgel bank to
oil flow. The residual resistance factors were estimated based on the stable pressures at
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different locations of the sandpacks. Interestingly, the residual resistance factor to the oil
flow was much lower than the residual resistance factor to the water flow (i.e., Frrw >>

Frro), as shown in Figure 24. That is, the microgels reduced the permeability to the water
flow much more than the permeability to the oil flow. This phenomenon was termed as
disproportionate permeability reduction (DPR) effect. The Frro was in the range of 4.5 to
21, while the Frrw was in the range of 330 to 420. The Frrw was about 20-92 times of the

Frro. The DPR effect was also observed for bulk polymer gel systems (Liang et al. 1995;
Al-Sharji et al. 1999; Willhite 2002; Seright 2009) and preformed particle gel systems
(Imqam et al. 2014). The DPR effect was also observed by Zhao et al. (2014) after
treatment with dispersed particle gels (DPG) they developed. Different mechanisms have
been proposed in the literature to interpret the special phenomenon, and a brief summary
can be found in Imqam et al. (2014).

Figure 24. The disproportionate permeability reduction (DPR) effect of the microgels.
(The gels reduced the sandpack permeability to water flow much more than that to oil
flow.)
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4. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a series of experiments were carried out to investigate the transport
behavior of microgels in super-K channels. Sandpacks with permeabilities ranging from
27 to 221 darcies were used to mimic the super-K channels. Multiple pressure sensors were
applied along the sandpack models to monitor the propagation behavior of the microgels.
(1) The tested microgel particles could transport through the super-K channels, and
a higher driving pressure gradient was required when the particle-to-pore matching size
ratio (MSR) was larger. The pressure gradient distribution along the super-K channels was
relatively uniform when the MSR was low (<1.3). However, the inlet section would show
increasingly higher pressure gradients as the MSR was increased, indicating increased
difficulty in propagation.
(2) The propagation of the gel particles was significantly slower compared with the
carrying fluid. The delayed propagation behavior was more pronounced when the MSR
was higher.
(3) The injection pressure was less sensitive to the injection flow rate compared
with a Newtonian fluid. The gel dispersion exhibited an apparent shear thinning
(pseudoplastic) behavior when transporting through the porous channels.
(4) Breakage o f the gel particles was observed especially at high superficial
velocities. The particle breakage was partially responsible for the apparent shear thinning
behavior. The breakage phenomenon was in favor of deep placement of the gel particles.
(5) The channel permeabilities were significantly reduced by the microgels,
bringing sufficient resistance to subsequent water flooding (>99.5%). At given matching
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size conditions, softer gels are more likely to establish in-depth placement and uniform
water-blocking capacity in the channels. The microgel particles exhibit salinity-responsive
behavior to the post brine flush. It suggests that the gel particles can shrink and reswell
according to the salinity of the injected water. Possibilities are discussed to utilize this
salinity-responsive behavior.
(6)

The microgels exhibit a particular disproportionate permeability reduction

(DPR) effect. After gel injection, the channel permeability to water flow was reduced by
more than 20-92 times of the permeability to oil flow.
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III. SELEC TIV E PEN ETR A TIO N O F M IC R O G EL S IN SU PERPERM EA BLE
CHANNELS AND R ESE R V O IR M A TR IC ES

ABSTRACT

Gel treatment is an effective way to attack excessive water production in many
mature oilfields around the world. Selective penetration is desired for successful gel
treatments. That is, the gel materials should easily penetrate the target zones (i.e., the
channeling features such as superpermeable channels) without entering/damaging the
nontarget zones (i.e., the matrices or oil zones). This study revealed that the presence of
threshold penetration pressure (AP th ) was the underlying mechanism of selective
penetration behavior of the tested microgels (micrometer-sized preformed particle gels).
The concept of APth was utilized to figure out favorable working conditions for effective
gel treatments. Microgel dispersions were injected into superpermeable (super-k)
sandpacks (mimicking super-k channels in reservoirs, 60-221 darcies), heterogeneous
models with super-k channels (79-230 darcies), and sandstone cores (mimicking matrices
in reservoirs, 50-5000 md). The results demonstrated that a minimum differential driving
pressure (i.e., the threshold penetration pressure, APth) was required to push the microgel
particles to penetrate the channels or matrices. The critical penetration behavior was closely
related to the particle-to-pore matching-size ratio (MSR). The APth at the inlet faces of
super-k channels (60-230 darcies) was in the range of 1 to 12 psi with MSRs in the range
of 0.6 to 1.8. The low APth was beneficial to allow easy penetration of gel materials into
the channeling zones. On the contrary, the APth was much higher in the cores with relatively
low permeabilities and high MSRs (APth >200 psi when MSR>6.5 for the tested gels). The
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high APth was desirable to prevent gel materials from massively invading and damaging
the matrices. Instead, the gel particles accumulated at the inlet surface, and a gel cake was
gradually formed. The cake further prevented the invasion of the gels. The cake could be
removed by chemical breakers to resume the injectivity/productivity of the matrices.
Correlations were developed to describe the APth-MSR relationship. When MSR<3, the

APth exponentially increased with the MSR. A distinct transition was identified at the MSR
of about 3. When MSR>3, the APth became less sensitive to the MSR, but it still
exponentially increased with the MSR. When MSR>20, the APth was higher than 1200 psi.
Therefore, this study provided quantitative evidence to demonstrate the selective
penetration of the tested microgels. Also, this work could help identify the favorable
conditions to achieve successful gel treatments. In an effective conformance treatment, the
M SR in the channel should be sufficiently low to allow easy penetration of gel materials
into the channel (e.g., MSR<2 in this study). Meanwhile, the M SR in the matrix should be
large enough to support a high APth and thus prevent massive gel invasion into the matrix.
Key words: Enhanced oil recovery; conformance control; gel treatment; preformed
particle gel; microgel

1. IN TRO D U C TIO N

Excessive water production is a big challenge and is commonly encountered in oil
fields around the world. Fractures and fracture-like features present in a reservoir are
among the major reasons that responsible for the excessive water production. The first-ever
polymer flooding project has been on going to develop the abundant heavy oil resources
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on the Alaska’s North Slope (Dandekar et al. 2019, 2020, 2021; Ning et al. 2020).
Conformance control is an important aspect to ensure the success of polymer flooding in
the heavy oil reservoirs, especially when channels features are present in the reservoirs
(Zhao et al. 2021a). As illustrated in Figure 1a, the flooding fluid (water, polymer solution,
etc.) would channel through the super-k channels, leaving a large portion of oil in the
matrices unswept. Gel treatment has been proven effective to block the fractures and
fracture-like features in reservoirs and improve the conformance. Different gel products
have been developed over the last several decades (Seright & Brattekas 2021; Zhu et al.
2017; Kang et al. 2021), such as in-situ gels (Sydansk & Romero-Zeron 2011), preformed
bulk gels (Seright 1997), and preformed particle gels (Bai et al. 2007a, 2008, 2012, 2013).
Each gel system has its own unique characteristics and advantages (e.g., thermal stability,
tolerance to high salinity, strength, injectivity, etc.) to accommodate different reservoir
situations (e.g., sources of excessive water production, channeling types, temperature,
salinity, well types, well completion, etc.) (Seright & Brattekas 2021; Zhu et al. 2017).

Bypassed oil in matrix
Water]

Channel/fracture

Water channeling
through
(a) A super-k channel is present in the
reservoir.

(b) The channel is shut off with gels.

Figure 1. Gel treatment to reduce the unwanted water production and improve the
effective sweep volume. (a) A super-k channel or open fracture is present in the reservoir.
Water, polymer, or other flooding fluids flow through the super-k channels. The oil in the
matrices is bypassed. (b) The channel is shut off with gels. The subsequent flooding
fluids are forced into the matrices to displace the bypassed oil.
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Selective penetration of gel materials is desired for successful gel treatments. That
is, the gel materials should easily penetrate the target zones (i.e., the channeling features
such as super-k channels) without entering/damaging the nontarget zones (i.e., the matrices
or oil zones). In an effective gel treatment, as shown in Figure 1b, the gel materials are
expected to efficiently shut off the super-k features, and thus the subsequent flooding fluid
can be diverted to the matrices to displace the remaining oil previously left behind (Zhao
et al. 2021a). For particulate gels, some researchers have studied the driving pressures that
are required to push the viscoelastic particles to transport through pore throats on different
scales. Pore-scale experimental studies (Bai et al. 2007b; Yao et al. 2014, 2020; Wang et
al. 2017; Zhao et al. 2018) and numerical studies (Liu et al. 2017; Zhou et al. 2017; Lei et
al. 2019) shed light on the understanding of the transport, plugging, and remigration
behavior of the viscoelastic particles through pore-throat structures. Besides, studies
outside the oil industry also provides insights to the transport mechanisms of microgel
particles through microchannels analogous to a pore throat. Interested readers are
encouraged to reach the following articles as a start for more information: Hendrickson and
Lyon (2010), Zhang et al. (2018) and Villone and Maffettone (2019).
The resistance forces applied on the particle include the structural forces by the
pore-throat walls, and the frictional forces by the pore-throat surfaces, while the driving
force is from the drag of the carrying fluid. When the gel particle is larger than the pore
throat, additional forces are required to make it deform in order to pass through the throat.
The maximum resistance is believed to occur as the particle right in the middle of the throat
(narrowest spot) (Yao et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2017; Zhao et al. 2018). Therefore, a
minimum differential driving pressure is required to make the particle deform and
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overcome the maximum resistance. Thus, the particle can pass through the throat. Different
terms are used to denote this minimum differential pressure, e.g., critical pressure,
threshold pressure, restarting pressure and remigration pressure. In our work, the term
threshold pressure (APh) is adopted. Below the threshold pressure, the gel particle will be
entrapped at pore throat and cannot transport downstream. This behavior is desired in the
low-permeability zones (oil zones). In these zones, the threshold pressure should be
sufficiently high to prevent the gel materials invading or damaging the oil zones. On the
other hand, the threshold pressure in the channeling zones should be practically low to
allow good injectivity and migration of the gel materials. Thus, the threshold penetration
pressure is an important parameter to determine the effectiveness of a gel treatment.
In the literature, the critical migration condition is also described with the concept
of critical pressure gradient, which is practically more meaningful. On the core- or
reservoir-scale, a gel particle dispersion is injected into a medium with multiple pore
throats, rather than a single/dispersed particle through a single pore throat. The transport
behavior is a result of the statistical average of groups o f particles behavior and their
interactions. Bai et al. (2007b) reported that the pressure gradient increased with the
strength and the diameter ratio of the particle to the pore throat size. For weak particles,
the break-and-pass pattern would occur when the pressure gradient exceeded a critical
value. Deform and pass pattern of microspheres through pore throats was observed by Yao
et al. (2014). When the sufficient driving pressure gradient was available, the microspheres
would deform and change it shape to an ellipsoid, and then pass the throat. Afterwards, the
particle would quickly recover most of its original shape and size. Li et al. (2015)
investigated the transport behavior of a single hydrogel particle through a single narrow
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capillary with a constriction. Their study suggests that the differential driving pressure, and
the dehydration degree (volume shrinkage) depended only on the confinement degree (i.e.,
particle/capillary size ratio) and the geometry of tapered region. They were independent of
the strength (composition) of the particles, and they were also independent of the
composition of the particles or the solvent. Wang et al. (2017) studied the transport
behavior of gel particles using a capillary tube with a convergent-divergent structure. The
gel particles they used were relatively strong (2.2, 4.8, and 6.4 kPa), and the diameter was
about 1 mm. As later reported by Zhao et al. (2018), the maximum pressure drop across
the capillary model was regarded as the threshold pressure [termed as restarting pressure
in their subsequent work, Zhao et al. (2018)]. The superficial velocity was quite high at the
throat in their experiments (~60 ft/d at the throat). They investigated the impact of particle
size, pore size, particle strength, frictional coefficient, and Poisson’s ratio on the restarting
pressure. Lei et al. (2019) reported a power-law relationship between the critical
differential pressure (i.e., APth) and the elastic modulus (Young’s modulus) and
particle/throat size ratio.
Recently,

we

developed

sandwich-like

channel

models

that

mimicked

heterogeneous reservoirs containing super-k channels (Zhao et al. 2021a). The results
demonstrated that, at proper conditions, the conformance and the oil recovery performance
of polymer flooding in such heterogeneous heavy oil reservoirs could be improved with
microgels. The microgels did not penetrate the matrices because a gel cake built up at the
matrix faces. Instead, the microgel particles selectively penetrated and shut off the
superpermeable channels. The subsequent polymer solution was forced into the matrices
to displace the remaining oil. It would be beneficial to figure out the underlying
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mechanism(s) and favorable working conditions of the selective penetration behavior in
microgel treatments.
In this work, microgel dispersions were injected into super-k sandpacks (mimicking
super-k channels in reservoirs, 60-221 darcies), heterogeneous models with super-k
channels (79-230 darcies), and sandstone cores (mimicking matrices in reservoirs, 50-5000
md). The threshold penetration pressures were determined. Correlations were developed to
describe the relationship between the threshold penetration pressure and the particle-topore matching-size ratio (MSR). Favorable conditions were discussed to achieve
satisfactory conformance control treatments.

2. EX PER IM EN TA L AND M ETH O D O LO G Y

Microgels. The microgels were obtained by grinding dry millimeter-sized
preformed particle gels into different size categories. As shown in Figure 2, the microgels
had a volumetric swelling ratio of 20 cm3/cm3 in synthetic formation brine (SFB,
TDS=27500 ppm) of the Milne Point oilfield. The brine composition of the SFB was shown
in Table 1. The swelling ratio was defined as the ratio of swollen volume after absorbing
water to the original volume of the gel. Microgel dispersions were prepared with the SFB
with a dry gel concentration of 1 wt%. More information about the brine, microgel and
other materials can be found in our recent publications (Zhao et al. 2021a, 2021b; Bai et
al. 2007a).
Superpermeable Sandpacks, Channel Models, and Matrix Models. Different
models were used to investigate the penetration behavior of the microgels in super-k
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channels and reservoir matrices. Sandpacks were used to mimic the super-k channels
present in reservoirs. Sands with different size ranges were used to prepare the sandpacks.
Larger sands resulted in higher permeabilities of the sandpacks. The permeabilities were
in the range of 60 to 221 darcies. Sandwich-like channel models were also used to mimic
heterogeneous reservoirs containing super-k channels. A typical channel model consisted
of two half-cylindrical cores (mimicking reservoir matrices) and a super-k channel between
the core plugs. The channel was created by filling sand grains in the fracture space between
the core plugs. Detailed preparation processes of the channel models could be found in
Zhao et al. (2021a). The permeabilities of the channels were in the range of 79 to 228
darcies. Berea and Boise sandstone cores were used to mimic the reservoir matrices with
relatively low permeabilities (50-5000 md). The key information of the experiments was
summarized in Table 2. The average pore sizes were estimated with modified CarmanKozeny equation (Zhao et al. 2021a). The MSRs in the different experiments were also
listed in the table.

Table 1. Brine composition.
Composition
Name

Properties
(ppm)
Na+: 10086.0

HSW
(SFB, synthetic
formation brine)

TDS=27500 ppm

K+: 80.2

Ionic strength=0.492

Ca2+: 218.5

Hardness: 1700 ppm

Mg2+: 281.6
Cl-: 16834.4
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Experiment Setup and Procedures. The experiment setup was shown in Figure 3.
The sandpack models had multiple pressure taps which were able to monitor the pressures
at different locations in the sandpack. The microgel dispersion was injected until stable
pressures were established at all the pressure taps. The pressure response was an indicator
of the gel transport in the sandpack. The time when the pressures at different locations
began to increase was recorded. The onset of pressure increase indicates the microgel bank
front arrived at that pressure tap.

(a) Dry microgel particles.

(b) Swelling microgel in brine.

Figure 2. Dry and swollen microgels in the SFB.

O u te t
HSV\

LSW

Microgel
Sandpack
pump

Effluent

Figure 3. Experiment setup for microgel transport tests.
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Table 2. Summary of basic information of the experiments.
Number

Model type

K, darcy

Average
particle size
Dg, pm

Average
pore size
Dp, pm

MSR

1

Super-k sandpack

221

150

218.90

0.69

2

Super-k sandpack

62

130

116.81

1.11

3

Super-k sandpack

62.4

150

117.18

1.28

4

Super-k sandpack

60

150

114.84

1.31

5

Super-k sandpack

59.8

205

115.51

1.77

6

Intact core

4.74

136

33.74

4.03

7

Intact core

4.00

205

31.18

6.57

8

Intact core

4.28

290

32.12

9.03

9

Intact core

0.70

136

14.35

9.48

10

Intact core

0.44

205

11.77

17.41

11

Intact core

0.69

290

14.18

20.46

12

Intact core

0.37

290

10.77

26.93

13

Intact core

0.091

205

6.01

34.13

14

Intact core

0.052

290

4.53

64.04

15

Channel model

228

136

206.11

0.66

16

Channel model

221

136

203.12

0.67

17

Channel model

87

136

127.57

1.07

18

Channel model

179

205

181.86

1.13

19

Channel model

139

205

161.11

1.27

20

Channel model

218

290

202.31

1.43

21

Channel model

212

290

200.32

1.45

22

Channel model

79

205

121.55

1.69
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3. RESU LTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. TH E TH R ESH O LD PE N ETR A TIO N PRESSU RES
Microgel dispersions were injected into super-k sandpacks to test the critical
penetration behavior of the microgels. Exp #4 was taken as an example to show how the
threshold penetration pressures of the microgel particles were determined. In this
experiment, the gel dispersion was injected at constant flow rate of 2 ml/min (19.3 ft/d).
The average MSR was 1.31. The pressure responses at different locations were shown in
Figure 4. Obviously, the pressure at the inlet (P1) increased immediately as the gel
dispersion was injected into the model. Meanwhile, the pressure readings at the other
locations (P2, P3 and P4) showed no increase. As the gel dispersion was continuously
injected, the other pressure sensors responded sequentially as the gel particles transported
to the corresponding pressure taps. The pressure response was an indication of the transport
location of the gel bank front.

Figure 4. Pressure responses at different locations (Exp #4).
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Determination of the Threshold Penetration Pressures. A close examine of the
pressure response revealed that the pressures (P1 to P4) increased monotonically at the
beginning (Figure 5). When exceeding certain values (e.g., 5.02 psi for P1 in this
experiment), the pressures began to exhibit obvious fluctuations. The pressure fluctuations
were a macroscopic reflection of the microscopic entrapment-remigration behavior of the
gel particles at the pore throats near the inlet surface. As mentioned in the introduction
section, the resistances acting on the particles mainly included the structural resistance by
pore-throat walls, and the frictional resistance by pore-throat surfaces. The low injection
pressure at the early stage was insufficient to overcome the resistances. Thus, the particle
or particle groups (i.e., a particle cluster) could not pass the throats. As more particles
accumulated, the injection pressure increased to a critical value that was sufficient to
overcome the maximum resistance (encountered near the narrowest location of the throat).
The driving pressure pushed the particle or particle cluster to pass through the narrowest
spot of the throat. Afterwards, the resistances to the particle/cluster were suddenly released
(reduced). Accordingly, the injection pressure would rapidly drop, which exhibited as a
fluctuation in the macroscopic parameter of pressure (Figure 5). The release of the
resistances has been demonstrated in pore-scale studies (Yao et al. 2020; Zhou et al. 2017;
Zhao et al. 2018). For a single gel particle or a group of particles, the resistances increase
as the particle approaches the middle o f the throat. Once past the middle (narrowest) spot,
the resistance would significantly decrease.
The pressure at the onset of fluctuation was regarded as the threshold (minimum)
pressure (APth) for the microgel particles to penetrate the porous channels or matrices.
Figure 5 shows the onsets of the pressure fluctuations and the corresponding threshold
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penetration pressures at different locations in Exp #4. The APth had a close relationship
with the particular pass/plugging patterns of the elastic gel particles in the pore throats of
porous media. The flow paths in a porous medium consisted of a series of convergentdivergent structures (i.e., pore throats). The gel particles would be trapped at the pore
throats when the driving differential pressure was below the threshold pressure.

Figure 5. Threshold penetration pressures at different locations indicated by the onset of
pressure fluctuation (Exp #4).

Different trapping mechanisms could contribute to the retention of the gel particles
in the pore throats depending on the particle size relative to the throat size, the dispersion
concentration, and other factors (Bai et al. 2007b; Yao et al. 2014, 2020). For large particles
relative to the throat sizes, direct entrapment o f the particles at the throat was significant.
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A driving pressure was required to push the particles to pass through the pore throat. This
was achieved by deforming or shrinking (i.e., compressing and dehydrating) the particles,
or/and even breaking the particles into smaller pieces as observed by Bai et al. (2007b). In
any pass patterns, an additional driving pressure was required. The scenario could also be
explained from the energy conversion perspective. For example, in the deforming case, the
deformation energy of the elastic particle was involved as the external force worked on the
particle to make it deform and thus pass through the pore throat. Another plugging
mechanism was related to the interactions among a group o f particles at the pore throats.
Some researchers further divided this type of plugging pattern into different subgroups,
such as superposition plugging and bridge plugging (Yao et al. 2020). Distinguishing them
on the core scale was practically difficult. Nevertheless, additional external forces (driving
pressure) were required to destruct the particle clusters accumulated at the pore throat.
Thus, the microgel particles could propagate through the pore throats (corresponding to the
macroscopic penetration behavior at the inlet surfaces of channels or matrices).

Figure 6. Threshold penetration pressures at different transport distance (Exp #4).
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Lower APth Inside the Porous Channels. The APth showed a decreasing trend as the
microgel particles transported deeper into the porous medium (Figure 5). The trend was
more evident as shown in Figure 6. The threshold pressures at the four different locations
were 5.02 psi, 4.30 psi, 2.00 psi and 0.70 psi, respectively. The inside average APth was
2.33 psi, which was lower than the value at the inlet face (5.02 psi). Similarly, the threshold
pressures at the inlet and inside average values in the other four experiments using superk sandpacks were obtained.
Figure 7 plots the threshold pressure as a function of the particle/pore matching size
ratio (MSR). The inside threshold pressures were obtained by averaging the threshold
pressures monitored at P2, P3 and P4. Generally, the threshold pressure exhibited a
decreasing trend as the particles transporting deeper into the porous media. This was
probably due to the breakage of the particles under the shearing effect. The particles would
break into smaller particles as they transported through the porous media especially at high
flow rates. Another possible reason was the adaptive behavior of the particles when
transporting in the porous media. At the very beginning before entering the porous media,
the particles had their original shape. Once entering the pore spaces, the viscoelasticity
property made the particles adapt their geometry to the configuration of the pore-throat
structures (A Newtonian fluid, e.g., water, could completely adapt to the flow pathways.).
The axial dimension (in the migration direction) was increased, while the radial dimension
was reduced. Thus, the gel particles were trained by the flow pathways to have a shape like
an amoeba and wormhole through the porous media. Consequently, the resistances against
the migration of the particle were reduced. Figure 7 also suggested that the threshold
pressure increased with the MSR. That is, higher threshold pressures were required to drive
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larger gel particles to penetrate the porous channels. The impact of the M SR was further
studied in subsequent sections.

(a) Column plot.

(b) Scatter plot.
Figure 7. The threshold penetration pressures at different MSRs.

Threshold Penetration Pressures in Homogeneous Cores and Channel Models. For
the intact core models, which simulated the matrices in reservoirs, the gel particles were
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very large relative to the pore throats (MSR>4). High threshold penetration pressures were
required as shown in Figure 8. The gels were difficult in entering the cores. Instead, the
gels accumulated at the inlet surfaces, and a gel cake was gradually formed (see Figure 9
as an example). The cake further prevented the gel particles from penetrating the cores.
The low penetration into the matrices was desirable to avoid massive formation damage.
For the channel models, as shown in Figure 10, the gels could not enter the matrices
due to the high threshold pressure. Similar as observed in the homogeneous core models,
a gel cake formed at the inlet surfaces of the matrices. On the contrary, the gels could easily
penetrate the channel due to the low threshold penetration pressure in the channel (5.0 psi).
Consequently, the gels selectively entered and placed in the super-k channel. The selective
penetration feature of the gels was favorable for successful gel treatments. Figure 8
summarizes the inlet threshold pressures in all the experiments. The results were further
discussed in the next subsection.

1000
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Figure 8. Summary of threshold pressures in different experiments. (In experiments #11
to #14, the values were higher than 1200 psi. However, no accurate threshold pressures
were detected because the injection pressure exceeded the preset equipment limit.)
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Figure 9. Gel cake formed at the inlet surface of an intact core (Exp #11, 693 md,
MSR=20.46). (Due to the large gel particle sizes relative to the pore throats in the core, a
high threshold penetration pressure, larger than 1200 psi, was required to drive the gel
particles to invade the core. The gel particles accumulated at the inlet surface, and a gel
cake was gradually formed. The gel cake further prevented the gel particles from entering
the core.)

Figure 10. Gel cake formed at the inlet surface o f a channel model (Exp #19, 139 darcies,
MSR=1.27, matrices 167 md). [Due to the high threshold pressure at the inlet surface of
the matrices, a cake formed and further prevented the gels invading into the matrices. On
the other hand, the low threshold pressure in the channel (5.0 psi) allowed easy
penetration of the gels into the channel. As a result, the microgels selectively penetrated
and placed in super-k channel. After the gel treatment, the cake could be removed by
soaking with chemical breakers to resume the injectivity of in the matrices. The selective
penetration behavior was also observed in microgel treatment experiments in polymer
flooding (Zhao et al. 2021a).]
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3.2. IM PA C T O F PA R T IC L E /PO R E M A TC H IN G SIZE R A TIO (MSR)
The aforementioned results indicate that the MSR significantly influences the
penetration behavior of gels into channels and reservoir matrices. It is important to figure
out under what conditions the gels can selectively penetrate the super-k channels without
massive invasion into the reservoir matrices. The threshold penetration pressures in the
different experiments were plotted against the MSR, as shown in Figure 11. Correlations
were developed to describe the relationship between the APth and the MSR. The super-k
channels covered permeabilities in the range of 60-230 darcies. The MSRs ranged from
0.66 to 1.77 (Table 2). The core models (matrices) covered permeabilities in the range of
50-5000 md. The MSRs ranged from 4.03 to 64.04. When the MSRs were larger than 20
(Exp #11 to Exp #14), the threshold penetration pressures were higher than 1200 psi.

Figure 11. Relationship between the threshold penetration pressure and the MSR.

Low APth in Super-k Channels. Figure 11 elucidates the impact of the matching
size on the threshold penetration pressure. In the super-k channels, the MSRs are relatively
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low (<2). The threshold pressures are generally below 15 psi. The threshold pressure
follows an exponential relationship with the MSR. Their relationship can be described quite
well with Equation (1). In the equation [as well as in Equation (2)], Rr was the average
M SR in the porous channels or reservoir matrices. For a given particle gel system, the
matching relationship of the threshold pressure and the permeability of the channel can be
easily estimated. Thus, the threshold penetration pressure in the target channel can be
evaluated with the correlation [Equation (1)].
A p = 0.305exp( 2.0653R ), R < 3.

(1)

High APth in Reservoir Matrices. In the matrices, the MSRs are relatively higher
(>3). As shown in Figure 11, the threshold pressures are higher than 100 psi. The threshold
pressure also exponentially increases with the MSR, but the increase is much more
moderate compared with the situations in the super-k channels, as indicated by the slopes
of the two fitting curves (2.0653 vs. 0.0785). The APth-MSR can be described with
Equation (2) when the M SR ranges from 3 to 20. The high penetration pressures make it
hard for the gels to penetrate the reservoir matrices, which is favorable for effective gel
treatments.
A p = 124.64exp( 0.0785R ), 3 < R < 20 .

(2)

Interestingly, a distinct transition of the threshold pressure is identified at the MSR
of about 3. The particular behavior is closely related to the penetration and retention
mechanisms of the elastic gel particles in porous channels and matrices. The flow paths in
the porous media consisted of a series of convergent-divergent structures (i.e., pore
throats). At high MSRs (e.g., MSR>3 in this study), the direct trapping of the gel particles
at the pore throats would be dominant (Bai et al. 2007b; Yao et al. 2012). The gel particles
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should be deformed, dehydrated, and compressed, or/and even split into smaller pieces in
order to pass through the pore throats. Under these conditions, the required driving
pressures would be too high and break the particles into smaller pieces. Thus, the threshold
penetration pressure would become less sensitive to the MSR. Besides, at relatively high
MSRs, the amoeba effect mentioned in previous subsection can make the axial size of gel
particles significantly larger than the radial size. The particles would adapt to and
wormhole through the flow pathways. Therefore, the amoeba effect can also make the
threshold pressure less sensitive to the relative size of the gel particles. It should be noted
that some factors may influence the specific value of the transition point (M SR-3 in this
work). It may change with the strength and concentration of the gel particles. Interestingly,
Wang et al. (2017) also reported that the breakage occurred when the particle/throat size
ratio was larger than 3 for gel particles with different strengths. The transition point (when
the breakage occurs) seems independent to the strength of the gel particles. Note that our
experiment conditions (cores/sandpacks, gel particle suspensions) were substantially
different with Wang et al. (2017) (single particle, single capillary tube). More work can be
performed in the future to testify whether it is simply a coincidence or a universal behavior
at different conditions.
The results reveal the underlying mechanism of selective penetration. In the
matrices, due to the high threshold penetration pressures (Figure 11), the gel particles are
difficult to penetrate the porous media. Instead, the gels accumulate at the inlet surface,
and a gel cake is formed (Figure 9 and Figure 10). The cake further prevents the gels from
entering the channel. On the other hand, the gels can easily penetrate the super-k channel
due to the low threshold pressure in it (Figure 11). According to the relationship between
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the threshold penetration pressure and the matching size ratio, favorable working
conditions can be determined for effective gel treatments. The M SR in the channel should
be smaller than 2 to allow easy penetration into the target zones to be treated. Meanwhile,
the MSR in the matrix should be high enough to possess a high APth and thus prevent
massive invasion into the matrix. For the tested microgels, an MSR larger than 20 can
substantially suppress gel invasion into reservoir matrices.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This study investigated the critical penetration behavior of micrometer-sized
preformed particle gels (microgel) into superpermeable (super-k) channels and matrices in
a wide permeability range (50 md to 230 darcies). The results demonstrated the presence
of threshold penetration pressure (APth), which was responsible for the selective
penetration behavior of the tested microgels in the channels and matrices.
(1) The critical penetration behavior was closely related to the particle-to-pore
matching-size ratio (MSR). The APth at the inlet faces o f super-k channels (60-230 darcies)
was in the range of 1 to 12 psi with MSRs in the range of 0.6 to 1.8. The low APth was
beneficial to allow easy penetration of gel materials into the channeling zones.
(2) On the contrary, the APth was much higher in the cores with relatively low
permeabilities and high MSRs (APth>200 psi when MSR>6.5 for the tested gels). The high
APth was desirable to prevent the gel materials from massively invading and damaging the
matrices. Instead, the gel particles accumulated at the inlet surface, and a gel cake was
gradually formed. The cake further prevented the invasion of the gels.
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(3) Correlations were developed to describe the APth-MSR relationship. When
MSR<3, the APth exponentially increased with the MSR. A distinct transition was
identified at the M SR of about 3. When MSR>3, the APth became much less sensitive to
the MSR, but it still exponentially increased with the MSR. When MSR>20, the APth was
higher than 1200 psi.
(4) This study provided quantitative evidence to demonstrate the selective
penetration of the tested microgels. In addition, the concept of APth was utilized to figure
out the favorable working conditions to achieve effective gel treatments. The M SR in the
channel should be sufficiently low to allow easy penetration of gels into the channel (e.g.,
MSR<2 in this study). Meanwhile, the M SR in the matrix should be high enough to support
a high APth and thus prevent massive invasion into the matrix.
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IV. C R IT IC A L PRESSU RE GRAD IEN TS D U RIN G M IC R O G E L
PR O PA G A TIO N

A BSTRACT

Gel treatment is an effective way to attack excessive water production during oil
development. In an effective gel treatment, the gel materials are expected to easily
propagate and place in the target places (i.e., channeling zones). In this work, we studied
the propagation behavior of micrometer-sized preformed particle gels (microgels) through
superpermeable channels. Microgel dispersions were injected into superpermeable
channels (55-221 darcies, mimicked with sandpacks). We observed that a critical
(minimum) pressure gradient (VPcr) was required to drive the gel particles to propagate
through the channels. Below VPcr, the gels could not transport in the porous channels. The
existence of the VPcr was confirmed with gel injection experiments carried out in constantinjection-pressure mode. The particle-to-pore matching size ratio (MSR) had a significant
impact on the VPcr. The VPcr increased exponentially with the MSR at relatively low MSRs
(<2). The VPcr were lower than 60 psi/ft. A correlation was proposed to describe the VPcrM SR relationship in the superpermeable channels. Diagrams were developed to estimate
the maximum propagation distance of the gels in channels in conceptual field applications.
At low MSRs, the gel particles could transport a significant distance away from the
wellbore, which was favorable for in-depth conformance treatments. At high MSRs, the
transport distance of the gel particles was limited, which was favorable for near-wellbore
treatments. The transport-distance diagrams can help engineers select proper gel products
to address water channeling problems in reservoirs. Also, this work provides an effective
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procedure to study the impact of other parameters (e.g., dispersion concentration and gel
strength) on the propagation distance of gel materials.

1. IN TRO D U C TIO N

Excessive water production is a big challenge and is commonly encountered in oil
fields around the world. Many field applications have proven that gel treatment is an
effective way to reduce the unwanted water production and improve the effective sweep
volume (Aldhaheri et al. 2020, 2021; Seright & Brattekas 2021; Bai et al. 2012, 2013,
2015; Sydansk & Romero-Zeron 2011; Leng et al. 2021). However, failed applications
were also reported (Aldhaheri et al. 2020, 2021; Qiu et al. 2016; Chou et al. 1994; Portwood
1999). In an effective gel treatment, the gel materials are expected to easily propagate and
place in the target places (i.e., channeling zones). Meanwhile, the invasion into the
nontarget zones (i.e., the reservoir matrices, or the oil zones) should be minimum to avoid
massive formation damage. In this work, we studied the propagation behavior of
micrometer-sized preformed particle gels (microgels) through superpermeable channels,
and the invasion behavior of the microgels in reservoir matrices.
The propagation behavior is important to determine the effectiveness o f the gel
treatment (Zhao et al. 2021a; Leng et al. 2021; Wu et al. 2021; Villone & Maffettone 2019).
In a field application of gel treatment, the injection pressure is limited as the bottom hole
pressure is usually constrained below the fracturing/parting pressure of the formation (Bai
et al. 2008; Karaoguz et al. 2007; Demir et al. 2008; Portwood 1999; Seright et al. 2012).
On the other hand, the gel materials should transport a certain distance away from the
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wellbore to achieve a satisfactory conformance control performance. Therefore, it is crucial
to know how far (from the wellbore) the gel materials can propagate through the
superpermeable channels with constrained driving pressures.
The transport distance is related to the pressure gradients during gel propagation in
the channels. Seright (1999, 2001, 2003) developed a method that could be used to estimate
the propagation of preformed bulk gels in fractures based on the leak-off and dehydration
behavior of the gels. His studies reveal that the propagation distance does not linearly
correlated with the injected gel volume. For particle gels, a critical (minimum) pressure
gradient that required to propagate through a porous medium has been reported. Bai et al.
(2007b) observed the existence of the critical pressure gradient when gel particles transport
a porous medium. The critical pressure gradient increased with the particle/throat size ratio.
There was a maximum pressure gradient, above which the required pressure gradient would
not increase with the particle/throat size ratio. This phenomenon was related to the
breakage of the gel particles at high pressure gradients. Liu et al. (2017) numerically
studied the transport behavior of deformable gel particles based on size exclusion theory.
Later, Zhou et al. (2017) used an improved LBM-DEM (lattice Boltzmann method and
discrete element method) simulation method to study the transport behavior of soft gel
particles in porous media. They numerically investigated the effect of particle/pore size
ratio and particle strength on the critical pressure gradient for a single gel particle transport
through a single pore throat. They reported an exponential relationship between the critical
pressure gradient and the size ratio, and linearly correlated with the elastic modulus. For
the single particle transport process, they observed that the flow rate had negligible impact
on the critical pressure gradient. Wang et al. (2017) regarded the critical pressure gradient
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as a segmented function of the particle/pore size ratio. When the particle was smaller than
the pore throat, the critical pressure gradient was assumed to increase linearly with the
particle/pore size ratio, analogous to rigid particle behavior (Abrams 1977). The critical
pressure gradient increased exponentially with the size ratio when the particles were larger
than the pore throat sizes.
Recently, we evaluated the potential of microgels in improving the effectiveness of
polymer flood in heavy reservoirs containing superpermeable channels (Zhao et al. 2021a).
Unlike routine Newtonian fluids (e.g., water, oil), we observed that a minimum differential
driving pressure was required for the gel particles to penetrate and transport in the
superpermeable channels. The minimum differential pressure decreased with the channel
permeability, following a power-law relationship. The existence of the minimum
differential pressure was associated with the viscoelastic nature o f the gel particles.
In this work, systematic experimental studies were carried out to investigate the
propagation behavior of microgels in superpermeable channels. The existence o f critical
(minimum) pressure gradients was confirmed, and the impact of particle-to-pore matching
size ratio (MSR) was studied. The maximum propagation distances of microgels in
channels were estimated in conceptual field applications. The favorable conditions to
achieve effective conformance control treatments were discussed.

2. EX PER IM EN TA L AND M ETH O D O LO G Y

Microgel Particles. The microgel particles were ground from millimeter-sized dry
preformed particle gels (Bai et al., 2007a). The microgel has a volumetric swelling ratio of
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20 cm3/cm3 in synthetic formation brine of the Milne Point oilfield on Alaska’s North Slope
(total dissolved solids, i.e., TDS=27,500 ppm) (Zhao et al. 2021a, 2021b). The swelling
ratio was defined as the ratio of swollen volume after absorbing water to the original
volume of the gel.
Superpermeable Sandpacks and Channel Models. Superpermeable sandpacks were
used to mimic the superpermeable channels present in heterogeneous reservoirs. The
sandpacks had one pressure tap at the inlet and three internal pressure taps (see Figure 1).
The multiple pressure taps were able to monitor the pressures at different locations. Silica
sands with different sizes were used to prepare the sandpacks of different target
permeabilities. Channel models were also used. A typical channel model was prepared by
creating a lengthwise fracture in an intact core. The fracture space was filled with silica
sands to make a superpermeable and porous channel in the heterogeneous model (Zhao et
al. 2021a). The basic parameters of ther models were summarized in Table 1. The
permeabilities ranged from 55 to 221 darcies. The MSR refers the average partice-to-pore
matching size ratio.
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Figure 1. Experiment setup.
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Figure 1 shows the experiment setup for sandpack models. For the channel models,
a routine coreholder was used to hold the models. Water was injected first at different flow
rates to measure the permeabilities. Afterwards, gel dispersion was injected into the
models, followed by post-water injection to estimate the water-blocking performance of
the gels. In some experiments, the gel dispersion was injected at constant-flow-rate mode
(and changed stepwisely), and the others were performed at constant-injection-pressure
mode (labeled as CP). The pressures and injection rates were recorded during the
experiments, and the effluent was closely monitored to capture the moment when the
microgel began to come out from the outlet.

Table 1. Summary of basic parameters of the experiments.

No.

Label*

K, darcy

Average
swollen
particle size
(DgX Pm

1

RE1

221

150

218.90

0.69

2

RE2

60.0

150

114.84

1.31

3

RE3

218

290

202.31

1.43

4

RE4

212

290

200.32

1.45

5

RE5

59.8

205

115.51

1.77

6

RE6

55.4

260

110.76

2.35

7

CP1

221

150

218.90

0.69

8

CP2

62.0

130

116.81

1.11

9

CP3

62.4

150

117.18

1.28

Average pore
size (Dp), pm

MSR

*Note: RE, rheology experiment tests; CP, constant-pressure injection experiments.
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3. RESU LTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. PRESSU RE GRAD IEN TS D U RIN G G E L IN JE C T IO N
In experiments RE1 to RE6, the gel dispersion was injected into the sandpacks or
channel models at constant flow rates. After stable pressures were established in the
models, the injection flow rate was successively decreased or increased, thus the pressure
gradients at different superficial velocities were obtained. Taking RE2 as an example, the
permeability was 60 darcies, and the particle-to-pore matching size ratio (MSR) was 1.31.
At the beginning, the gel dispersion was injected at 2 ml/min (19.2 ft/d) for about 6 pore
volumes (PV).

Figure 2. Pressure gradients during gel injection at constant flow rate (RE2).

As shown in Figure 2, the pressure gradients in different sections were sequentially
increased and stabilized (with fluctuations). Afterwards, the flow rate was increased to 50
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ml/min (481 ft/d), sequentially decreased to 1.9 ft/d, and then successively increased back
to 481 ft/d. The pressure gradients in the second section (between the first and second
internal pressure taps) of the sandpack were shown in Figure 3. The pressure gradient was
much less sensitive to the superficial velocity of the gel dispersion compared with a
Newtonian fluid. The observation was consistent with the reducing resistance factors
(Figure 4). As shown in Figure 4, the gel dispersion behaved like a shear thinning
(pseudoplastic) fluid when transporting through the porous channels. The slip effect and
the breakage of the gel particles into smaller pieces were possible reasons responsible for
the apparent shear thinning behavior.
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Figure 3. Pressure gradients at different superficial velocities (RE2).

The pressure gradient data was fitted with the equation in the form of Equation (1)
to determine the critical pressure gradient (VPcr). The physical meaning of VPcr was the
pressure gradient at the superficial velocity of zero. It was the minimum pressure gradient
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to initiate the propagation of the gel particles in the porous media. the critical pressure
gradient was 32.63 psi/ft in RE2.
|V P | = VPcr + a ■u b .

(1)

Figure 4. Resistance factor as a function of superficial velocity (RE2).

Following the similar procedure, the pressure gradients and resistance factors at
different MSRs were tested. The results were summarized in Figures 5 and 6. Obviously,
the pressure gradients increased with the MSR. The VP„ under different MSRs were
obtained and further discussed in subsequent sections. Figure 5 also suggested that the
pressure gradient of softer particles was less sensitive to the injection flow rate compared
with stronger particles. This was agreed with the observation that softer particles exhibited
more significant thinning behavior (Figure 6).
Confirmation of the Existence of VPcr. The existence of the critical pressure
gradient was further confirmed with gel dispersion injection experiments carried out in
constant-injection-pressure mode (CP1, CP2, CP3 in Table 1). In experiment CP1, the gel
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dispersion (with an average size of 150 pm, MSR=0.69) was injected into a 221-darcy
sandpack. We successively increased the injection pressure, and stable conditions were
obtained at each step to test the critical pressure gradients for the gel particles to propagate
in this superpermeable sandpack. The results were shown in Figures 7 to 9 and Table 2.

Figure 5. Pressure gradients at different MSRs and superficial velocities.
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Figure 6. Resistance factors at different MSRs and superficial velocities.
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Table 2. Summary of transport response in CP1 (221 darcies, MSR=0.69).
Pre-set injection
pressure

P
VP
(global),
(pumpX
psi
psi/ft

Gel
Distance
from
transport
location inlet, cm

Pressure gradient in
different sections, psi/ft

Gel injected, ml
Swollen
gel

VP 1

VP2

VP3

VP4 Dispersion

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

47.71 0.00

0.00

0.00

59.00

11.78

61.44 0.00

0.00

0.00

102.00

20.40

Between
11.5~25.
68.59 20.14 0.00
tap #2 and
0
#3

0.00

171.00

34.20

18

10

18
(before
switch)

10

35

20

35
(before
switch)

20

50

30

Tap #3

25.0

48.66 44.34 0.00

0.00

306.00

61.20

82

50

Tap #4

38.5

41.74 70.85 59.99 0.00

356.00

71.20

82

50

Outlet

50.0

57.81 49.06 37.89 43.94

421.00

84.20

82

50

Stable

50.0

57.51 44.07 42.58 44.84

533.90

106.78

Inlet

0

Between
tap #1 and 0~11.5
#2
Tap #2

11.5

At the beginning, a low injection pressure, 18 psi, was used to test how much gel
dispersion could be injected and how far the gel particles could transport in the sandpack.
The injection pressure corresponded to a global pressure gradient [VP(global)] of ~10
psi/ft, and an overall pressure gradient (VP 1) of 48 psi/ft in the first section of the sandpack.
As shown in Figures 7 and 8, the injection flow rate (dashed green curve) gradually dropped
to almost zero after 40 minutes, and no more gel dispersion could be injected into the
model. The second pressure sensor showed no response, indicating the gel particles did not
transport to that location. Only 59.0 ml of gel dispersion was injected (containing 11.8 ml
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swollen gel particles), as summarized in Table 2. In this process, only water with no gel
particles was produced from the outlet. The results demonstrated that a pressure gradient
of 48 psi/ft was insufficient to keep the gel particles propagating through the inlet section
(11.5 cm) of the superpermeable channel. A higher pressure gradient (>VPcr) was required
to push the gel particles to transport farther into the channel.

Figure 7. The responses during gel injection process (CP1).

The global injection pressure gradient was then increased to 20 psi/ft (P1=35 psi).
The microgel particles could transport to the second pressure tap as P 2 began to increase
(Figure 9). The average pressure gradient in the first section was 61 psi/ft, which was
sufficient to drive the microgel particles to propagate through this section. Thus, the critical
pressure gradient in the first section was in the range of 48 psi/ft to 61 psi/ft. The injection
flow rate would gradually drop (with fluctuation) to zero. Consequently, no more gel
dispersion could be injected. The gel particles propagated to a certain location between tap
#2 and tap #3, and could not transport farther inside the superpermeable channel. The
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cumulative injection volume of the gel dispersion was 171 ml (containing 34.2 ml swollen
gel particles). No gel particles were detected in the effluent. The overall pressure gradient
in the second section (between pressure tap #2 and tap #3) was about 20 psi/ft, which was
lower than the critical pressure gradient in this section.

Figure 8. The responses in the early stage (CP1).

Figure 9. The responses at increased injection pressure gradients (CP1).
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Afterwards, the global injection pressure gradient was sequentially increased to 30,
36, 42, 48 and 50 psi/ft. As seen in Figure 7 and Table 2, the gel particles propagated deeper
into the channel, and P 3 and P 4 sequentially began to increase. Gel particles were then
produced from the outlet. At the global pressure gradient of 50 psi/ft, the injection process
became relatively stable, as illustrated in Figure 7. At the equilibrium condition, the
pressure gradients in the four sections were stabilized (with fluctuation) at 57.5, 44.1, 42.6,
and 44.8 psi/ft, respectively (Figures 7 to 9 and Table 2). These values were not the
minimum (critical) pressure gradients as the propagation of the microgel particles was not
at the critical status (i.e., the flow rate close to zero). The injection flow rate was stabilized
at about 3.0 ml/min (~30 ft/d). In these processes, the critical pressure gradients in each
section were determined based on whether the gel particles could propagate under the given
pressure gradients. The average critical pressure gradient was about 29 psi/ft, with a
relatively higher value in the range of 48-61 psi/ft in the inlet section and 10-30 psi/ft in
the in-depth region of the sandpack.
Following the similar procedures, another two experiments were performed. In
CP2, the gel particles with an average size of 120 pm were injected through a 62-darcy
sandpack (MSR=1.11). The results were shown in Figures 10 and 11. The dynamic
propagation responses were summarized in Table 3 and Table 4. The overall critical
pressure gradient in the sandpack model was about 37 psi/ft. In CP3, the gel dispersion was
injected into a 60-darcy sandpack in constant-pressure mode (MSR=1.28). The pressure
gradient results were shown in Figures 12 and 13. The critical pressure gradient in the inlet
section was in the range of 60.7-62.6 psi/ft, and it was 30-40 psi/ft in the in-depth sections.
The overall critical pressure gradient in the entire sandpack model was about 45 psi/ft.
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Table 3. Summary of transport response in CP2 (62.0 darcies, MSR=1.11).
Pre-set injection
pressure
P
VP
(global),
(pumpX
psi
psi/ft

Gel
Distance
from
transport
location inlet, cm

Pressure gradient in different
sections, psi/ft

Gel injected, ml

VP1

VP2

VP3

VP4 Dispersion

Swollen
gel

50

30

Tap #1

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

50

30

Tap #2

11.5

70.24

0.00

0.00

0.00

90.00

18.00

Between
11.5~25 111.05 24.84
tap #2
and #3

0.00

0.00

180.10

36.02

50
(before
switch)

30

65

40

Tap #3

25.0

83.49 58.02

6.10

0.00

190.00

38.00

65

40

Tap #4

38.5

62.82 44.70 41.32

0.53

250.00

50.00

65

40

Outlet

50.0

52.74 33.19 48.54 24.91

344.60

68.92

65

40

Stable

50.0

54.60 32.51 44.48 21.73

480.10

96.02

Figure 10. The responses in the early stage (CP2).
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Figure 11. The responses at increased injection pressure gradients (CP2).

Table 4. Summary of transport response in CP3 (62.4 darcies, MSR=1.28).
Pre-set injection
pressure
P
(pumpX
psi

VP,
psi/ft

Pressure gradient in different
Gel injected, ml
sections, psi/ft
Gel
Distance
transport from
Swollen
location inlet, cm
VP1
VP2
VP3
VP4 Dispersion
gel

25

15

Tap #1

0

0.13

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

25
(before
switch)

15

Between
tap #1
and #2

0~11.5

60.69

0.00

0.00

0.00

36.41

6.62

70

43

Tap #2

11.5

114.76 0.00

0.00

0.00

55.00

10.00

70

43

Tap #3

25

77.66

39.51

0.00

0.00

120.80

21.96

70

43

Tap #4

38.5

68.65

34.77 53.06

0.00

223.50

40.64

70

43

Outlet

50

53.54 29.58 44.70 40.55

288.50

52.45

70

43

Stable

50

62.55

805.00

146.36

30.48 41.54 38.96
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Figure 12. The responses in the early stage (CP3).

Figure 13. The responses at increased injection pressure gradients (CP3).

In sum, these three experiments confirmed the existence of the critical pressure
gradient. The inlet section generally exhibited higher pressure gradients compared with
that in the in-depth sections. Also, the results suggested that the critical pressure gradient
increased with the MSR.
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3.2. IM PA C T O F M SR ON TH E C R IT IC A L PRESSU RE GRAD IEN T
In the previous subsection, we observed that the MSR had a significant impact on
the critical pressure gradient. As the matching size of the gel particles was a crucial design
parameter for gel treatment in field applications, it was practically meaningful to carry out
more investigations to elucidate the impact of the particle size on the critical pressure
gradient. In Figure 14, the critical pressure gradients during gel injection were plotted
against the MSR. The experimental data covers the MSR in the range from 0.67 to 1.77.

Figure 14. Correlating the critical pressure gradient with the MSR.

As shown in Figure 14, the critical pressure gradient followed an exponential
relationship with the MSR. The critical pressure gradients were generally below 60 psi/ft
as the MSRs were below 2. When the MSRs were lower than 1, that is, the particles were
smaller than the pore throats, the critical pressure gradients were roughly below 20 psi/ft.
The low MSRs represented the desired situations in the channels to be treated. Low
pressure gradients were necessary to allow easy propagation and placement of the gels in
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the channels. The critical pressure data could be described quite well with an exponential
equation [Equation (2)].

VPcr = 4.1232exp(1.4 9 9 8 R ), Rr < 2.

(2)

In the equation, Rr was the MSR. The correlation could predict the critical pressure
gradients of the microgels at other matching size conditions in the validated range.

3.3. IM PL IC A T IO N S TO G E L TR EA TM EN T FIELD A PPLIC A TIO N S
As aforementioned, it is usually required that the bottom hole pressure in the
wellbore below the fracturing/parting pressure of the formation in a gel treatment.
Therefore, it is important to know how far (from the wellbore) the gel particles can
propagate through the superpermeable channels constrained injection pressure gradient is
applied. On the other hand, in many field applications, an important gel treatment design
criterion is the treatment distance. That is, in a gel treatment, it is usually required that the
gel materials be placed to a certain distance away from the wellbore to achieve a
satisfactory conformance control performance in the reservoir. For vertical wells in
particular, it is also termed as the treatment radius (Bai et al. 2013; Qiu et al. 2016;
Aldhaheri et al. 2020, 2021). Why is a certain treatment distance required? As the working
philosophy of the gel treatment is to shut off (partially or totally) the channeling zone and
to force the subsequent displacing fluid to the oil zones previously bypassed. If the
treatment distance is too small, the fluid can flow back into the channels from the matrices.
If the treatment distance is too large, the injectivity and/or the productivity can be damaged.
The optimal treatment distance varies case by case, depending on many factors like the
size, orientation and conductivity of the channels, the oil viscosity (or mobility ratio
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between the displacing fluid and the oil), and the wellbore conditions (horizontal versus
vertical, open hole versus cased hole, etc.) (Bai et al. 2013; Goudarzi et al. 2017; Imqam
et al. 2015; Qiu et al. 2016; Seright et al. 2003; Sydansk & Romero-Zeron 2011). The
optimal treatment distance can be determined through numerical reservoir simulation based
on the breakthrough time, water cut, sweep efficiency, and overall oil recovery
improvement performance (Imqam et al. 2015; Goudarzi et al. 2017; Qiu et al. 2016).
On the contrary, gel invasion into the reservoir matrices should be avoided. When
the invasion distance is small, or only a surface cake is formed at the sand faces, the damage
can be effectively remediated through some extra efforts, such as reperforation or soaking
with chemical breakers.
The correlation developed in this work could be used to estimate the maximum
possible propagation distance o f gels in the channels. The basic principle was that the gel
particles would stop propagating when the driving pressure gradient at the frontal section
was insufficient to overcome the required critical pressure gradient. The procedure was
illustrated with a simple schematic horizontal injector-producer pair (Figure 15). A
superpermeable channel connected the horizontal injector and the producer. As a base case,
assume the maximum allowable bottom hole pressure in the injector was 2500 psi, and the
average reservoir pressure was 1750 psi. Thus, the maximum allowable driving differential
pressure was 750 psi. As the channel had superhigh permeabilities compared with the
matrices (see Table 5), in the conceptual simulation, we assumed linear flow in the superk channel, and the near-wellbore radial flow was neglected.
The basic parameters in the conceptual simulation were summarized in Table 5.
Based on the relationship between the critical pressure gradient and the M SR [Equation
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(2)], the transport distances of the microgel particles at different MSRs were obtained, as
shown in Figure 16. Figure 17 illustrate the maximum transport distances at different
allowable driving pressures. The bond blue curve represented the base case.

Figure 15. Schematic diagram of the horizontal pair and super-k channel.

Table 5. Basic parameters of the horizontal well pair.
Item
Depth, ft
Layer thickness, ft
Well type
Length of the horizontal section, ft
Well distance, ft
Reservoir permeability, md

Value
3,000-4,000
10-50
Horizontal well
1,000-10,000
500-5,000
200-10,000

Channel permeability, darcies

30-300

Channel width, ft

10-100

Channel height, ft
MSR in the channel
Gel dispersion concentration, wt%

Same as layer thickness
0.1-2.0
1
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Figure 16. Diagram of the maximum transport distances in superpermeable channels
(base case).

Figure 17. Diagram of the maximum transport distances in superpermeable channels at
different allowable differential driving pressures.

As seen in Figure 16, it was straightforward that the propagation distance decreased
with the M SR at a given differential driving pressure. The propagation distance was limited
when the MSR was too high. For example, the propagation distance was less than 100 ft
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when the MSR was above 0.4 in the base case. Figure 17 demonstrated the transport
distances at different allowable differential driving pressures. Obviously, the gels
transported farther through the channel away from the wellbore when a higher injection
pressure was available. On the contrary, the treatment distances would be limited when the
allowable driving pressures were low. In these situations, the gel particles could only
transport a small distance away from the wellbore. This was undesirable when pursuing an
in-depth conformance treatment. However, this behavior was favorable in some
circumstances, for example, when pursuing a near-wellbore conformance treatment. The
selection of the M SR was crucial in a conformance treatment. For example, the transport
distance was less than 100 ft even under a very high driving pressure (3000 psi) as the MSR
was above 1.5. In other words, the in-depth gel placement was hard to achieve even with
very high injection pressures when the gel particles were too large.
The diagrams can help engineers to select proper gel materials to achieve a desired
conformance treatment performance. For example, if a treatment distance of 100 ft is
required and the allowable driving pressure is 1500 psi, the possible gel materials that are
able to fulfill the desired treatment distance can be determined. It is required that the MSR
is lower than 0.9. Otherwise, the gel materials cannot reach the target treatment distance.
For a given gel product, the M SR decreases with the permeability of the channel.
Therefore, the penetration distance increases with the channel permeability. This behavior
is appreciable because as the channel becomes more permeable, and the heterogeneity issue
is more severe. Thus, more of the channel should be shut off to achieve a satisfactory
conformance improvement. Following the procedure proposed in this work, diagrams
similar to Figures 16 and 17 can be obtained to illustrate the impact of dispersion
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concentration, gel strength and other factors. For softer particles, the curves in the diagrams
are expected to shift toward the upper right direction. That is, at the same M SR and driving
pressure, the gels could transport a larger distance into the channels.
Note that the shaded areas in Figure 16 and Figure 17 indicate the MSR range of
the experiments. The unshaded areas are the results based on simple extension of the
validated region. The transport behaviors can be very different when the MSRs are much
smaller (e.g., MSR<0.5). The critical pressure gradient may follow a substantially different
trend compared with the situations in this study. The propagation is expected to be much
easier for the smaller gel particles. In the future, it is meaningful to perform more
experiments at lower MSRs.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we carried out systematic studies to explore the critical pressure
gradients and transport distances of micrometer-sized preformed particle gels (microgels)
through superpermeable porous channels.
(1) We observed that a critical (minimum) pressure gradient (VPcr) was required to
drive the microgel particles to propagate the superpermeable porous channels. Below VPcr,
the microgel particles could not transport in the porous channels. The existence of the VPcr
was confirmed with gel injection experiments carried out in constant-injection-pressure
mode.
(2) The particle-to-pore matching size ratio (MSR) had a significant impact on the
VPcr. The VPcr increased exponentially with the M SR at relatively low MSRs (<2). The
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VPcr was lower than 60 psi/ft at the low MSRs. The low MSRs represented the desired
situations in channels to be treated.
(3) A simple correlation was developed to describe the relationship between the
critical pressure gradient and the MSR in the superpermeable channels. A procedure was
developed to estimate the maximum transport (treatment) distance of the gel particles in
reservoirs based on the critical pressure gradient.
(4) At low MSRs, the gel particles could transport a significant distance away from
the wellbore, which was favorable for in-depth conformance treatments. At high MSRs,
the transport distance of the gel particles was limited, which was favorable for near
wellbore treatments.
(5) The transport-distance diagrams can help engineers select proper gel products
to address water channeling problems in reservoirs. Also, this work provides an effective
procedure to study the impact of other parameters (e.g., dispersion concentration and gel
strength) on the propagation distance of gel materials.
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V. A C O M PR EH EN SIV E LA BO RATO RY M ETH O D TO EVALUATE
M IC R O G E L CO N FO RM A N CE C O N T R O L PERFO R M A N C E
USING SA N D W ICH -LIK E CHANNEL M OD ELS

A BSTRACT

It is crucial to perform proper and comprehensive evaluations of gel products and/or
an enhanced oil recovery processes before deploying them in field. In this work, a
particular sandwich-like physical model and a set of comprehensive evaluation techniques
were developed. The model, together with the proposed evaluation methodology, is able to
identify and assess both positive and negative effects of a gel product or an EOR process
from various aspects. The model consists of low-permeability matrices and a
superpermeable porous channel. The characteristic properties of the model (kc, km,
channel size, etc.) could be adjusted to represent the reservoir conditions of interest. The
model overcame some drawbacks associated with commonly used conventional parallel
coreflooding models. The design allowed crossflows between the matrices and the channel,
and it was more representative of real channeling problems in reservoirs. The
comprehensive

evaluations

included

but

were

not

limited

to:

1)

selective

penetration/placement behavior, 2) sweep efficiency improvement (and fluid diversion)
performance, 3) water-blocking efficiency, 4) damage effect to matrices, and 5) potential
oil recovery improvement.
The evaluation methodology was elaborated upon using case studies. Under the
conditions of the case studies, the results suggested that the tested microgel particles can
selectively penetrate and be placed in the superpermeable channel of the reservoir. A cake
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formed at the matrix inlet faces and prevented gel particles from further penetrating and
damaging the matrix. The damage at the matrix inlet faces were effectively removed with
a chemical breaker. The subsequent water was diverted to the matrices. Thus, the swept
volume was significantly increased (e.g., 0.35 PV vs. 0.06 PV at breakthrough). The results
also indicated that the water cut was effectively reduced after the gel treatment, thus the oil
recovery performance was improved.
Above all, this study helps industry researchers and engineers gain better and more
comprehensive understandings of the transport and placement behaviors o f gel particles in
superpermeable channels. The channel model and the comprehensive evaluation
methodology developed in this work can serve as a useful tool in designing a conformance
treatment.
Key words: conformance control; gel treatment; enhanced oil recovery (EOR);
sweep efficiency; in-depth profile control

1. IN TRO D U C TIO N

Presence of high-permeability channels in a reservoir can result in early
breakthrough of the injected fluids and excessive water production. As a result, a large
portion of the oil in place is left unswept (Bai et al. 2013). The channels can be shut off
with gel materials and the subsequent flooding fluids can be forced to the oil zones that
have relatively low permeabilities (Seright & Brattekas 2021). There are different types of
channels that cause excessive water production, such as open fractures, partial open
fractures, high-permeability layers, and conduits (Sydansk & Romero-Zeron 2011; Seright
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& Brattekas 2021; Bai et al. 2013). This study focused on excessive water production
caused by superpermeable porous channels. These channels have super-high permeabilities
(ten to several hundred darcies) compared with the matrices that hold most of the oil in
place (Zhao et al. 2021a). Such superpermeable channels can also result in severe
circulation loss o f drilling fluids, especially in weak formations (Wang et al. 2008). The
flow pathways in this type of channel are composed of large pore throat structures. The gel
materials’ transport mechanisms in such porous channels are substantially different with
that in open fractures. Systematic studies are required to establish a better understanding
of the transport behavior in such situations (Wu et al. 2021; Zhao et al. 2021a; Imqam et
al. 2018).
Numerous applications have proven that gel treatment is effective to overcome the
excessive water production problem, yet not all the applications were successful (Qiu et al.
2016; Aldhaheri et al. 2020, 2021). Gel treatment effectiveness is largely controlled by
transport and placement behavior of the gel materials in the reservoirs/wells of interest (Bai
et al. 2007b, 2008, 2012, 2013, 2015; Sydansk & Romero-Zeron 2011; Seright & Brattekas
2021). One important lesson can be learned from past practices is that proper and
comprehensive evaluations of a gel product in the target well/reservoir are crucial to pursue
a successful conformance control treatment. Various gel products were developed with
intentions to achieve an in-depth profile control (Zhu et al. 2017; Kang et al. 2021; Seright
& Brattekas 2021). In this scenario, the gel materials were injected quite a distance (rather
than only the near-wellbore regions) into the channeling zones.
Breakout (production) of the injected gel materials at the outlet of a sandpack (core,
conduit, or other models) were widely observed. However, the breakout of the gel materials
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alone was insufficient to prove that the gel materials had good (deep) injectivity/migration
abilities. At this stage, it cannot be claimed that the gel materials achieved in-depth profile
control. Note that the pressure gradient used to force the gel materials through the model
with a limited length (less than 1 m in most reported cases). An unrealistic high injection
pressure was required if the model length was on the order of hundred meters. The
distributions of the resistance factor (a measure of injectivity) and residual resistance factor
(a measure of plugging efficiency) were also key considerations. The distributions should
be unform along the model within a limited length. A significantly higher value at the inlet
section was actually an indication of poor injectivity (surface plugging) and ineffective in
depth placement (plugging).
Several crucial issues should be evaluated prior to a gel treatment, including: 1)
how the gel materials transport and place in the reservoirs to be treated, 2) whether the gel
materials can selectively go into the target locations (i.e., the channeling/thief zones)
without causing uncontrollable damage to the oil zones (matrices, or low-permeability
zones), 3) whether the gel can effectively block the thief layer to the subsequent water flow
(or other flooding fluids) and withstand extensive post-water flush, 4) whether the
subsequent water can be significantly diverted to the oil zones and thus the sweep
efficiency can be substantially improved, 5) how much oil recovery improvement can be
achieved after the gel treatment, and 6) how to quickly screen a compatible gel product for
a specific well/reservoir.
To address these concerns, representative physical models should be used to make
comprehensive evaluations of the performance of the candidate gel materials, which
provides the basis for selecting the proper gel materials to solve the excessive water
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production problems in a given well/reservoir. Probably more importantly, especially for
operators, the model and the comprehensive evaluation procedures established in this study
can help identify both the positive and negative effects o f the gel products from various
aspects that address the concerned issues as discussed above. The evaluations should
include penetration and placement behavior, sweep improvement, water-blocking
efficiency, damage to matrices, and oil recovery improvements. Linear parallel models are
commonly used for the evaluations. These models consist of two or more separated
cores/sandpacks. However, some drawbacks are associated with these models, making the
results sometimes misleading. The drawbacks include experimental artifacts, the
differences between radial and linear flow, absence of communication between the
channeling zones and the matrices, and the effects of diffusion and dispersion (Seright &
Brattekas 2021). Some negative effects of the gel materials can be overlooked when using
such models. The gel materials may actually cause damages to the reservoirs/wells, rather
than contribute an improvement (Seright & Brattekas 2021).
To address the aforementioned concerns, a particular sandwich-like channel model
was developed in this study. The model overcame the drawbacks associated with the
commonly used conventional parallel coreflooding models. On the basis of the channel
model, we developed a set of guidelines to perform comprehensive evaluations to test the
conformance improvement potential of gel materials in heterogeneous reservoirs to be
treated. The comprehensive evaluations include: 1) selective penetration/placement in the
target location, 2) sweep efficiency improvement (and fluid diversion) after the gel
treatment, 3) water-blocking efficiency, 4) damage to matrices, and 5) potential for
improving oil recovery.
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2. FA B R IC A TIO N OF TH E SA N D W ICH -LIK E CHANNEL M OD ELS

Heterogeneous

models

were

fabricated

to

mimic

reservoirs

containing

superpermeable channels. The model had a sandwich-like structure (Figure 1): two
semicylindrical core plugs and a sand-filled fracture between them. The core plugs had
relatively low permeabilities and acted as reservoir matrices. The sand-filled fracture was
also a porous medium, but it was much more permeable than the matrices. The permeability
could be adjusted by using sands of different grain size distributions.

(1) An intact core plug cut into halves. Supporting
strips used to ensure a fracture space.
(2) Sands filled into the fracture space. The sands
tightly packed to avoid movement and repacking
during flooding and gel injection.
(3) The model is assembled. Gaps between strips
and fracture faces are sealed with epoxy to ensure
the gels do not migrate along these gaps.

Figure 1. Fabrication of the sandwich-like channel model.

Pressure
,sensor

©

Confining pressure

Hand pump]— |
Outlet

Channel Rubber sleeve
Effluent
model

Figure 2. Experiment setup.
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Table 1. Key parameters of a single-phase channel model.
Category

Matrix

Parameter

Value

Note

Length, L (cm)

13.90

/

Diameter, d (cm)

5.07

/

A (cm2)

20.21

Original cross-sectional area of matrix
before cut

Porosity

0.294

Porosity of matrix

Permeability, km
(darcy)

Channel

Permeability of matrix

MPV1 (cm3)

82.50

Original matrix pore volume before cut

MPV2 (cm3)

75.93

Matrix pore volume after cut

Thickness, S (cm)

0.32

Channel thickness

Width (cm)

4.15

10/20 mesh sand

CPV (cm3)

7.04

PV of channel

Total PV? (cm3)

82.97

Total PV of matrix and channel

Permeability, kc
(darcy)

212

OOIP
Saturation
(single
Soi
phase, no
oil)
Swi
Microgel, mesh

Gel

4.8

Swelling ratio

Dispersion

0

Permeability of channel
Original oil in place

0

/

1

/

120/170

88-125 pm (average 290 p.m after swollen
in SFB)

20

In SFB (synthetic formation brine of the
Milne Point reservoir on Alaska’s North
Slope)

1 wt%

Dry weight
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Fabrication Procedures. The fabrication processes for the channel model are shown
in Figure 1. In the demonstrative case studies, the cores used were 2-inch Berea or Boise
B uff cores with permeabilities in the range of 100 md to 5,000 md. The key parameters of
the model are shown in Table 1. As shown in Figure 1, the cores were cut into two half
plugs. A 0.3-cm fracture was created between the two half parts. The fracture was filled
with coarse sand with a specific range of mesh sizes. The channel had a higher permeability
when filled with larger sand, and therefore, the permeability contrast between the channel
and matrix became larger and the heterogeneity of the model became more pronounced.
According to whether the experiments involve oil recovery processes, the models
can be divided into two categories: single-phase models and two-phase models. In the first
category, the models are only saturated with brine before injecting the gel materials. In the
latter case, initial oil saturation condition is established in the models (Zhao et al. 2021a).
The preparation procedures for a single-phase channel model are summarized as follows:
(1) Prepare the intact core plug following standard processes (cut, clean, dry,
vacuum, and saturate with brine). The synthetic formation brine (SFB) of the Milne Point
oilfield on the Alaska’s North Slope was used to saturate the core plug. In this step, the
pore volume (MPV1 in Table 1) and porosity of the intact core were routinely measured
through mass balance.
(2) Measure the matrix permeability and perform tracer test #1. The core was placed
in a coreholder, and a confining pressure (also called overburden) was applied (Figure 2).
The permeability was measured (km). The first brine tracer test was performed to provide
a comparative baseline to the second tracer test after a channel was created and the third
tracer test after the gel treatment (see next section). Before a tracer test, the fluid in the
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flowline before the inlet of the coreholder was replaced with the traced brine. Otherwise,
the fluid originally in the flowline (i.e., brine with no tracer) could lead to distortion of the
tracer responses. Also, after the test, the flowline was cleaned with non-traced brine, and a
large volume of the non-traced brine (>20 PV) was injected to flush out the tracer left in
the model, thus eliminating interference in the next tracer test.
(3) Cut the core into two semi-cylindrical core plugs. In this process, a small
volume of the core was lost as cuttings. The volume was estimated and subtracted from the
total bulk volume of the core. Thus, the effective pore volume (MPV2 in Table 1) can be
obtained accordingly.
(4) Fill the fracture with sands. Two supporting strips were mounted along the
edges of the fracture to ensure a constant thickness of the fracture space between the two
core plugs (Figure 1). The fracture space was filled with silica sands. The sands were pre
saturated with formation brine. The sands were tightly packed to avoid movement or
repacking during brine flush and gel injection. The pore volume of the channel (CPV in
Table 1) was estimated based on mass balance. Also, the total pore volume of the model
(PVt) was determined.
(5) Seal the gaps and assemble the model. The gaps between the strips and the
fracture faces were sealed with epoxy. This ensured that the gel did not migrate along these
gaps and ensured the microgels went into the target zone (the channel). The whole model
was wrapped with Teflon tape at the side surface to enhance integrity of the model (Figure
1). The inlet and outlet faces were left open.
(6) Estimate the permeabilities. The channel model was placed into the coreholder,
and a confining pressure was applied on the model. The total permeability of the channel
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model was measured (kt). Accordingly, the permeability of the channel (kc) was easily
estimated with Darcy’s law of multi-layer porous media based on kt, km, and the cross
sectional areas of the matrices and the channel.
(7)

Perform the second brine tracer test. The second tracer test was carried out to

measure the breakthrough and transport behaviors of the tracer. The results could be used
to estimate the heterogeneity and channeling severity of the model. The model was then
flushed with sufficient non-traced brine to displace out the tracer left in the model.
Afterwards, gel treatment was performed. The tracer test procedures and results were
discussed in the next section.
Features of the Channel Model. The sandwich-like channel model possessed
several advantages. The design allowed for a confining pressure to be applied on the packed
sand, thereby avoiding repacking or channeling along the matrix/channel interface. One
may wonder whether it was applicable to drill a smaller hole inside the core and pack the
hole with sand to mimic the channel. One problem with this kind of design was that the
confining pressure cannot be applied on the packed sand. The fluid could channel along
the internal wall. Likely, the sand would be repacked by the fluid or the injected gels. The
characteristic parameters of the model were adjustable in quite a wide range. For example,
different core plugs can be used to match the different permeabilities of the reservoirs of
interest. Sands of different sizes can be used to mimic the channels of different
permeabilities. Also, the size (thickness, width, extension degree into the matrices, etc.) of
the channel relative to the matrices can be adjusted.
The channel model allows free crossflow between the matrices and the channel. It
is usually the case in real reservoirs. However, for the conventional parallel coreflooding
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models, the two parallel core models are separated from each other, and there is no
crossflow between them. The channel model improves the representativeness over the
traditional parallel models. The inlet faces of the matrices and the channel are close to each
other, while the inlet faces of the conventional parallel models are separate from each other.
The flow rates in the flowlines leading to the low-permeability core and high-permeability
core are substantially different. This issue is possible to result in misleading observations
of the gel penetration into the two cores (Seright & Brattekas 2021). The channel model
developed in this study can avoid such experimental defects.
With some modifications to the end plug of the coreholder (e.g., adding separate
effluent flowlines to the channel and matrix end faces), the fractional flow from the channel
and matrices can be quantified. The possible dehydration and leak-off during the gel
injection can also be monitored. The information can help estimate the extent of
dehydration and gel propagation in scaled-up applications, analogous to the cases of gel
propagation in open fracture systems (Seright 1999, 2001, 2003). Multiple pressure sensors
can be connected to the model to monitor the pressures at different locations along the
model.
Overall, the sandwich-like channel model overcame some key drawbacks of the
conventional parallel coreflooding experiments. The distinct features discussed above
enabled comprehensive and systematic evaluations of the conformance improvement
potential of a gel material in reservoirs to be treated. The evaluations included but were not
limited to: 1) selective penetration/placement in the target location, 2) sweep efficiency
improvement after the gel treatment, 3) water-blocking efficiency, 4) damage to matrices,
and 5) potential for improving oil recovery.
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3. EV ALUATION O F PE N ETR A TIO N /PLA C EM EN T AND SW EEP
IM PR O V EM EN T

3.1. SELECTIV E PEN ETR A TIO N /PLA C EM EN T O F TH E G EL PA R TIC LES
A basic requirement for a good conformance control treatment is that the gel
materials penetrate and place in the target locations (e.g., the thief channels) without
uncontrollable damage to the matrices (i.e., the oil zones). The channel model developed
in this study evaluated the selective penetration/placement behavior of the gel materials. A
case study was introduced to illustrate the methodology.

Figure 3. Injection pressure during gel injection. (It was also the differential pressure
along the channel model.)

In the case study, microgel dispersion was injected into a channel model with a
constant flow rate o f 1 ml/min (equivalent to a superficial velocity of ~35 ft/d in the
superpermeable channel). The permeability of the channel and the matrix was 212 and 4.8
darcies, respectively (Table 1). Thus, the permeability contrast between the channel and
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the matrix was 45. The thickness of the channel was 3 mm. The concentration of the
dispersion was 1 wt% (dry weight). The sizes of the dry gel particles were in the range of
88 to 125 pm, and the sizes were 240 to 340 pm (average 290 pm) after fully swollen in
the formation brine. More detailed material information can be found in our previous
publications (Zhao et al. 2021a; Bai et al. 2007a). The average particle-to-pore matching
size ratio in the channel was 1.45, and the average size ratio in the matrices was 8.50. The
dispersion was dyed with purple ink to help examine the placement o f the microgel
particles in the channel model.

(a) Carrying fluid broke through.

(b) Gel particles broke through.

Figure 4. Breakthrough o f the carrying fluid and the gel particles.

Gel particles were produced from the outlet after injecting 20 CPV of gel dispersion
(Figure 3 and Figure 4). A total of about 34 CPV of gel dispersion was injected. Fluctuation
in the injection was observed, which was a reflection of the viscoelastic nature of the gel
particles transporting through a porous medium. The magnitude of the fluctuation can be
mitigated by adjusting the concentration, strength, and/or particle size (Imqam et al. 2018).
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After the gel treatment, a gel cake was formed at the inlet face of the matrices, as shown in
Figure 5. The cake was a result of leak-off at the matrix face. The gel particles could not
penetrate the matrices due to their too-large sizes relative to the pore throat sizes (8.5:1).
Consequently, the gel particles accumulated at the face and formed a filter cake. The cake
further prevented the gel particles from entering the matrices. Instead, the gel particles were
transported into the superpermeable channel and were partially retained in the pore spaces
of the channel. Therefore, the gel particles were selectively placed in the channel. The
placement of the gel particles in the channel is shown in Figure 6. The sand/gel mixture at
different locations could be collected to further evaluate the retention, dehydration, and re
swelling behavior of the gels. As a result of the selective placement behavior, the
permeability contrast between the channel and the matrices were substantially reduced, and
the effective sweep efficiency was improved.

Figure 5. Photo of the surface gel cake.
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Figure 6. Gel placement in the channel.

3.2. EVALUATION O F SW EEP IM PR O V EM EN T
A procedure was established to evaluate the potential sweep improvement after the
gel treatment. This was achieved by comparing the brine tracer test responses after and
before the gel treatment. The procedure was detailed using the case study.
The tracer used was potassium iodide (anhydrous, ACS reagent, >99%, SigmaAldrich). The potassium iodide (KI) was dissolved in the formation brine. A
spectrophotometer (UVmini-1240, Shimadzu) was used to test the absorbance of the tracer
at a wavelength of approximately 230 nm. To obtain the relationship between the tracer
concentration and the absorbance, a series of brine with known tracer concentration ranging
from 0.11 ppm to 40 ppm were tested. The absorbance as a function of the tracer
concentration is shown in Figure 7. The results suggested a good linear relationship
between the concentration and the absorbance. The standard curve (Figure 7) provided the
basis to measure the tracer concentration from the effluent of the channel model. Note that
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the absorbance-concentration relationship was influenced by various factors, including the
solvent (e.g., organic, inorganic), salinity, ion composition, pH of the solvent, etc. A
standard reference curve should be obtained first in any specific applications.

Tracer: potassium iodide (0 .1 1-40 ppm)
Brine: Synthetic Milne Point formation brine, 27,500 ppm
Shimadzu UVmim-1240 U V-vis spectrophotometer

o 2.0

y = 0.0652x
R 2 = 0.9999

Tracer concentration, ppm

Figure 7. Standard absorbance-concentration curve.
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Figure 8. Fluid diversion and sweep efficiency improvement after gel treatment. (a)
Tracer tests before and after the gel treatment. (b) Before gel treatment. (c) After gel
treatment. (Breakthrough of the tracer after the gel treatment was delayed, indicating the
fluid was diverted to the matrices. Therefore, the sweep efficiency was improved.)
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As aforementioned, three tracer tests were performed. The injected brine contained
40 ppm tracer. The third test was carried out after the gel treatment. Before the test, the
filter cake at the matrix face was removed with breaker (Wang et al. 2019). The model was
flooded with non-traced brine to remove possible interference in the tracer test. Afterwards,
the traced brine was injected, and the effluent was collected every 3-5 ml at the beginning,
and the sample sizes were larger after 2 PV? of brine was injected. The absorbances o f the
effluent samples were measured, and the tracer concentrations were determined with the
assistance of the standard curve.
The brine tracer test results from the case study are summarized in Figure 8 a. In the
intact core, the tracer broke through (first sight of tracer in effluent) after 0.67 PV of brine
injection (the blue curve). The tracer concentration of the effluent reached the original
injected value quite quickly. In the channel model before the gel treatment, the tracer broke
through almost immediately after injecting the traced brine (the red curve). Specifically,
the breakthrough occurred at 0.06 PV? of brine injection. It corresponded to 0.60 pore
volume of the channel (CPV). The quick tracer breakthrough indicates that most of the
injected brine only flowed through the superpermeable channel, instead of going into the
matrices (see Figure 8b). Additionally, the effluent tracer concentration could not reach its
injected value after several pore volumes of flooding. The sweep efficiency after 1 pore
volume of injection was only 33% (the area above the curve in Figure 8a). The effective
sweep volume was very limited.
After the gel treatment, the injected brine broke through at 0.35 PV?, which was
significantly delayed compared with the situations before the gel treatment. As the
permeability of the channel was considerably reduced by the gels, the injected fluid was
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diverted into the matrices to displace the fluid there, rather than only flowing through the
channel (see Figure 8c). The tracer test results clearly demonstrate that the effective sweep
volume was substantially increased after the gel treatment (0.62 PV? vs. 0.33 PV? after 1
pore volume of flood). Another indication of the fluid diversion and sweep improvement
was the recovery of additional oil after the gel treatment (discussed later).

4. EV ALUATION O F W A TER -B LO C K IN G EFFIC IE N C Y

The water-blocking efficiency in the channel is an important criterion to assess the
effectiveness of the gel product. With the assistance of the channel model, a procedure was
developed to directly evaluate the water-blocking efficiency. This new technique overcame
some drawbacks of the existing commonly used methods. The water-blocking efficiency
is related with the residual resistance factor (F„, i.e., permeability reduction after the gel
treatment). The residual resistance factor (Frr) and the water-blocking efficiency (Ebw) in
the channel were estimated with Equation (1) and (2).
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One frequently used method is to measure the permeability of the channel model
by injecting brine into the model after the gel treatment. However, the measured value is
the overall permeability of the entire model (k?), rather than the permeability of the channel
(kc). The Darcy’s equation of multilayer reservoirs was not applicable here because both
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the kc and km (matrix permeability) were unknown. The km was unknown due to possible
damage to the matrices caused by the gel materials as discussed in the next section.
Another common practice is to inject the same gel dispersion into a homogeneous
sandpack of petrophysical properties comparable with the channel. Then the permeability
after the gel injection is measured with brine to estimate the residual resistance factor (Frr)
and the water-blocking efficiency. However, the retention behavior is different in the two
models, and the extra step is also time consuming. In the channel model, due to the pressure
difference between the channel and matrices, water leaked off into the matrices. The gels
were dehydrated and concentrated, and a higher retention was expected in this situation.

Figure 9. The procedure to evaluate water-blocking efficiency of the gel in the channel.

Figure 10. The inlet and outlet faces were sealed with epoxy.
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Figure 11. Possible crossflow into the matrix and back to the channel. [The crossflow
leads to underestimation of the water-blocking efficiency in channel (i.e., the measured kc
is higher than the actual kc).]

To have a reliable estimation of the water-blocking efficiency in the channel, a new
direct test procedure was developed in this study (Figure 9). In this test, the inlet and the
outlet faces of the matrix were shut off with epoxy (Figure 10). Only the inlet and outlet of
the channel were kept open. In this situation, the injected fluid was expected to flow only
through the channel. Therefore, the channel permeability (kc) after the gel treatment was
directly measured, and the Frr and Ebw were estimated using Equation (1) and (2).
One may be concerned that the injected fluid is still possible to crossflow into the
matrix somewhere (e.g., near the inlet), transport through the matrix, and flow back to the
channel somewhere (e.g., near the outlet), as shown in Figure 11. If the crossflow does
occur, it is practical to neglect it in the evaluation process. It may result in underestimation
of the water-blocking efficiency in the channel (as the measured fa may be higher than the
actual kc). This was acceptable because, at least, it did not lead to overestimation and/or
overoptimism but rather results in a conservative water-blocking ability of the gel product.
In the case study, stable pressures at several different flow rates were measured to
estimate the effective permeability of the channel. The kc after the gel treatment was 610
md, thus the residual resistance factor (Frr) was 348, that is, the permeability of the super-
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k channel was reduced by 348 times. The permeability contrast (kclkm) was reduced from
45 to 0.14. The water-blocking efficiency was 99.7%. The channel was effectively blocked
with the gel particles. The subsequent flooding fluid was diverted into the matrices to
increase the sweep volume.

5. EV ALUATION O F DAM AGE TO M A TR IC ES (IN JE C T IV IT Y LOSS)

The injectivity loss in the low-permeability zones (i.e., the oil zones) is always a
crucial issue that should be considered whenever performing a gel treatment. The effective
injectivity (E_) of the matrices after the gel treatment relative to the original value can be
estimated with Equation (3).
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In the equation, _, q, AP and km is the injectivity index, flow rate, pressure drop, and
matrix permeability, respectively. The subscripts, a and b, denote after and before the gel
treatment.
Smooth injectivity may be observed after resuming the injection. However, such
observation does not necessarily mean the gel materials had no damage to the oil zones.
The good inj ectivity after the gel treatment may be due to the poor placement or insufficient
water-blocking ability of the gel materials in the fractureslchannels. That is, the
fractureslchannels were still quite permeable after the gel treatment. W ithout a proper
evaluation process, the negative effect may be misled by the seemingly good injectivity
after the gel treatment. It may lead to underestimation of the damage to the matrices.
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Figure 12. The channel is totally shut off with epoxy and a rubber gasket. (Red color
means the channel is totally shut off with epoxy and a rubber gasket.)

On the basis of the channel model, we developed an approach to directly measure
the matrix permeability (km) and evaluate the damage (injectivity loss) in the matrices after
the gel treatment. In this test, the sand/gel mixture in the channel was removed. A rubber
gasket the same size as the channel was placed in the fracture space (Figure 12). Both sides
of the sleeve sheet were covered with epoxy to achieve good sealing at the matrix faces.
The epoxy sealings at the inlet and outlet faces were removed. Brine was injected to
measure the permeability of the matrix. The results were used to estimate permeability
(injectivity) loss (i.e., damage) of the matrix after the gel treatment.
In the case study, stable pressures at different flow rates were measured to estimate
the effective matrix permeability. The matrix permeability was 4340 md after the gel
treatment. Note that the gel cake at the inlet surface was removed with a chemical breaker
(Wang et al. 2019). After breaker soaking, the possible damage in the near-surface region
in the matrices were also removed. The matrix retained 91.3% of its original injectivity.
One may wonder whether it is reliable to estimate the km (and injectivity loss) on
the basis of kt and kc with Darcy’s equation. Although, this approach can give a quick
estimation, the accuracy can be influenced by the flow behavior in the channel model. The
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gels may not be evenly packed in the channel. The gel particles may be packed more tightly
near the inlet section, while it is not that tight near the outlet section. There was likely
complex crossflow between the channel and the matrices when injecting brine. Therefore,
a more reliable approach to estimate the km and the effective injectivity is directly
measuring them, as discussed previously.
Another approach was to inject the same gel dispersion into a similar and intact
core (with no fractures/channels) at the same loading pressure. Then brine was injected to
measure the permeability after the gel injection and remediation processes to estimate the
damage (injectivity loss). This approach is simple and straightforward to get an idea of the
possible negative effects of the gel products (Elsharafi & Bai 2013, 2016; Imqam et al.
2016). Still, the simple approach was unable to account for some particular transport
behaviors in the channel model. For example, during the gel injection process, some small
gel particles or less-crosslinked materials may crossflow into the matrices through the
matrix-channel interfaces. Therefore, it was still helpful to directly measure the km, and we
present a practical approach to perform the direct measurement.

6. EV ALUATION O F O IL R EC O V ER Y IM PR O V EM EN T

The model can be used to evaluate the potential of oil recovery improvement by
conformance treatment and/or other enhanced oil recovery (EOR) strategies (e.g., polymer
flooding) (Zhao et al. 2021a). The model preparation procedure was similar except for the
following: 1) the core was saturated with crude oil to establish the initial oil saturation
condition, 2) the model was re-saturated with crude oil after the channel is created, and 3)
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different oil recovery processes (e.g., water flood and polymer flood) were carried out
before/after the gel treatment depending on the research objectives. The evaluation
methodology was demonstrated with a case study.
The permeabilities of the matrix and the channel in the case study were 0.49 darcies
and 237 darcies, respectively. Thus, the permeability contrast was 484. The brines and
crude oil were from Milne Point oilfield on the Alaska’s North Slope. Two brines were
used in this case study. The synthetic formation brine (SFB) was used to saturate the model.
The synthetic injection brine (SIB) was used as the flooding fluid, the makeup water to
prepare polymer solutions, and the carrying fluid for the gel particles. The polymer used
was Flopaam® (S.P.C.M. SA, Andrezieux-Boutheon, France) 3630S with a viscosity of
approximately 45 cp at 7.3 s-1 at 71 °F (reservoir temperature). The crude oil had a viscosity
of 202 cp. More information about the materials used can be found in previous works (Zhao
et al. 2021a, 2021b). The information about the pilot polymer flood in the Milne Point
oilfield can be found in Dandekar et al. (2019, 2020, 2021) and Ning et al. (2020).
After establishing the initial water saturation condition, waterflooding and polymer
flooding were performed before a microgel treatment was implemented. The initial
waterflooding was run until the water cut increased to 80%, which is comparable to the
starting conditions of the ongoing polymer pilot (Dandekar et al. 2019; Ning et al. 2020).
Polymer flooding was then performed until no oil was produced and the injection pressure
became stable. Microgel dispersion (dry size: 170/230 mesh; concentration: 1 wt% in SIB)
was injected until the gel particles were observed at the outlet (if possible) and the injection
pressure became stable (if possible). After the gel treatment, post polymer flooding and
waterflooding were performed sequentially.
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Figure 13. Gel placement in the channel (sand size=10/20 mesh).

Figure 14. Water cut and oil recovery responses before and after the gel treatment.

The gel placement in the channel is shown in Figure 13. The water cut was
effectively reduced after the gel treatment (from 100% to 63%), and additional oil was
recovered (Figure 14). The oil recovery efficiency was increased by 21.4% of oil originally
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in place (OOIP). The results suggest the subsequent polymer solution and brine were
diverted to the matrices to displace the remaining oil previously left behind in the matrices.
Therefore, the sweep efficiency was increased after the gel treatment, which agreed with
the tracer tests in the single-phase case study mentioned previously.
The aforementioned case studies demonstrate that the sandwich-like channel model
is a useful tool to evaluate the oil recovery improvement potential of a gel product or EOR
process. By changing the parameters of the model (e.g., fa, km, channel size), the favorable
working conditions to achieve the best performance can be identified. Meanwhile, the
effects of the various factors can be elucidated, e.g., the effect of gel particle size, particle
size distribution, gel strength, concentration of the dispersion, channel and matrix
permeabilities, salinity, and temperature. The injectivity, migration ability, placement
behavior, water-blocking efficiency, profile control ability, and damage effect can be
estimated. Besides, probably more importantly, especially for operators, the model and the
comprehensive evaluation procedures established in this study can help identify both the
positive and negative effects of a gel product or an EOR process from various aspects that
address the most critical issues as discussed in the introduction part.
Based on the comprehensive evaluations, the favorable matching relationship
between the gel properties and the reservoirs can be established. The appropriate gel
materials and the associated properties (size, strength, etc.) can be selected for the
reservoirs of interest. In addition, the channel model and the established comprehensive
evaluation methodology can be used to test the feasibility of new gel products, such as the
recently reported gels that have a secondary crosslinking ability (e.g., recrosslinkable PPG)
(Pu et al. 2019).
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7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a particular sandwich-like physical model was developed. The model
consists of low-permeability matrices and a superpermeable porous channel. The
characteristic properties of the model (kc, km, channel size, etc.) can be adjusted to represent
the reservoir conditions of interest. The model overcomes some drawbacks associated with
the commonly used conventional parallel coreflooding model. The special design allows
crossflow between the matrices and the channel, and it is more representative of the real
channeling problems in reservoirs.
On the basis of the particular channel model, we developed a set of guidelines to
perform comprehensive evaluations to test the conformance improvement potential of a gel
material in reservoirs to be treated. The evaluations include: selective penetration and
placement in target locations, fluid diversion and sweep improvement, water-blocking
efficiency, matrix damage, and oil recovery improvement.
The evaluation methodology was elaborated upon using case studies. The results
suggest that the tested microgel particles can selectively penetrate and place in the
superpermeable channel of the reservoir. A cake forms at the matrix inlet faces and
prevents gel particles from further penetrating and damaging the matrix. The damage at the
matrix inlet faces can be effectively removed with a chemical breaker. The subsequent
water can be diverted to the matrices and thus the sweep volume is significantly increased
(e.g., 0.35 PV vs. 0.06 PV at breakthrough). The water cut can be effectively reduced after
the gel treatment, and thus the oil recovery performance is improved. Note that these
specific results are pertaining to the experimental conditions in this study.
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Above all, this study supports relevant researchers and engineers to gain a better
and more comprehensive understanding of the transport and placement behaviors of gel
particles in the superpermeable channels. The channel model and the comprehensive
evaluation methodology developed in this work can serve as a useful tool in designing a
conformance treatment.

N O M EN CLA TU RE

Symbol

Description

CPV

Pore volume of channel

Ebw

Water-blocking efficiency

Ei

Effective relative injectivity after the gel treatment, percent

Frr

Residual resistance factor

Ia

Injectivity after gel treatment

Ib

Injectivity before gel treatment

kc

Permeability of channel, md

km

Permeability of matrices, md

kt

Overall permeability of the channel model

MPV

Pore volume of matrix

MSR

Particle-to-throat matching size ratio

OOIP

Oil originally in place

AP

Differential pressure between the injector and the producer, psi

PPG

Preformed Particle Gel
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PV?

Total pore volume of channel model

q

Injection flow rate, ml/min

Soi

Initial oil saturation, fraction

Swi

Initial water saturation, fraction
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VI. TRA N SPORT, PLA C EM EN T, FLUID D IV ERSIO N AND M A TRIX DAMAGE
B EH A V IO R OF M IC R O G E L S F O R C O NFO RM A N CE C O N T R O L IN
R ESER V O IRS CO N TA IN IN G SU PER PER M EA B LE CHANNELS

A BSTRACT

Gel treatment has been proven an effective method to attack excessive water
production in many mature oilfields. However, not all the application projects have
successful stories. The effectiveness of a gel treatment largely depends on the transport and
placement behavior of gel materials in the reservoirs to be treated. In this work, we carried
out systematic studies to investigate the transport, placement, water-blocking ability, fluid
diversion and sweep improvement, and matrix damage effect of micrometer-sized
preformed particle gels (microgels) in reservoirs containing superpermeable (super-K)
channels. The impact of the channel/matrix permeability contrast, the particle/pore size
ratio in the channels, and the particle/pore size ratio in the matrices were studied. The
favorable conditions of the gel treatment were identified. The results show that the
microgel particles selectively penetrate, place in, and effectively shut off the super-K
channels under proper conditions. Delayed breakthrough of the gel particles was observed,
which was partially resulted from the dehydration of the gel particles in the channel and
the buildup of a filter cake at the inlet face of the matrices. The sweep improvement after
the gel treatment was evaluated by chemical tracer tests. The results clearly demonstrate
delayed breakthrough, fluid diversion, and increased swept volume of the subsequent
flooding fluid. In the experiments, the sweep improvement was in the range of 0.25-0.43
total pore volumes (PVt). A higher sweep improvement was achieved as the permeability
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contrast was higher (i.e., the reservoir was more heterogeneous). To achieve both good
injectivity and water-blocking efficiency for the tested microgels, the matching size ratio
in the channel (MSRc) should be below 2. Meanwhile, the MSR in the matrices (MSRm)
should be kept above 5 to avoid significant damage to the matrices. The results of this study
provide support for gel product selection, and successful gel treatment designs &
implementations.
Key words: conformance control; gel treatment; preformed particle gel (PPG);
enhanced oil recovery (EOR); water control; gel transport and placement

1. IN TRO D U C TIO N

Gel treatment has been proven an effective method to attack excessive
water/polymer production in many mature oilfields (Bai et al. 2008, 2012, 2013, 2015;
Sydansk and Romero-Zeron 2011; Qiu et al. 2016; Aldhaheri et al. 2020, 2021). However,
not all the application projects are successful (Qiu et al. 2016; Aldhaheri et al. 2020, 2021).
The effectiveness o f a gel treatment largely depends on the transport and placement
behavior of the gel materials in the reservoirs to be treated (Seright & Brattekas 2021).
Due to the complexity, the transport and placement behavior of gel materials in
porous-medium-type super-K channels are still not clearly understood (Leng et al. 2021;
Wu et al. 2021; Villone & Maffettone 2019). Bai et al. (2007b) studied the transport
mechanisms of PPGs at microscopic and macroscopic scales. Six patterns were identified
at the microscopic scale: direct pass, adsorption, deform and pass, snap-off and pass, shrink
and pass, and trap. Three transport patterns were proposed to describe the macroscopic
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propagation behavior: pass, broken and pass, and plug. The size ratio of the swollen PPG
particles and the pore throat, the gel strength and the driving force were regarded as the
dominant factors on the transport patterns.
Yao et al. (2012, 2013) investigated the transport behavior of microspheres (~20
pm) through

homogeneous

and

heterogeneous

sandpacks with

relatively

high

permeabilities. They further studied the effects of flow rate, pore-throat size, particle size,
and injection concentration on transport and retention patterns (Yao et al., 2020). Five
transport and retention patterns were observed in experiments using microchannels: surface
deposition, smooth passing, direct interception, deforming remigration, and rigid blockage.
Dupuis et al. (2016) investigated the effect of concentration of 2-pm microgels on the
transport behavior in sandstone cores. Their results indicated that the resistance factor and
residual resistance factor increased with the microgel concentration. Imqam et al. (2018)
studied the effect of concentration, salinity, gel size and permeability on the transport
behavior of microgel in sandpacks. The microgels was able to transport deep into highpermeability sandpacks, but the inlet section showed a much higher pressure drop due to
microgel retention. The results also indicated the transport was more sensitive to the
strength of the microgel compared with the particle size. Al-Ibadi and Civan (2013) noticed
that the particle size distribution was changed after transporting through the sandpacks.
The fraction of large particles in the effluent was reduced compared with the injected
particles. It was an indication of entrapment or surface deposition in the sandpacks. They
observed wavy-shape pressure response during gel suspension injection, which was
regarded as a result of the repeated plugging and remigration of the elastic gel particles in
the porous media.
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The matching relationship between the gel properties (size, strength, concentration,
etc.) and the reservoir parameters (permeability, pore size, etc.) plays a crucial role in an
effective gel treatment. Different optimal matching parameters were reported to achieve
the satisfactory plugging and sweep improvement performance (Yao et al. 2012, 2013; Dai
et al. 2017, 2018; Yuan et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2021).
Yao et al. (2012, 2013) reported that the favorable matching factor (particle-to-pore
size ratio) for their microspheres was in the range of 1.35-1.55 (with an optimal value
around 1.45) according to the water-blocking performance. Dai et al. (2017, 2018) reported
that for the dispersed particle gels (DPG) they developed, the optimal matching factor was
in the range of 0.21-0.29 to achieve both good injectivity and profile control. Yuan et al.
(2020) studied the transport and plugging behavior of microgel particles (~10 pm) in cores
with relatively low permeabilities (20-900 md) at high-temperature and high-salinity
conditions. Three matching parameters were proposed to account for the effect of size
distribution of the gel particles on the transport and plugging behavior. Wang et al. (2021)
studied the plugging-matching relationship between the gel particles (labeled as DBR
elastic particles) and pore throats o f reservoirs. They proposed an interesting equation to
quantify the optimal plugging matching conditions. In the equation, they incorporated the
more established matching relationship of rigid particles through a parameter of elastic
deformation coefficient. The best plugging-matching fell in the range o f 0.21 to 1.10 in a
wide range of concentration, particle size and permeability conditions.
Attention should be paid to the potential damage effect to matrices (oil zones) when
performing a gel treatment. Elsharafi & Bai (2012, 2013, 2016) performed filtration tests
to study the invasion of weak and strong preformed particle gels into low-permeability
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matrices with relatively low permeabilities (4-320 md). They tested the impact of particle
size, salinity (gel strength), permeability, and loading pressure on the damage effect.
Imqam et al. (2016a) studied the damage of the preformed particle gels to matrix using
core plugs with permeabilities in the range of 3 to 1650 md. They studied the effect of
loading pressure, permeability, particle size, particle strength on the damage depth and
damage degree (injectivity/permeability loss). The damage was small, and the invasion
depth was limited when the particle-to pore size ratio was high (>500). Wang et al. (2019)
tested different formulas of chemical breakers to degrade gel materials in bulk conditions.
The above brief review indicates that significant discrepancies still exist on the
favorable conditions

for effective gel treatments.

Besides,

homogenous

single

sandpack/core or separated parallel sandpack/core models were frequently used to
investigate the injectivity, plugging, fluid diversion, and/or oil recovery improvement
performance. However, the parallel models lack connectivity between the channeling layer
and the matrices. the transport and placement behaviors are different in heterogeneous
models compared with that in homogeneous models.
To make the experimental conditions more representative, we recently developed a
sandwich-like channel model to study the transport and placement behavior of gel materials
in super-K channels (Zhao et al., 2021c). The model had good connectivity between the
matrices and the channel, which overcame some drawbacks of the conventional parallel
models. A set of comprehensive evaluation methodologies were developed to assess the
fluid diversion and oil recovery performance of microgels in heterogeneous reservoirs
containing super-K channels (Zhao et al. 2021a, 2021c).
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This study intended to investigate the transport, placement, water-blocking ability,
sweep improvement, and matrix damage effect of microgel particles in reservoirs
containing super-K channels. The impact of the channel/matrix permeability contrast, the
particle/pore size ratio in the channels, the particle/pore size ratio in the matrices, and other
factors were explored. The favorable working conditions for the gel treatment were
identified. The important implications to field applications were discussed. The results can
provide support for successful particle gel treatment design and implementations.

2. M ETH O D O LO G Y

Micrometer-sized preformed particle gels (PPG) (Bai et al. 2007a; Zhao et al.
2021a) were used with the swelling ratio around 20 in the synthetic Milne Point formation
brine (SFB). The SFB had a total dissolved solid (TDS) of 27500 ppm (Zhao et al., 2021a,
2021b). The microgel particles were carried with the SFB with a dry weight concentration
of 1 wt%.
The experiment setup is shown in Figure 1. An accumulator equipped with a
blending rotor was used to store the gel dispersion (also called suspension). The dispersion
was injected while being stirred to avoid gravitational segregation of the gel particles and
the carrying fluid.
Sandpacks, channel models, and intact sandstone cores were used to investigate the
transport, placement, water-blocking efficiency, sweep improvement, and possible matrix
damage effect of the microgels. The channel models (Figure 1) had a sandwich-like
structure, which consisted of two semi-cylindrical core plugs (i.e., the matrices) and a 0.3-
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cm sand-filled fracture (i.e., the super-K channel) between the plugs. The cores had a
diameter of 2 inches and a length of around 15 cm. The experiments were performed at
single phase conditions. The intact cores and the entire channel models were not saturated
with crude oil. The fabrication processes of the channel model and detailed experimental
procedures can be found in Zhao et al. (2021c).
The experiments performed with channel models are summarized in Table 1. The
table gives the matrix permeability, channel permeability, permeability contrast, average
particle-to-pore matching size ratio (MSR), and average gel particle sizes. Three brine
tracer tests were performed to evaluate the sweep efficiency before and after the gel
treatment. The channel permeability (kc) was directly measured to estimate the water
blocking efficiency in the channel. In this process, we only kept the inlet and outlet of the
channel open. The inlet and outlet faces of the matrices were shut off. The matrix
permeability (km) was directly measured after the gel treatment to evaluate the damage in
the matrix. In this test process, only the matrices were kept open, and the channel was
totally shut off.

^^ Confiningpressure
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Channel
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Figure 1. Experiment setup.
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Table 1. Summary of experiments performed with channel models.

Exp #.

Matrix
Channel
Average
Dry gel
swollen gel
permeability permeability
size, mesh
size, pm
(km), darcies (kc), darcies

kc/km

MSRc MSRm
(channel) (matrix)

S1

4.75

212

120/170

290

45

1.45

8.50

S2

7.83

218

120/170

290

28

1.43

6.72

S3

4.74

179

170/230

205

38

1.13

6.10

S4

0.17

139

170/230

205

833

1.27

26.42

S5

10.46

79

170/230

205

7.6

1.69

4.11

S6

4.83

221

230/400

136

46

0.67

4.02

S7

9.94

87

230/400

136

8.8

1.07

2.79

3. TRA N SPO RT AND PLA C EM EN T B EH A V IO R

The transport and placement behavior of the microgels under different conditions
were studied. Taking Exp S4 as an example, the gel dispersion was injected into the model
at 1 ml/min (equivalent to a superficial velocity of 35.6 ft/d in the channel). The matrices
had a permeability of 0.17 darcies, and the channel-to-matrix permeability contrast was
833. The MSR in the channel (MSRc) was 1.27 and it was 26.4 in the matrices (MSRm). The
average pore sizes of the matrices and the porous channels were estimated with the
modified Carman-Kozeny equation, Equation (1) (Mauran et al., 2001; Carman, 1956).

d=

16¥ ckt 2

0

(1)
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Figure 2 presents the injection pressures, pressure gradients, and resistance factors
during gel injection. The resistance factor was calculated as the ratio of the gel injection
pressure to the initial brine injection pressure at the same flow rate. As shown in Figure 2,
the pressure exhibited a steady increase at the beginning and started to exhibit fluctuation
after the pressure reached about 5 psi. The injection pressure became stable around 30 psi
(balanced pressure) with fluctuation after about 9.5 CPV (channel pore volume) of gel
dispersion was injected. Following the similar procedures, more experiments were
performed to investigate the transport and placement behavior of microgel particles at
different conditions (see Table 1).

Figure 2. The injection pressure, pressure gradient and resistance factor during gel
injection (Exp S4).

Figures 3 to 5 respectively summarize the injection pressures, pressure gradients,
and resistance factors of the experiments. More detailed results of each experiment are
presented in the Appendix (Figures A1 to A6). Figure 6 plots the balanced values against
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the MSRc. Generally, the injection pressure, pressure gradient and resistance factor
increased with the MSRc. Larger particles were more difficult to transport through the
superpermeable channels.

Figure 3. Summary of the injection pressures in different experiments.

Figure 4. Summary of the injection pressure gradients during gel injection.
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Figure 5. Summary of the resistance factors.

Figure 6. The injection pressure, pressure gradient, and resistance factor as a function of
MSRc.

Delayed Propagation and Breakthrough Time of the Gel Particles. The gel particles
could penetrate and transport through the super-K channel. However, significantly delayed
propagation of the gel particles was observed compared with the carrying fluid. In S4, gel
particles in the effluent were detected after injecting about 9.5 CPV of gel dispersion, while
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the carrying fluid broke out at about 1 CPV. The impact of different parameters on the
breakthrough time (in terms of CPV) was checked to identify the influential factors, as
shown in Figure 7. Among the tested parameters, the breakthrough time showed the
strongest correlation with the MSRc, followed by the matrix permeability (km) (Figure 7a
and Figure 7b). On the contrary, its correlation with the permeability contrast (k/km) and

MSRc was weak, as shown in Figure 7c and Figure 7d. The breakthrough occurred later as
the MSRc was increased, which was reasonable as it was more difficult for the gel particles
to transport through the channel as the MSRc was larger.
The impact of the matrix permeability on the breakthrough time was related to the
leak-off phenomenon at the inlet face of the matrices. After taking the model out of the
coreholder, we observed a gel cake formed at the inlet face of the matrices (Figure 8). It
indicated that leak-off took place at the face of the channel model during gel injection. The
carrying fluid leaked off into the matrices, while the gel particles were left behind at the
inlet surface of the channel model. As more gel particles accumulated at the surface, a cake
was formed.
When the matrices were more permeable, the brine was easier to leak off into the
matrices. More gel particles were required to build up the surface cake. The delayed
breakthrough phenomenon was also observed for preformed bulk gels transporting through
open fractures (Seright 1999, 2001). The breakthrough of the gels through open fractures
was dominated by the injection flow rates and fracture width (conductivity) (Seright 1999,
2001). However, a fixed flow rate and channel size were used in all the experiments of our
study. Still, the breakthrough times of the gels were very different in the different
experiments (Figure 7).
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(a) Effect of MSRc.

(b) Effect of km.

Figure 7. Impact of different factors on the breakthrough time of the gel particles through
the channel. (The strongest correlation was detected with the MSRc, followed by the
matrix permeability.)

Figure 8. Surface cake at the inlet face.
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Figure 9. Placement of gels in the superpermeable channel. Left: Pore spaces among the
sand grains in the channel were filled with gels. Right: the gel/sand mixture in different
sections were collected, re-hydrated, centrifuged, and separated.

The delayed breakthrough of gels was related to the dehydration and retention of
gels in the channels. As shown in Figure 9, the retained gels filled the pore spaces among
the sand grains in the channel. The channel was equally divided into four sections in the
lengthwise direction (sec1 to sec4), and the sand/gel mixtures in the different sections were
collected, re-hydrated, and centrifuged. Thus, the gels were separated from the mixture.

Figure 10. Gel retention in the channel (Exp S4).
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Figure 11. Dehydration degree of the gel retained in the channel (Exp S4).

The retention (grams of gels by per gram of sand) and dehydration degree of the
gels at different locations were estimated with Equation (2) and Equation (3). In the
equations, SR was the swelling ratio of the gels retained in the pore spaces of the channels.
The results are shown in Figures 10 and 11. Figure 10 shows the gel retentions in the
channel at different locations. The results revealed a higher gel retention in the inlet section
and a decreasing trend towards the outlet. The gels were dehydrated (concentrated) by 5-6
times after being placed in the channel (Figure 11). Leak-off across the channel walls was
possible to contribute to dehydration of the gels. While propagation through the channel,
the microgels may lose water under the differential pressures between the channel and the
matrices. The lost water leaked off into the matrices. Meanwhile, the gels were dehydrated.
The dehydration phenomenon partially explained the delayed breakthrough behavior of the
gel particles (at ~9.5 CPV). Besides the dehydration, another reason that caused the gel
frontal delay was the formation of the gel cake at the inlet face of the matrices (Figure 8).
One important implication of the delayed breakthrough was that the transport distance of
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the gels did not linearly correlate with the volume injected (Seright 1999, 2001). The results
also demonstrated that the channel model was able to take account for leak-off
phenomenon across the channel walls (and the associated dehydration behavior) of the gels
when transporting in the channel, which was an advantage over conventional separated
parallel models. Thus, the results are expected to more representative of the real conditions
in a reservoir.

Gel retention

Dehydrat.cn degree =

M gel

=K
Full SR

(2)

M sand

' ]/[M * M
Full SR

(3)

Selective Penetration and Placement. As the gel cake was built up at the inlet face
of the matrices, the injection pressure climbed up. The cake continued to grow stronger
and temporarily plugged the matrices. Consequently, the gels could not penetrate the
matrices. The gel cake was removed by soaking with a chemical breaker after the gel
treatment to resume the subsequent flooding (Zhao et al., 2021c; Wang et al., 2019). The
low penetration into the matrices was desirable for successful gel treatments. Otherwise,
the matrices would be significantly damaged if the gel particles invaded a significant depth.
On the other hand, the pore spaces in the super-K channel were filled with gel
particles, as shown in Figure 9. It suggested that the gel particles selectively penetrated and
placed in the channel as the pore size was large enough for the gel particles to pass through.
Pressure fluctuation (Figure 2) was observed during the gel placement process. The
pressure fluctuation was a result of the repeated accumulation and remigration of the gel
particles in the channel. In this process, a gel bank was gradually formed and propagated
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downstream. The peak pressure was increased as the gel bank became larger. The front of
the gel bank advanced towards the outlet, and gel particles were produced as the front
arrived at the outlet. After breakthrough at 9.5 CPV, the accumulation/remigration of the
gel particles would reach a dynamic equilibrium status as indicated by the fluctuated
pressure around a relatively constant level (~30 psi in Exp S4). The selective placement of
the gels was expected to significantly reduce the permeability of the channel and thus the
subsequent flooding fluids (water, polymer solutions, etc.) were diverted to the matrices to
displace the remaining oil previously bypassed.
The water-blocking efficiency in the super-K channels after the gel treatment were
measured. The water-blocking efficiency was quantified with two parameters: residual
resistance factor (Frr), and water-blocking efficiency (Ebw). The following Equation (4) and
Equation (5) were used to calculate the F rr and E bw . The two parameters were estimated by
directly measuring the channel permeability after the gel treatment (Zhao et al., 2021c). In
the test process, the inlet and outlet faces were shut off with epoxy, and only the entrance
and the outlet of the channel were kept open (Figure 12).
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Brine was injected at different flow rates, and the stable injection pressure was
obtained at each flow rate to estimate the effective permeability of the channels. In Exp S4,
the channel permeability after the gel treatment was 481 md, and the residual resistance
factor was 289. That is, the permeability of the super-k channel was reduced by 289 times.
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The water-blocking efficiency was 99.65%. Therefore, the flow capacity of the super-k
channel was substantially reduced after the gel treatment. The results also suggested that
the gels did not totally shut off the super-k channel. Instead, the gel bank was still partially
permeable. Imqam and Bai (2015) also reported partial permeable gel packs. Nevertheless,
the channeling problem was substantially mitigated. Consequently, the displacing profile
and sweep efficiency were improved, as discussed in the next section.

In le t fa c e

O u tle t fa c e

Matrix
Channel
Matrix

Figure 12. The outlet inlet faces matrix are sealed off with epoxy.

4. SW EEP IM PR O V EM EN T A F T E R G E L TREATM EN TS

As the superpermeable channels were shut off by the microgel materials under
proper conditions, the subsequent flooding fluids would be forced into the matrices.
Therefore, the displacing profile and the effective sweep volume (sweep efficiency) could
be improved. The sweep improvement after the microgel treatment was estimated by
chemical tracer tests. Figure 13 shows the tracer test results of the experiments. In each
experiment, three tracer tests were performed respectively on the intact core model, the
channel model before the microgel treatment, and the channel model after the microgel
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treatment. Since the tracer responses before the microgel treatment were basically close to
each other in different experiments, the results of Exp S1 were plotted in Figure 13 to
represent the pre-gel-treatment situation in all experiments.
When a superpermeable channel was present in the model, the tracer broke out from
the outlet almost immediately (at 0.06 total pore volumes, equivalent to 0.7 CPV) after
injecting the traced brine. It indicated the injected fluid quickly flowed through the channel
(Figure 14a), and the matrix was not effectively swept by the displacing fluid. The effluent
tracer could not reach its injected value after five pore volumes of flooding. It could be
inferred that the sweep efficiency would be poorer when the matrices were saturated with
viscous/heavy oil as the mobility ratio situation was more unfavorable. The breakthrough
of the traced brine slug was significantly delayed after the gel treatment. For example, in
Exp S4, the breakthrough occurred after 0.41 PV? of traced brine was injected. The results
proved that the channeling was suppressed as the channel permeability was reduced by the
gel materials. The subsequent flooding fluid was diverted into the matrices (Figure 14b).

Figure 13. Sweep improvement demonstrated by tracer tests after gel treatments.
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(b) After gel treatment.

(c) Insufficient gel placement.
Figure 14. Sweep efficiency improvement after gel treatment.

The delayed breakthrough of the subsequent flooding fluid was an indication of
sweep improvement. The sweep improvements in the different experiments were plotted
against different parameters to identify the influential factors (see Figure 15). After the gel
treatments, the sweep efficiency was improved by 0.25-0.43 PV, equivalent to an
incremental oil recovery of 36-61% OOIP (oil original in place) assuming an initial oil
saturation of 0.7. The results demonstrated the effectiveness of microgel particles in
improving the conformance.
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The results were consistent with the remarkable oil recovery improvement (~20%
OOIP) during post-gel-treatment polymer flooding in some of our previous experiments
(Zhao et al., 2021a). In that work, we studied the effectiveness of microgel particles in
improving the sweep efficiency in reservoirs containing superpermeable channels during
polymer flooding. Without additional conformance control efforts, the oil recovery was
still unsatisfactory even after extensive polymer flooding (>5 PV). In other words, polymer
flood alone was insufficient to overcome the adverse impact of the channeling issue. After
the gel treatment, significant extra oil was recovered when the channels were highly
permeable (>50 darcies). The recovery of additional oil was a clear evidence of sweep
improvement after the gel treatment.
Figure 15 illustrates that the sweep improvement performance had a good
correlation with the permeability contrast (kjkm) between the channel and the matrices,
followed by the matrix permeability. On the contrary, the sweep improvement did not
exhibit a good correlation with the MSRc or the channel permeability. The results suggested
that the gel treatment was more likely to achieve a greater conformance improvement in
the reservoirs where the channeling problem was more severe (i.e., higher kjkm), while the
benefit was reduced as the reservoir was more permeable. The gels had a better chance to
place in the in-depth section of the channel as the reservoir was more heterogeneous.
Otherwise, the gel particles mainly placed in the inlet section of the channel and resulted
in insufficient placement of the gel materials, as shown in Figure 14c. The internal sections
were not effectively shut off. Consequently, the subsequent fluid may be diverted to the
matrices near the entrance, but it would quickly crossflow back to the channel. A large
portion of the matrices was still left unswept.
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Figure 15. The effect of different parameters on the sweep improvement after gel
treatment.

5. EV ALUATION O F M A TRIX DAMAGE

The gel materials were expected to place in and shut off the channeling zones (i.e.,
the target zones). However, it was also possible that the gel materials penetrate and damage
the matrices in some circumstances. Thus, it was important to evaluate the matrix damage
effect of the gel materials in order to minimize the negative impact. In this study, the
damage of the gel materials to the matrices was assessed by directly measuring the matrix
permeabilities after the gel treatment. In the tests, the channel was completely blocked off
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and only the matrices were kept open (Figure 16). The subsequent fluid could only flow
through the matrices. The permeability was directly obtained, and the effective injectivity

(Ei) of the matrices after the gel treatment relative to the original value was estimated with
Equation (6). More detailed experimental procedures can be found in Zhao et al. (2021c).

(qlA P )
(k )
E =-*■ x100% = y 1 ,a x 100% = \ m a x 100%
1 I
(m
( qqlAP)b

(6)

For experiment S4, the matrix permeability after the gel treatment and chemical
remediation was 134 md, which was 80.2% of its original permeability (167 md) prior to
the gel treatment. The result indicated a 20% injectivity loss after the gel treatment in this
experiment. The matrix damage under various conditions were investigated and the results
are summarized in Figure 17. The effective injectivity retained after the gel treatment was
relatively low when the MSRm had a low value. As shown in Figure 17, when the MSRm
was below 5 (smaller particles or/and more permeable matrices), the particles could
penetrate a significant depth into the matrices. Even after a mechanical or chemical
remediation, the injectivity loss was still considerably high and could not be ignored. For
instance, in experiment S5, the matrix was much more permeable (10458 md), and thus the

MSRm was relatively low (MSRm=4.11). After the gel treatment and the remediation
process, the matrix still lost significant injectivity (71%), which was much higher than that
in S4. When the gel particles were sufficiently large relative to the pore sizes of the matrices
(e.g., MSRm>5 in this study), a higher critical pressure gradient was required to force the
gel particles into the matrices. Therefore, it would be difficult for the particles to penetrate
a noticeable distance into the matrices and cause serious formation damage. The injectivity
could be substantially recovered after removing the surface filter cake.
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Figure 16. Evaluation of matrix damage after gel treatment.

Figure 17. Impact of MSRm on matrix damage.

The matrix damage is always an important consideration in a gel treatment. Two
strategies can be adopted to deal with the potential damage: the preventive method (such
as zonal isolation), and the remediation method (e.g., mechanical/chemical remediation).
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When possible, zonal isolation is recommended to avoid the damage to the matrices. This
fashion can help get rid of the requirement of remediation efforts after the gel treatment.
Imqam et al. (2016b) investigated the performance of hydrochloric acid in removing
damage caused by gels. Wang et al. (2019) tested different formulas of breakers to degrade
gel materials. The results of this study can help to identify the favorable working conditions
of the microgels. The gel particles should be small enough (e.g., MSRc<2) to ensure good
injectivity and placement in the target zones to be treated (the channels), and big enough

(MSRm>5) to prevent invasion into the low-permeability zones (the oil zones).

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated the transport, placement, water-blocking ability, fluid
diversion and sweep improvement, and matrix damage effect of microgel particles in
reservoirs containing super-K channels. The impact of the channel/matrix permeability
contrast, the particle/pore size ratio to the channels, the particle/pore size ratio to the
matrices were studied. The favorable conditions of the tested microgels were identified.
The results are expected to provide crucial support for successful gel treatment design and
implementations.
(1) The microgel particles selectively penetrate and place in the porous super-K
channels. The pressure gradient during gel injection increased with the particle-to-pore
matching size ratio. The pores in the channels were filled with the gel particles. The channel
permeabilities were significantly reduced after microgel treatments. The channels were
effectively blocked by the microgels.
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(2) Delayed breakthrough of the gel particles was observed, which was partially
resulted from the dehydration and retention of the gel particles in the channel, and the
buildup of a filter cake at the inlet face o f the matrices.
(3) Sweep improvement after gel treatments was evaluated by chemical tracer tests.
The results clearly demonstrate delayed breakthrough, fluid diversion, and increased swept
volume of the subsequent flooding fluid. In the experiments, the sweep improvement was
in the range of 0.25-0.43 P V A higher sweep improvement was achieved as the
permeability contrast was higher (i.e., the reservoir was more heterogeneous).
(4) The effectiveness of the gel treatment is related to the quality of the gel
placement in the channels. Better sweep improvement can be achieved when the gel
particles have good injectivity and the gel particles can be placed at the in-depth sections
of the channels. Insufficient placement of the gel materials can result in unsatisfactory
sweep improvement.
(5) The damage of the gel materials to the matrices was evaluated by directly
measuring matrix permeabilities after the gel treatment. A gel cake could be formed at the
inlet faces of the matrices during treatment, but the cake could be removed with chemical
breakers. The injectivity of the matrices was effectively recovered.

N O M EN CLA TU RE

Symbol

Description

d

Average diameter of the pores, pm

Ebw

Water-blocking efficiency
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Ei

Effective relative injectivity after the gel treatment, percent

/ ck

Carman-Kozeny factor

Frr

Residual resistance factor

Ib, Ia

Injectivity before and after the gel treatment

kc

Permeability of channel, md

km

Permeability of matrices, md

kt

Overall permeability of the channel model, md

M SR

Particle-to-pore matching size ratio

AP

Differential pressure between the injector and the producer, psi

PVt

Total pore volume of the channel model

q

Injection flow rate, ml/min

Swi

Initial water saturation, fraction

<P

Porosity, fraction

r

Tortuosity, dimensionless
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A PPENDIX

The injection pressure, pressure gradient, and resistance factor during gel injection
in the experiments (except for S4) are presented in Figures A1 to A6.

Figure A1. The pressure responses during gel injection in Exp S1.
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Figure A2. The pressure responses during gel injection in Exp S2.

Figure A3. The pressure responses during gel injection in Exp S3.

Figure A4. The pressure responses during gel injection in Exp S5.
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Figure A5. The pressure responses during gel injection in Exp S6.

Figure A6. The pressure responses during gel injection in Exp S7.
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VII. EX PER IM EN TA L STUDY O F M IC R O G E L C O N FO RM A N C E-C O N TR O L
TR EA TM EN T F O R A PO L Y M ER -FLO O D IN G R E SE R V O IR
C O N TA IN IN G SU PER PER M EA B LE CHANNELS

(This paper, SPE-205486-PA, has been published online by SPE Journal. Apr 26, 2021)

A BSTRACT

Polymer flooding has been widely used to improve oil recovery. However, its
effectiveness would be diminished when channels (e.g., fractures, fracture-like channels,
void-space conduits) are present in a reservoir. In this study, we designed a series of
particular sandwich-like channel models and tested the effectiveness and applicable
conditions of micrometer-sized preformed particle gels (PPGs, or microgels) in improving
the polymer-flooding efficiency. We studied the selective penetration and placement of the
microgel particles, and their abilities for fluid diversion and oil-recovery improvement. The
results suggest that polymer flooding alone would be inefficient to achieve a satisfactory
oil recovery as the heterogeneity of the reservoir becomes more serious (e.g., permeability
contrast kc/km>50). The polymer solution would vainly flow through the channels and leave
the majority of oil in the matrices behind. Additional conformance- treatment efforts are
required. We tried to inject microgels in an attempt to shut off the channels. After the
microgel treatment, impressive improvement of the polymer-flooding performance was
observed in some of our experiments. The water cut could be reduced significantly by as
high as nearly 40%, and the sweep efficiency and overall oil recovery of the polymer flood
were improved. The conditions under which the microgel-treatment strategy was effective
were further explored. We observed that the microgels form an external impermeable cake
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at the very beginning of microgel injection and prevent the gel particles from entering the
matrices. Instead, the microgel particles could selectively penetrate and shut off the
superpermeable channels under proper conditions. Our results suggest that the 260-mm
microgel particles tested in this study are effective to attack the excessive-water-production
problem and improve the oil recovery when the channel has a high permeability (>50
darcies). The gels are unlikely to be effective for channels that are less than 30 darcies
because of the penetration/transport difficulties. After the gels effectively penetrate and
shut off the superpermeable channel, the subsequent polymer solution is diverted to the
matrices (i.e., the unswept oil zones) to displace the bypassed oil. Overall, this study
provides important insights to help achieve successful polymer-flooding applications in
reservoirs with superpermeable channels.

1. IN TRO D U C TIO N

Fast water breakthrough and excessive water production are commonly
encountered in oil fields around the world. Local and large-scale heterogeneities (e.g.,
fractures, channels, conduits, and so forth) present in a reservoir act as preferential water
pathways from injection wells to production wells (Bai et al. 2013; Sun & Bai 2017).
Polymer flood, although effective in reducing the mobility ratio between the water phase
and the oil phase, might be insufficient to overcome the adverse effect caused by the
heterogeneities and achieve satisfac- tory oil recovery. Various factors (e.g., the fracture
inclination, dimension, spacing and intensity) can greatly affect the performance of
polymer flooding (Shedid 2006; SayedAkram & Mamora 2011; Abedi et al. 2012; Abedi
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& Kharrat 2016). Considering the relatively high cost of the flooding fluid and the
processing difficulties of the produced water (Chang et al. 2020; Dhaliwal et al. 2021), the
exces- sive water production during polymer flooding is more undesirable compared with
the issue encountered during waterflooding. Conformance-control treatment can help
improve the polymer-flooding performance and suppress the excessive water/polymer
production. Numerical forecasts of the Buffalo Coulee heavy-oil reservoir by Baker et al.
(2014) suggest that a remarkable synergistic per- formance could be achieved if gel
treatments were conducted right before the polymer flooding, compared with polymer
flooding alone (10 to 15% vs. 5 to 8%). They emphasized the importance of shutting off
the preferential water channels created by extensive waterflooding before implementing a
tertiary enhanced-oil-recovery process (e.g., polymer flooding). Similarly, numerical
studies by Abu-Shiekah et al. (2014) suggest that although polymer flooding itself could
improve the overall sweep efficiency over waterflooding, it was insufficient to overcome
the effect of abnormal highly conductive channels and long extended fractures.
Hatzignatiou et al. (2016) performed coreflooding experiments to study the performance
of polymer flooding in naturally fractured chalk reservoirs. Their results indicate that
polymer flood could not achieve a better recovery performance, and conformance
treatments were beneficial to improve both the oil-recovery rate and the sweep efficiency.
Coreflooding experiments aided with nuclear-magnetic-resonance measurements were
performed by Alshehri et al. (2019) to compare the potential of gel treatment and polymer
flooding in fractured carbon- ate reservoirs. They reported that a gel treatment would make
the production process more efficient. Gel treatment has proved to be effective to block
fractures and fracture-like features in reservoirs and improve the conformance (Bai et al.
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2008, 2015; Seright et al. 2003; Aldhaheri et al. 2020, 2021; Kang et al. 2021). According
to where the gels form, the gel systems can be divided into two categories: in-situ gel and
preformed gel (Bai et al. 2012). For the in-situ gel, a water-like or polymer-solution- like
gelant is injected into a reservoir, and the gel is formed after a gelation process in the
reservoir (Sydansk & Romero-Zeron 2011). To overcome some drawbacks inherent with
the in-situ gel (e.g., damage to oil zones, sensitivity to reservoir temperature, salinity, and
so forth), PPG has been developed in a variety of size series (Bai et al. 2015). Successful
applications by Chinese companies (Bai et al. 2008, 2012), Occidental Petroleum (Pyziak
& Smith 2007), Halliburton (Vasquez et al. 2008), Kinder-Morgan (Larkin & Creel 2008),
and ConocoPhillips (Peirce et al. 2014; Targac et al. 2020) have demonstrated the
effectiveness of this type of gel system.
Superpermeable channels can exist in a reservoir and result in early breakthrough
of the polymer fluid and/or excessive water-production issues. For the target block where
the Department of Energy-funded first-ever heavy-oil/polymer-flood pilot on Alaska’s
North Slope is taking place (Dandekar et al. 2019), production-history data indicate that no
direct fractures are present in the reservoir. However, preliminary history-matching studies
suggest that channels with super-high permeabilities of ten to several hundred darcies
might exist in the reservoir (Ning et al. 2020; Dandekar et al. 2020). Compared with
fracture-type problems, the porous-medium-type superpermeable channels are more
challenging (Seright et al. 2003). As shown in Figure 1, such channels are much more
permeable than the matrices, and water, polymer, or other flooding fluids will preferentially
flow through the superpermeable channels, leaving a large amount of oil in the matrices
unswept. Preformed bulk gels (Seright 1999) and millimeter-sized PPGs (Elsharafi & Bai
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2013,

2016) have serious injectivity difficulties for the porous-medium-type

superpermeable channels. Water/polymer-like gelant can cause severe damage to the oil
zones without a proper zonal isolation for such reservoirs without open fractures or
conduits. Even if zonal isolation measures are taken during the injection process, the gelant
might still crossflow into the oil zones from the channels and result in damage.

Figure 1. Impact of super-k channels in a reservoir. (Water, polymer, or other flooding
fluids flow through the super-k channels. Oil in matrices is bypassed.)

In this study, micrometer-sized PPGs (microgels) were tested to solve the
excessive-water-production problem caused by superpermeable channels during polymer
flooding. In the literature, there have been some studies that focused on the transport
behavior of microgels in high-permeability porous media, which mimic the highpermeability channels in a reservoir (Bai et al. 2007b; Yao et al. 2012; Imqam et al. 2018;
Villone & Maffettone 2019; Wu et al. 2021). The elasticity and deformability enable the
microgel particles to pass through pore throats that are significantly smaller than their own
sizes, which is distinctly different from the transport behavior of rigid particles (Bai et al.
2007b; Yao et al. 2012; Imqam et al. 2018). The microgel particles could have the ability
of selective penetration (Imqam et al. 2018; Villone & Maffettone 2019). That is, the
particles cannot penetrate the low-permeability matrices (oil zones) because of the size-
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exclusion effect. Instead, the particles can selectively enter and shut off the superpermeable
channels. However, in the literature, the selective penetration of particle gels is frequently
claimed in the use of parallel linear coreflooding experiments, in which a gel-injection
flowline is connected to two or more separate cores or sandpacks. However, some
drawbacks are associated with the conventional parallel linear coreflood models (Seright
& Brattekas 2021). One example is the absence of crossflow between the parallel cores,
while there is usually free crossflow between channels and matrices.
Above all, considering the wide applications of polymer flooding and the
commonly encountered channeling issue (especially after long-term waterflood), it is
valuable to explore appropriate strategies to conquer the channeling problem and improve
the efficiency of the polymer flooding. However, to the knowledge of the authors, the study
of the application of microgels in polymer flooding is seldom reported so far. The
effectiveness and applicable conditions of microgel treatment in improving the polymer
flooding performance in channeled reservoirs need to be investigated.
This study focuses on the excessive-water-production caused by superpermeable
channels (ten to several hundred darcies) during polymer flooding. To improve the
experiment representativeness over the conventional parallel models, we constructed a
particular heterogeneous model to study the selective-penetration, water-blocking, and oilrecovery-improvement performance of microgel particles. With the special channel model,
we performed a series of experiments to examine whether polymer flooding alone is
sufficient to overcome the adverse effect of the superpermeable channels and achieve
satisfactory oil recovery, to test the selective-penetration behavior of the microgels in the
channel models, to identify the appropriate conditions under which the microgels can
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effectively penetrate and shut off the superpermeable channels, to evaluate the water
blocking efficiency in the superpermeable channels, to estimate the potential damage to the
oil zones, and to investigate the potential of microgel treatment in reducing the water cut
and improving the sweep efficiency and oil-recovery performance.

2. EX PER IM EN TA L

2.1. M ATERIA LS
Brines. Two brines were used in this study: synthetic formation brine [total
dissolved solids (TDS)=27,500 ppm], and synthetic injection brine (SIB) (TDS=2,498
ppm). The information of the brines is summarized in Table 1. The injection brine has a
relatively low salinity, and it is used for waterflooding and polymer flooding in the field
(Milne Point Unit on Alaska’s North Slope). The synthetic formation brine and SIB were
prepared according to the corresponding brine compositions in Milne Point Unit.
Polymer. Flopaam® (S.P.C.M. SA, Andrezieux-Boutheon, France) 3630S (the
same as used in the polymer-flood pilot in the Milne Point oilfield), with a concentration
of 1,400 ppm in SIB, was used. The molecular weight was 18 to 20*106 daltons with a
hydrolysis degree o f 25 to 30%. Before adding polymer powder, the brine was
deoxygenated with argon. The desired amount of polymer powder was slowly added into
the brine being stirred with a magnetic bar. The solution was stirred at 300 rev/min at room
temperature for approximately 24 hours until all the polymer powders were well-dissolved.
The polymer solution was filtered through a 1.2-mm filter paper. The polymer solution had
a viscosity of 45 cp at 7.3 s-1 measured with a DV3T Brookfield viscometer.
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Table 1. Basic formation brine and injection brine.
Properties

Composition

(Measured at 71 °F)

(ppm)

Name

HSW
(SFB, synthetic
formation brine)

LSW
(SIB, synthetic
injection brine)

pH=7.30

Na+: 10086.0

p=1.15 cp

K+: 80.2

TDS=27500 ppm

Ca2+: 218.5

Ionic strength=0.492

Mg2+: 281.6

Hardness: 1700 ppm

Cl-: 16834.4

pH=7.50

Na+: 859.5

p=1.07 cp

K+: 4.1

TDS=2498 ppm

Ca2+: 97.9

Ionic strength=0.046

Mg2+: 8.7

Hardness: 280 ppm

Cl-: 1527.6

Crude Oil. The crude oil was sampled in August 2018, at a wellhead in the Milne
Point Oil Field (Well B-28). The oil sample was centrifuged to remove water and solids (if
any) and filtered through a 0.5-mm filter paper. The viscosity was 202 cp at reservoir
tempera- ture (71°F), with a gravity of 19.0 °API (0.940 g/cm3).
Microgels. Microgel particles were used as the conformance-treatment agent. The
microgel was ground from millimeter-sized PPG. The PPG was synthesized through
polymerization using monomer (acrylamide), crosslinker (N, N ’-methylenebisacrylamide),
initiator (peroxyldisulfate), and some other additives. More information can be found in
our previous publications (Bai et al. 2007a). The gel had an average elastic modulus (G’)
of 820 Pa, derived from three tests of the gel. The tests were performed with a HAAKE
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MARS III rheometer. The G’ was measured as a function of time at a frequency of 1 Hz
and controlled strain of 1%. The PP35L Ti L spindle was used with a gap of 1mm. Free
water was removed from the full swollen gels when performing the tests. The microgels
had a full swelling ratio of approximately 40 in the SIB. Figure 2 shows the microgels
before and after swelling in the SIB. The size of the fully swollen gel particles was 215
300 mm, with an average diameter of 260 mm. The gel was carried by the SIB with a
microgel concentration of 1 wt% (dry weight).

(a) Dry microgel particles.

(b) Swelling microgel in brine.

Figure 2. Dry and swollen microgels.

Channel Models. A typical channel model in our study was composed of matrices
(core plugs) and a sand-filled channel, thus, the channel model had a sandwich-like
structure (Figure 3). The cores used were 2-inch Berea cores with a length of about 15 cm
and a permeability of about 500 md. The key parameters of the model are shown in Table
2. As shown in Figure 3, after measuring the absolute permeability with SFB and
establishing the initial water saturation (Swi) conditions, the permeability to oil (Km) at Swi
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was measured by injecting the crude oil. The cores were then cut into two halves. A 0.3
cm fracture was created between the two half parts. Two stainless-steel supporting strips
were placed along the lengthwise edges of the fracture to ensure a constant thickness of the
facture (Figures 3a and 3b). The fracture was filled with NB sands (formation sand from
the target Milne Point oilfield) with a specific range of mesh sizes. The sands were tightly
packed to avoid movement and repacking during the gel injection process. The gaps
between the supporting strips and the fracture faces were sealed with epoxy. This was to
make sure the gel particles do not migrate along these gaps and ensure the microgel go into
the target zone, i.e., the channel. Sands with different sizes (10/20, 20/30, 30/60 and 60/80
mesh) were used to fill the fracture and make the channel with different permeabilities (kc).
The resulted permeabilities increased as larger sands were used. Therefore, the
permeability contrast (kjkm) between the channel and matrix became larger and the
heterogeneity of the model became more serious. Additional experiments were performed
using a homogeneous Berea core with a comparable permeability for comparison purpose.
Note that the kc was estimated using Darcy’s law of multi-layer porous media, Equation

(1).
k = kt (Ac + Am) - kmAm
A

(1)

where Kt is the overall permeability of the channel model, determined by injecting oil into
the channel model at initial water saturation condition. A c and Am are the cross-sectional
area of the channel and the matrices, respectively. The design can overcome some distinct
drawbacks associated with the conventional parallel coreflooding experiments. The
channel models ensure free crossflow between the super-k channels and the matrices,
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which is usually the case in a real reservoir. During gel injection, the gel dispersion arrives
at the inlet faces of the channels and the matrices at the same time. This feature overcomes
the possible experimental artefacts (e.g., water filled in the injection flowline, and
dispersion/diffusion effect) associated with the slow flow in the flowline leading to the
low-permeability core in the conventional parallel coreflooding (Seright and Brattekas
2021). Note that it is still linear flow in our channel models, which simulate the linear flow
between horizontal injector-producer pairs in the target oilfield. Overall, the design is
expected to be more representative to the target channeling issue.

(a) An intact core plug is cut into two halves. A
pair of supporting strips are placed to ensure a
fracture space between the half plugs.

(b) The model before filling sand in
the fracture space.

(c) Sand is filled into the fracture space. The
sand should be tightly packed to avoid
movement and repacking during flooding and
gel injection process.

(d) Model is assembled. Gaps
between strips and fracture faces
are sealed with epoxy to prevent
gels migrating along the gaps.

Figure 3. Construction of the sandwich-like channel model.
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Table 2. Key parameters of a typical channel model.
Exp #4

Parameter

Value

Note

L, cm

14.52

/

d, cm

5.07

/

A, cm2

20.21

Original before cutting

Porosity

0.226

Porosity of matrix

MPV, cm3

67.62

Original matrix pore volume

MPV, cm3

62.91

Matrix pore volume after cut

Thickness (5), cm

0.3

Channel thickness

Width (b), cm

4.10

20/30 mesh sand

CPV, cm3

9.12

PV of channel

Total PVt, cm3

72.03

Matrix +channel

OOIP

61.39

Matrix +channel

Soi

0.852

Matrix +channel

Swi

0.148

Matrix +channel

Microgel, mesh

170-230

63-88 pm (averaged 260 pm after
swollen)

Swelling ratio

40

In SIB

Dispersion

1 wt%

Dry weight

Matrix

Channel

Saturation

Gel

2.2. EX PER IM EN TA L PR O C ED U R E
Figure 4 shows the experimental setup used in this study. The accumulator had a
mixing propeller mounted at the bottom to ensure the microgel particles dispersed
uniformly in the carrying fluid. The procedure of the experiments is shown in Figure 5.
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After establishing initial water saturation condition, water flooding and polymer flooding
were performed before a microgel treatment was implemented. The effluent was collected,
and the injection pressure was recorded at a proper frequency with a digital data acquisition
system. The initial waterflooding was run until the water cut increased to 80%, as
comparable to the pilot situation (Dandekar et al. 2019). Polymer flooding was then
performed until no oil produced and the injection pressure became stable.
Microgel dispersion was injected until the gel was observed at the outlet (if
possible) and the injection pressure became stable (if possible). For a gel treatment project,
the gel slug was usually injected at very high flow rates. However, to avoid the impact of
the increased flow rates on the oil recovery, high injection rates of the gel dispersion were
not adopted in this study. Instead, the gel dispersion was injected at the same flow rate as
the polymer flooding. After the gel treatment, the possible gel cake at the inlet surface was
removed with breaker, 5% HCl (Imqam et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2019). Afterwards, post
polymer flooding and water flooding were performed sequentially. The oil recovery
improvement was estimated compared with that before the gel treatment.

Confining pressure
P ressure
.sensor

Hand pum p H
O utlet

SB

Polym er
or gel

C hannel
m odel

Figure 4. Experiment setup.

R ubber sleeve

Effluent
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1

W a te r flo o d in g : 0.5 m l/m in; Milne Point SIB; stopped as w a te r cut
clim bed to 80%

2

P o ly m e r flo o d in g : 0.5 m l/m in; Flopaam 3630S; prepared with SIB;
45cp; continued until no oil produced and the injection pressure
becam e stable.

3

G el tre a tm e n t: m icron-sized preform ed particle gel (m icro-PP G ),
170-230 m esh; carried by SIB (1 w t% ); q=0.5 m l/m in; stopped
w hen gels produced out and injection pressure (if possible).

4

P o s t p o ly m e r flo o d in g : rem ove the cake at m atrix inlet surface;
q=0.5 m l/m in; sam e polym er as in step 2; until no oil produced and
the injection pressure becam e stable.

5

P o s t w a te r flo o d in g : 0.5 m l/m in; sam e brine as in step 1; until no
oil produced and injection pressure becam e stable.

Figure 5. The typical experiment procedure.

3. RESU LTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. O IL R EC O V ER Y PERFO RM A N C E
3.1.1. Before Gel T reatm ent. Table 3 summarizes the basic conditions and key
results of the experiments. As a base case, the results obtained from the model with the
channel filled with 20/30 mesh (0.60-0.84 mm) sand are discussed in detail (Exp #4). In
this experiment, the permeability of the channel and the matrix was 57 darcy and 0.50
darcy, respectively. Another experiment was carried out using homogeneous core with a
comparable permeability (Exp #1). In this study, we use the permeability contrast (Kc/Km)
between the channel and the matrix to quantify the heterogeneity severity of the model.
Another parameter, R f c , is also introduced to estimate the heterogeneity severity of the
model. The R fc is defined as the flow capacity ratio of the channel to that of the matrix,
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Equation (2). A higher R fc indicates more flooding fluid would vainly flow through the
channel, rather than through the matrix to effectively displace the majority remaining oil
there. For the channel model, the permeability contrast (kc/km) was 114 and the flow
capacity ratio, R fc, was 7.4, while kc/km=1 and R fc=0 for the homogeneous model.

R _ k a
Rfc _ K T

(2)

Figure 6 shows the oil recovery performance of water flooding and extensive
polymer flooding. Compared with the homogeneous model, the water breakthrough in the
channel model occurred much earlier (0.10 PV versus 0.24 PV), and the secondary
recovery from waterflooding was much lower (16.7% versus 49.0%). Note that the pore
volume of the channel (CPV) was about 13% of the total pore volume. It indicates most of
the injected water transported through the super-k channel and most of the recovered oil
was from the channel. The majority oil in the matrix was bypassed.

Table 3. Summary of the experiment results.

Exp #

Sand

km, D

kc, D

kc/km

Water
R fc breakthrough,
PVt

Oil recovery (% OOIP)
WF at
fw=80%

PF

Overall

1

Homo

0.86

0.86

/

/

0.24

49.0

22.7

72.9

2

60-80

0.52

19.6

38

2.6

0.20

29.3

36.7

67.7

3

30-60

0.64

31.0

48

3.2

0.11

19.0

32.1

58.4

4

20-30

0.50

57.0

114

7.4

0.10

16.7

32.1

48.9

5

10-20

0.49

237

484

30.0

0.09

10.8

22.7

34.7
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(a) Oil recovery performance in channel model before gel treatment (Exp #4).

(b) Oil recovery performance in homogeneous model (Exp #1).
Figure 6. Comparison of oil recovery performance in channel model and homogeneous
model.

In the following polymer flooding process, the pressure buildup was much lower in
the channel model. Though significant incremental oil was recovered from both models
(32.1% and 22.7%), substantial difference was observed after a closer examination. As
shown in Figure 6, the incremental oil was recovered gradually over quite a long period of
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polymer flooding (more than 4 PV) in the channel model. Note that after switching to
polymer flooding, though the water cut declined, it would quickly increase back to a high
level, making the production process uneconomical. The channel model would reach a
water cut of 90% after 0.64 PV of polymer flood, and the oil recovery factor was only
34.0%. In contrast, the homogeneous model would achieve an overall oil recovery factor
of 70.5% when the water cut rose to 90%. Our previous coreflooding experiments using
reservoir sand materials also demonstrated the effectiveness of polymer flooding in
improving the oil recovery of the heavy oil with a viscosity of more than 200 cp (Zhao et
al. 2021). Combining the polymer flood with low salinity water could further improve the
performance. Three more experiments were carried out to test the performance in reservoirs
with different heterogeneity severities. The superpermeable channel was filled with 10/20,
30/60, and 60/80 mesh sands, respectively. The results are summarized in Table 3 and
Figure 7.
Generally, the overall oil recovery would be unfavorable as the permeability
contrast was over 50:1. For the worst case (Exp #5, Figure 7d), the super-k channel had a
permeability of 237 darcy, and the permeability contrast to the matrices was 484:1. The
flow capacity ratio was about 30, and the heterogeneity was more serious. As expected, the
recovery performance of water flooding and polymer flooding was very unsatisfactory
before the gel treatment.
Clearly, the unsatisfactory recovery performance in the channel model indicates
that the oil bank generated by the polymer flood was much less concentrated, and the oil
production rate was much slower. Therefore, the impact of heterogeneity was significant
and polymer flood alone was insufficient to attack the excessive water production and
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achieve a satisfactory oil recovery performance. Additional conformance treatment efforts
were required to shut off the superpermeable channels and force the displacing fluid into
the matrices to displace the bypassed oil.

(a) Experiment 2 (Kc/Km=38; MSR=4.5).

(b) Experiment 3 (Kc/Km=48; MSR=3.5).
Figure 7. Water cut reduction and oil recovery performance after gel treatment.
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(c) Experiment 4 (Kc/Km=114; MSR=2.6).

(d) Experiment 5 (Kc/Km=484; MSR=1.2).
Figure 7. Water cut reduction and oil recovery performance after gel treatment
(continued).

3.1.2. A fter Gel T reatm ent. The oil recovery performance after gel treatment is

shown in Figure 7. In the base case (Exp #4), the water cut was significantly reduced (from
100% to 70%). Also, the water cut could be maintained at a relatively low level for an
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appreciably long period of flooding (~1 PV with water cut below 98%). Thehe sweep
efficiency and overall oil recovery were improved. The improvement after gel treatment
was 18.0% OOIP. The noticeable improvement indicates the subsequent flooding fluid was
diverted into the matrices to displace the previously bypassed oil, as shown in Figure 8.
For the worst case (Exp #5, Figure 7d), after the gel treatment, the water cut was reduced
to 63%, and the oil recovery factor was increased from 34.7% to 56.1%. The results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the tested microgels under proper conditions.
For the case of 30/60-mesh-sand-filled model (Exp #3, Figure 7b), the overall
improvement was quite limited, only 2.7% OOIP. The injected gel volume was insufficient,
and no gel was produced out. The gel was not successfully injected into the channel and a
gel bank was not formed. Consequently, the water cut first reduced and then rapidly
increased after a short period during the post polymer flooding. In the first 0.1 PV, the
polymer was forced into the matrix at the front section of the model. This is because the
gel packed tightly and form an effective resistance to the chasing fluid. After transporting
for a distance, the polymer solution would crossflow back into the channel as the gel was
not tightly packed in that section. Instead, the gel bank there was much looser, and was
insufficient to establish an effective resistance to the polymer or water flow.
For the case of 60/80-mesh-sand-filled model (Exp #2, Figure 7a), the channel had
a lower permeability of 19.6 darcy. The heterogeneity was not as serious as the other
models. The overall oil recovery performance before the gel treatment was comparable
with the homogeneous model (Figure 6b). However, in the latter case, the oil bank
established during the tertiary polymer flooding was more concentrated and exhibited a
better timing effect. During the gel treatment, the microgel particles were harder to
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penetrate the channel, and higher injection pressures were required. A total of 11.4 CPV of
gel dispersion was inj ected with no gel particles produced out at the outlet. The gel inj ection
was stopped as the injection pressure reached the equipment limit. Still, we observed
appreciable incremental recovery, 15.9% OOIP, after the gel treatment, resulting in an
overall recovery factor even higher than in the homogeneous model. This is not surprising
as the injection pressure was much higher in this experiment. The high injection pressures
indicate the difficulty of the gels in transporting in the channels with lower permeabilities.

(a) Before gel treatment.

(b) After gel treatment.

Figure 8. Sweep efficiency improvement after gel treatment.

3.2. M IC R O G E L TRA N SPO RT B EH A V IO R

Microgel (170/230 mesh, 63-88 pm) dispersion with a concentration of 1 wt% was
injected into the channel model. The injection pressure during the gel treatment process is
shown in Figure 9. According to the pressure behavior, the gel injection process exhibited
three different stages. In the first stage, the injection pressure steadily increased with no
fluctuation. In the second stage, wild pressure fluctuation was observed with an upward
trend. Afterwards, the gel would break out at the outlet, and the pressure would jump
around a relatively constant value, 240 psi.
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3.2.1. Selective P enetration. At the beginning, leak-off took place at the face of

the channel model. The carrying fluid leaked off into the matrices, while the gel particles
would be left behind at the surface. As more gel particles accumulate at the surface (Figure
9b), a cake would be formed, and the injection pressure would climb up. The cake would
continue to grow stronger as the injection pressure increased. A check of the channel model
showed that a sticky filter cake was formed at the inlet face. Figure 10a shows the photo
of the cake formed at the inlet face, which confirms the occurrence of leak-off during gel
injection. The leak-off and formation of the cake are further illustrated in Figure 9b.

Figure 9. Injection pressure and schematic diagram of gel transport behavior. (Note: 1.
Pressure buildup as particles accumulate. 2. Deform and pass. 3. Shrink/deform and pass.
4. Break and pass. This occurs at high pressure gradients/shear forces. 5. Pressure
released as gel clusters break out downstream. 6. Pressure buildup as released particles
re-accumulate and upstream particles arrive and accumulate. 7. Upstream particles
occupy the vacancy left by released particles. Size of the bold blue arrows in (c) and (d)
denotes magnitude of pressures. The repeated particle accumulation/release are in
accordance with the pressure fluctuations.)
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(a) Filter cake at matrix surface.

(b) Gel placement in the super-k channel. (The gels filled in
the inter-grain pore spaces. The gels are still discernible,
especially compared with pure sand grains in Figure 3c.)

(c) Gel produced in effluent (white material in the 3rd tube).
Figure 10. Filter cake at inlet surface and gel placement in the super-k channel (Exp #4).

The critical pressure for the microgel particles to penetrate the channel can also be
estimated from the pressure response (Figure 9a). The injection pressure when the process
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transited from the first stage to the second stage (the first peak pressure during fluctuation)
can be regarded as the critical pressure. At that time, the pressure at the inlet surface would
exceed the critical pressure for the microgel particles to penetrate the super-k channel. The
particles accumulated at inlet of the channel would break out downstream, and the injection
pressure would suddenly decline, as shown in Figure 9a. The critical pressure will be
further discussed.
The cake would prevent the gel particle from penetrating the matrices (oil zones).
The gel cake can be easily removed by soaking with breaker after the gel treatment to
resume the production. Otherwise, the oil zones would be catastrophically damaged if gel
particles penetrate a significant distance into the oil zones. Meanwhile, as the pore size was
large enough for the gel particles to pass through the super-k channel. The classic CarmanKozeny correlation, Equation (3), was used to calculate the average pore throat size of the
channels and the matrices (Carman 1956; Mauran et al. 2001).

d =,

\\6 kfCKr 2
0

(3)

where d is the average diameter of the pores (pm), k is the permeability (pm2) of the core,
/ ck is the Carman-Kozeny shape factor, r is the tortuosity, and 0 is the porosity (fraction).
A value of 4.5 for the / ckxt 2 was adopted in our calculation (Carman 1956; Mauran et al.
2001). The matching size ratio (MSR, average particle diameter/pore diameter) between
the microgels and the channel was 2.6, while the MSR between the microgels and the
matrices was 20.7.
The results indicate that the microgel particles possess the ability to temporarily
block and protect the matrices (i.e., the oil zones). Also, the cake grew stronger during the
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gel injection process and thus could withstand an increasing injection pressure. Therefore,
the microgels can smartly enter the super-k channel without damaging the oil zones.
3.2.2.

Pressure Fluctuation and T ransport/R etention P attern s. The pressure

fluctuation is a result of the repeated accumulation and breakout to downstream of the gel
particles in the super-k channel (Figures 9c and 9d). The microgel particles would
accumulate at the pore-throat structures. As the injection pressure increased, the gel would
deform, shrink, or even break into smaller pieces and then passed through the pore-throat
structures (Bai et al. 2007b). The injection pressure would sharply drop down as the gel
clusters broke out downstream. The gel again accumulated at the downstream pore-throat
structures. Consequently, the injection pressure was built up, the newly formed gel clusters
were broken out, and the pressure was sharply released. The gel particles coming from
upstream occupy the vacancy left by the released gel cluster. With the repeated
accumulation/breakout of the microgel particles, a gel bank was gradually formed and grew
in the channel from the inlet towards the outlet. Note that the injection pressure required
for the breakout to occur was increased as the gel bank became larger, as shown in Figure
9a. The front of the gel bank advanced towards the producer (outlet), and gel particles
would be produced out (Figure 10). The gel came out at 9.7 CPV. The accumulation/release
of the gel particles would reach a dynamic equilibrium status as indicated by the fluctuated
pressure around a relatively constant level, 240 psi.
The transport/retention pattern of deformable particles in porous media is governed
by multiple factors, including the MSR, particle size distribution, particle strength, particle
shape, the charge conditions of the particles and the pore surfaces, as well as the driving
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differential pressure. The pressure behavior in Figure 9 reveals the dominant
transport/retention pattern of the gel particles through the super-k channel.
The MSR is one of the key parameters that determines the transport/retention
pattern of the particles. The MSR for our channel model was 2.6. The swollen particles
were significantly larger than the average pore throat size. A schematic diagram in Figure
9 shows the transport/retention behavior of the microgel particles. The particles would
deform or even shrink (by losing water, i.e., dehydration/syneresis) in order to pass the
pore throats. After passing the throat configuration, the shape would recover because of the
elasticity and reswelling property of the gel particles. In some cases, as the driving pressure
increased, the particles would break into smaller pieces and transport downstream. The
broken/pass behavior was also observed by Bai et al. (2007b) in etched glass micromodels
and sandpacks models. Li et al. (2019) observed reduced size of the microgel particles after
flowing through a core. As the MSR of 2.6 is significantly greater than one for the channel
model, the major retention mechanism should be direct capture plugging, and the dominant
transport mechanisms are deforming/shrinking/breaking and passing.
3.2.3.

Evaluation of Plugging Efficiency to the S uper-k C hannels. The residual

resistance factor (Frr) of the channel after gel treatment was evaluated using a sandpack
model with three internal pressure taps. The sandpack model (d*L=2.5*50 cm) was
divided into four sections by the internal pressure taps. The same sand/microgel/brine
materials were used. The Frr distribution was quite uniform after the gel treatment, in the
range of 330-420 (Figure 11). Therefore, the permeability of the super-k channel is
expected to be reduced to 0.14-0.17 darcy, even lower than the absolute permeability of
the matrices (~0.5 darcy). Note that the oil saturation in the matrices was much higher than
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in the channel, thus considering the relationship between the relative permeabilities and
phase saturation, a lower-than-matrix channel permeability is beneficial. The water
blocking efficiency (Ebw) defined by Equation (4) was estimated to be 99.7-99.8%. The
results indicate the superpermeable channel was efficiently shut off by the microgels. In
Equation (4), Kcwi and Kcw are the permeabilities of the channel to water before and after
the gel treatment, respectively.

r
1 A
K„ A
x 100% = 1 x 100% .
Ebw = 1- 
V F_rrwJ
V ^cwi

(4)

For a gel treatment, the damage to the oil zones (the matrices of the channel model)
is always a key concern. The damage can be minimized in two ways: 1) zonal isolation
(Seright et al. 2003; Bai et al. 2012, 2013), and 2) chemical remediation with breaker
(Imqam et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2019). As aforementioned, the protective cake at the matrix
surface would prevent further penetration of the microgels into the matrices. After
removing the cake, the injectivity into the matrices is expected to be recovered to the same
level as before the gel treatment. To testify this expectation, the injectivity reduction (Jb/Ja)
of the matrix after the gel treatment was calculated to evaluate the potential damage (if
any) caused by gel injection to the matrix. A high Jb/Ja value (>>1) indicates significant
injectivity reduction and damage to the oil zones. The Jb/Ja is estimated by Equation (5).

qutm/ A Ppb,
m/ APpa

(Jb / Ja) p = q
(Jb / J a)w1 =

qm/ Apwb

(5a)

(5b)

qm / APwa '

(VJ b / J asw2
) = (Jb / J a ) w1
1.5

(5c)
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In these equations, Jb and Ja is the injectivity before and after the gel treatment,
respectively; qm is the flow rate in the matrices; and AP is the differential pressure between
the injector and the producer. The subscripts p and w denote the polymer flooding and
water flooding, respectively, and b and a mean before and after the gel treatment,
respectively. (Jb/Ja)p is the injectivity ratio of polymer flood before and after gel treatment.
(Jb/Ja)wi includes both the residual resistance by polymer retention (Frr) and damage caused
by microgel. For the homogeneous model, the Frr is only caused by polymer retention,

Frr= 1.50. (Jb/Ja)w2 excludes the impact of polymer retention. The (Jb/Ja)p and (Jb/Ja)w2 in
this study was 1.06 and 1.02, respectively. That is, the injectivity loss to the polymer
flooding and to the water flooding was only 5.7% and 2.0%, respectively.

Figure 11. Residual resistance factor distribution after the gel injection.

3.3. DISCUSSION O F A PPLIC A B LE CO ND ITIO N S
Following the same procedure as used for Exp #4 discussed above, we obtained the
critical pressure for the different experiments. The relationship between the critical
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pressure and the channel permeability is plotted in Figure 12. For the microgels tested in
this study, Equation (6) can be used to describe the critical pressure required for the gel
particles to penetrate the pore spaces of the channel.

Pcr = 79937W ;1964 .

(6)

Figure 12. The relationship between critical pressure and channel permeability (Kc).

The results suggest that when the channel is not very permeable (<30 darcy), the
required critical pressure gradient would increase sharply as the channel becomes less
permeable, indicating a poorer injectivity of the gel. When the channel has a relatively high
permeability (>50 darcy), much lower driving pressures are required to force the gel
particles into the channel. Therefore, a good injectivity is expected as the channel becomes
very permeable. However, on the other hand, concerns may be raised as whether the gel
can still establish a sufficient block efficiency to such channels. Our experimental results
indicate that, for a channel with a permeability as high as 237 darcy, the tested microgel
can still effectively shut off the channel, reduce the water cut, and increase the sweep
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efficiency. More studies will be carried out to further study the transport behavior of the
gel particles. In general, our results suggest that:
(1) The 260-pm microgel particles are effective to attack the excessive water
production problem and improve the oil recovery when the channel has a much higher
permeability (>50 darcy). The oil recovery improvement was noticeably greater when the
model was more heterogeneous. For the case with the most serious heterogeneity problem
in this study (Exp #5), the water cut was effectively reduced as low as 63% from 100%,
and the incremental oil recovery was 24.1% OOIP.
(2) The 260-pm microgel we tested is ineffective for channels below 30 darcy due
to the penetration/transport difficulties, as observed in Exp #2 and Exp #3. These
observations also explain why the tested gel particles did not enter the matrix, as the particle
size was much larger than the pore size of the matrix.
This work is not suggesting the microgel is overwhelming over the polymer flood
or a replacement of it. The role of the microgel is to help improve the effectiveness of the
polymer flood when the severe channeling issue exists in the reservoir. As discussed above,
this work demonstrates that under some proper conditions, the microgel is a good candidate
to solve the problem. The essential principles for the microgel to work include: 1) the
microgels are effectively placed in the channels to prevent the flooding agent (water,
polymer, etc.) from channeling vainly through such channels; 2) the microgels should not
damage the matrix (or the low-k zones) where the majority of the remaining oil present;
and 3) the subsequent flooding fluid can be diverted to the matrix to displace the bypassed
remaining oil. These principles should be kept in mind when designing a gel treatment
work. More information about how to design and perform a gel treatment in field
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applications can be found in the literature (Seright et al. 2003; Bai et al. 2008, 2012, 2013;
Qiu et al. 2016; Aldhaheri et al. 2020, 2021; Seright & Brattekas 2021).

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we designed a series of particular sandwich-like channel models and
tested the effectiveness and applicable conditions of micron-sized preformed particle gels
(microgels) in improving the polymer flooding efficiency.
(1) Polymer flooding alone would be insufficient to achieve a satisfactory oil
recovery as the heterogeneity of the reservoir becomes more serious (e.g., permeability
contrast Kc/Km>50). Additional conformance treatment efforts are required.
(2) The microgel forms an external impermeable cake and prevent the gel particles
from entering the matrices. Instead, the microgel particles could selectively penetrate and
shut off the superpermeable channels under proper conditions.
(3) Our results suggest that the 260-pm microgel particles tested in this study are
effective to attack the excessive water production problem and improve the oil recovery
when the channel has a much higher permeability (>50 darcy). The gels are unlikely
effective for channels below 30 darcy due to the penetration/transport difficulties.
(4) After the gels effectively penetrate and shut off the superpermeable channel, the
subsequent flooding fluid is diverted to the matrices (i.e., the unswept oil zones) to displace
the bypassed oil. The water cut can be significantly reduced by as high as nearly 40
percentage units in our study, and the sweep efficiency and overall oil recovery are
improved.
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Overall, the results demonstrate the effectiveness of microgel particles in attacking
the excessive water production issue caused by super-k channels under appropriate
conditions. The essential principles to keep in mind when designing a gel treatment work
include: 1) the microgels are effectively placed in the channels to prevent the flooding
agent (water, polymer, etc.) from channeling vainly through such channels; 2) the
microgels should not damage the matrix (or the low-k zones) where the majority of the
remaining oil present; and 3) the subsequent flooding fluid can be diverted to the matrix to
displace the bypassed remaining oil.

N O M EN CLA TU RE

Symbol

Description

Ac

Cross-sectional area of channel, cm2

Am

Cross-sectional area of matrices, cm2

d

Average diameter of the pores, pm

Ebw

Water blocking efficiency

fCK

Carman-Kozeny factor

Frr

Residual resistance factor

fw

Water cut, fw=qw/(qw+qo)

Jb, Ja

Injectivity before and after the gel treatment

Kc

Initial permeability of channel, md

Kcw

Permeability of the channel to water after the gel treatment, md

Kcwi

Permeability of the channel to water before the gel treatment, md
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Km

Initial (absolute) permeability of matrices, md

Kt

Overall permeability of the channel model

M SR

Particle-to-pore matching size ratio

Pcr

Critical pressure, psi

AP

Differential pressure between the injector and the producer, psi

qm

Flow rate in the matrices, ml/min

Sor

Residual oil saturation, fraction

Swi

Initial water saturation, fraction

0

Porosity, fraction

n

Oil recovery factor

t

Tortuosity, dimensionless
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SECTION

2. CONCLUSIONS AND R ECO M M EN D A TIO N S

2.1. M A JO R CO N TRIBU TIO N S AND CONCLUSIONS
(1) Advantages of low-salinity polymer (LSP) over high-salinity polymer (HSP)
were demonstrated through systematic coreflood experiments using Schrader B luff viscous
oil/brine/rock materials in Milne Point Unit on Alaska’s North Slope. Less polymer was
required to achieve the target viscosity. LSP could recover more oil after HSP flood. No
additional oil was recovered by HSP after LSP flood. Field application showed remarkable
success regarding water cut reduction, oil production increase, delayed breakthrough, and
projected oil recovery improvement.
(2) Microgels were attempted to shut off super-k channels (27-221 darcies) in
reservoirs. The transport and water-blocking behavior were studied using sandpacks with
multiple pressure sensors. The gels could penetrate, place in, and shut off the channels
under proper conditions. The gels exhibited frontal delay, shear-thinning, salinityresponsive, and disproportionate permeability reduction (DPR) behaviors. The particle-topore matching size ratio (MSR) significantly impacted the effectiveness of the gels.
(3) A threshold penetration pressure (APth) was required to push the gels to
penetrate the superpermeable porous channels. The APth revealed the underlying
mechanism of selective penetration behavior of microgels in heterogeneous reservoirs.
Correlations were developed to describe the relationship between APth and MSR.
Favorable working conditions were identified for effective gel treatments, in which the gels
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could easily penetrate the target zones (channels) without massive invasion into the
reservoir matrices.
(4) A critical (minimum) pressure gradient (VPCr) was required to drive the
microgel particles to propagate through porous channels. A correlation was developed to
describe the VPCr-MSR relationship in the superpermeable channels. Diagrams were
developed to estimate the maximum possible propagation distances of the gels in channels
in conceptual field applications.
(5) A particular sandwich-like physical model and a set of comprehensive
evaluation techniques were developed. The model overcame some drawbacks associated
with commonly used conventional parallel coreflooding models. The design allowed
crossflows between the matrices and the channel. The comprehensive evaluations included
but were not limited to selective penetration/placement, sweep efficiency improvement,
water-blocking efficiency, matrix damage, and oil recovery improvement.
(6) The microgels could selectively place in, and effectively shut off the
superpermeable channels under proper conditions. After gel treatments, tracer tests
demonstrated remarkable sweep improvement (0.25-0.43 total pore volumes). To achieve
both good injectivity and water-blocking efficiency for the tested microgels, the M SR in
the channel should be below 2. Meanwhile, the M SR in the matrices should be above 5 to
minimize matrix damage.
(7) Polymer flood alone is insufficient to achieve a satisfactory oil recovery as the
reservoirs are very heterogeneous (e.g., kc/km>50). Microgel conformance treatments can
improve the effectiveness of polymer flood by reducing water cut and increasing oil
recovery. Favorable working conditions for the microgels were identified.
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2.2. SPECIFIC CONCLUSIONS
In Paper I, the enhanced oil recovery performance of low-salinity HPAM polymer
flooding in heavy oil reservoirs were systematically studied. The following conclusions
were drawn based on the experimental results.
(1) The HSP required nearly two thirds more polymer than the LSP to achieve the
same target viscosity in this study.
(2) Additional oil was recovered from LSW flooding after extensive HSW flooding
(3-9% OOIP). LSW flooding performed in secondary mode could achieve a higher
recovery than that in tertiary mode. Also, the occurrence of water breakthrough was
delayed in the LSW flooding compared with the HSW flooding.
(3) After extensive LSW flooding and HSP flooding, incremental oil recovery
(~8% OOIP) was still achieved by LSP flooding with the same viscosity as the HSP. No
appreciable incremental oil was recovered by HSP flooding performed after LSP flooding.
LSP flooding performed directly after waterflooding can achieve more incremental oil
recovery (~10% OOIP).
(4) The synergy of combining low-salinity water and polymer flooding has been
demonstrated under various conditions in this study. Field application practice has
demonstrated remarkable success regarding water cut reduction, oil production
improvement, delayed breakthrough behavior, and projected oil recovery improvement.
In Paper II, a series of experiments were carried out to investigate the transport
behavior of microgels in super-k channels. Sandpacks with permeabilities ranging from 27
to 221 darcies were used to mimic the super-k channels. Multiple pressure sensors were
applied along the sandpack models to monitor the propagation behavior of the microgels.
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(1) The tested microgel particles could transport through the super-k channels, and
a higher driving pressure gradient was required when the particle-to-pore matching size
ratio (MSR) was larger. The pressure gradient distribution along the super-k channels was
relatively uniform when the MSR was low (<1.3). However, the inlet section would show
increasingly higher pressure gradients as the MSR was increased, indicating increased
difficulty in propagation.
(2) The propagation of the microgel particles was significantly slower compared
with the carrying fluids. The delay behavior was more pronounced when the MSR was
larger.
(3) The injection pressure was less sensitive to the injection flow rate compared
with a Newtonian fluid. The gel dispersion exhibited an apparent shear thinning
(pseudoplastic) behavior when transporting through the porous channels.
(4) Breakage of the microgel particles was observed especially at high superficial
velocities. The particle breakage was partially responsible for the apparent shear thinning
behavior during gel propagation in superpermeable porous channels. The breakage
phenomenon was in favor of deep placement of the microgel particles.
(5) The channel permeabilities were significantly reduced by the microgels,
bringing sufficient resistance to subsequent water flooding (>99.5%). At given matching
size conditions, softer gels are more likely to establish in-depth placement and uniform
water-blocking capacity in the channels. The microgel particles exhibit salinity-responsive
behavior to the post brine flush. It suggests that the gel particles can shrink and reswell
according to the salinity of the injected water. Possibilities are discussed to utilize this
salinity-responsive behavior.
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(6)

The microgels exhibit a particular disproportionate permeability reduction

(DPR) effect. After gel injection, the channel permeability to water flow was reduced by
more than 20-92 times of the permeability to oil flow.
In Paper Ill, experiments were conducted to investigate the critical penetration
behavior of microgels into channels and matrices (50 md to 230 darcies). The results
demonstrated the presence of threshold penetration pressure (APth), which was responsible
for the selective penetration behavior of the microgels in the channels and matrices.
(1) The critical penetration behavior was closely related to the MSR. The APth at
the inlet faces of super-k channels (60-230 darcies) was in the range of 1 to 12 psi with
MSRs in the range of 0.6 to 1.8. The low APth was beneficial to allow easy penetration of
gel materials into the channeling zones.
(2) On the contrary, the APth was much higher in the cores with relatively low
permeabilities and high MSRs (APth>200 psi when MSR>6.5 for the tested gels). The high
APth was desirable to prevent the gel materials from massively invading and damaging the
matrices. Instead, the gel particles accumulated at the inlet surface, and a gel cake was
gradually formed. The cake further prevented the invasion of the gels.
(3) Correlations were developed to describe the APth-MSR relationship. When
MSR<3, the APth exponentially increased with the MSR. When MSR>3, the APth became
less sensitive to the MSR, but it still exponentially increased with the MSR. When
MSR>20, the APth was higher than 1200 psi.
(4) This study provided quantitative evidence to demonstrate the selective
penetration of the tested microgels. In addition, the concept of APth was utilized to figure
out the favorable working conditions to achieve effective gel treatments. The M SR in the
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channel should be sufficiently low to allow easy penetration of gels into the channel (e.g.,
MSR<2 in this study). Meanwhile, the M SR in the matrix should be high enough to support
a high APth and thus prevent massive invasion into the matrix.
In Paper IV, systematic studies were carried out to explore the critical pressure
gradients and transport distances of microgels in channels and matrices.
(1) A critical (minimum) pressure gradient (VPcr) was required to drive the
microgel particles to propagate the superpermeable porous channels. Below VPcr, the gel
particles could not transport in the porous channels. The existence of the VPcr was
confirmed with gel injection experiments carried out in constant-injection-pressure mode.
(2) The particle-to-pore matching size ratio (MSR) had a significant impact on the

VPcr. The VPcr increased exponentially with the M SR at relatively low MSRs (<2). The
VPcr was lower than 60 psi/ft at the low MSRs. The low MSRs represented the desired
situations in channels to be treated.
(3) A simple correlation was developed to describe the relationship between the
critical pressure gradient and the MSR in the superpermeable channels. A procedure was
developed to estimate the maximum transport (treatment) distance of the gel particles in
reservoirs based on the critical pressure gradient.
(4) At low MSRs, the gel particles could transport a significant distance away from
the wellbore, which was favorable for in-depth conformance treatments.
(5) The transport-distance diagrams can help engineers select proper gel products
to address water channeling problems in reservoirs. Also, this work provides an effective
procedure to study the impact of other parameters (e.g., dispersion concentration and gel
strength) on the propagation distance of gel materials.
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In Paper V, a particular sandwich-like physical model was developed. The model
consisted of low-permeability matrices and a superpermeable porous channel. The
characteristic properties of the model (kc, km, channel size, etc.) could be adjusted to
represent the reservoir conditions of interest. The model allowed crossflow between the
matrices and the channel, and it was more representative of the real channeling problems
in reservoirs.
On the basis of the particular channel model, we developed a set of guidelines to
perform comprehensive evaluations to test the conformance improvement potential of a gel
material in a given reservoir to be treated. The evaluations included: selective
penetration/placement

behaviors,

sweep

efficiency

improvement,

water-blocking

efficiency, matrix damage, and oil recovery improvement.
The evaluation methodology was elaborated upon using case studies. The results
suggested that the tested microgel particles could selectively penetrate and place in the
superpermeable channel of the reservoir. A cake formed at the matrix inlet faces and
prevented gel particles from further penetrating and damaging the matrix. The damage at
the matrix inlet faces could be effectively removed with a chemical breaker. The
subsequent water was diverted to the matrices and thus the sweep volume was significantly
increased (e.g., 0.35 PV vs. 0.06 PV at breakthrough).
In Paper VI, experiments were conducted to investigate the transport, placement,
water-blocking ability, fluid diversion and sweep improvement, and matrix damage effect
of microgels in reservoirs containing superpermeable channels. The impact of
channel/matrix permeability contrast, the MSR in channels, and the MSR in matrices were
studied. The favorable conditions of the tested microgels were identified.
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(1) The microgel particles selectively penetrated and placed in the porous super-K
channels. The pressure gradient during gel injection increased with the particle-to-pore
matching size ratio. The pores in the channels were filled with the gel particles. The channel
permeabilities were significantly reduced after microgel treatments. The channels were
effectively blocked by the microgels.
(2) Delayed breakthrough of the gel particles was observed, which was partially
resulted from the dehydration and retention of the gel particles in the channels, and the
buildup of a filter cake at the inlet faces of the matrices.
(3) The sweep improvement after the gel treatment was evaluated by chemical
tracer tests. The results clearly demonstrated delayed breakthrough, fluid diversion, and
increased swept volume of the subsequent flooding fluids. In the experiments, the sweep
improvement was in the range of 0.25-0.43 PVt. A higher sweep improvement was
achieved as the permeability contrast was higher (i.e., the reservoir was more
heterogeneous).
(4) The effectiveness of the gel treatment is related to the quality of the gel
placement in the channels. Better sweep improvement can be achieved when the gel
particles have good injectivity and the gel particles can be placed at the in-depth sections
of the channels. Insufficient placement of the gel materials can result in unsatisfactory
sweep improvement.
(5) The damage of the gel materials to the matrices was evaluated by directly
measuring matrix permeabilities after the gel treatment. A gel cake could be formed at the
inlet faces of the matrices during treatment, but the cake could be removed with chemical
breakers. The injectivity of the matrices was effectively recovered.
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In Paper VII, experiments were carried out to test the effectiveness and applicable
conditions of microgels in improving polymer flooding efficiency in heavy oil reservoirs
containing superpermeable channels.
(1) Polymer flooding alone was insufficient to achieve a satisfactory oil recovery
as the heterogeneity of the reservoir became more serious (e.g., permeability contrast

kjkm>50). Additional conformance treatment efforts were required.
(2) The 260-pm microgel particles tested in this study were effective to attack the
excessive water production problem and improve the oil recovery when the channel had a
much higher permeability (>50 darcy). The gels were unlikely to be effective for channels
below 30 darcy due to the penetration/transport difficulties.
(3) After the gels effectively penetrated and shut off the superpermeable channels,
the subsequent flooding fluid was diverted to the reservoir matrices (i.e., the unswept oil
zones) to displace the bypassed oil. The water cut was significantly reduced by as high as
nearly 40 percentage units, and the sweep efficiency and overall oil recovery were
improved.
(4) Overall, the results demonstrated the effectiveness of microgel particles in
attacking the excessive water production issue caused by superpermeable channels under
appropriate conditions. The essential principles to keep in mind when designing a gel
treatment work include: 1) the microgels are effectively placed in the channels to prevent
the flooding agent (water, polymer, etc.) from channeling vainly through such channels; 2)
the microgels should not damage the matrices (or the low-permeability zones) where the
majority of the remaining oil present; and 3) the subsequent flooding fluid can be diverted
to the matrix to displace the bypassed remaining oil.
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2.3. R ECO M M EN D A TIO N S

It would be beneficial to perform microscopic experiments using microfluidic
models to investigate the enhanced oil recovery mechanisms of polymer flooding at low
salinity conditions. The experiments are expected to demonstrate whether the low-salinity
polymer can reduce the true residual oil saturation, and whether wettability alteration is an
important mechanism responsible for the beneficial oil recovery improvement observed in
coreflooding tests. Also, the experiments can demonstrate whether viscoelasticity of the
polymer solutions can reduce the residual oil saturation under normal flow rate conditions.
In gel treatments, it is challenging to simultaneously achieve good injectivity,
reliable water-blocking ability, and low matrix damage. Particular properties of the gels,
such as the salinity-responsive behavior, can be further explored to help fulfill these
requirements. In addition, it is encouraged to develop new gel products, such as softer but
recrosslinkable gels. These gels are expected to possess the merits of good injectivity and
easy placement. Meanwhile, a better water-blocking efficiency can be established
compared with the gels with no recrosslinking ability.
The experimental MSRs to develop the diagrams of maximum propagation distance
in Paper IV ranged from 0.67 to 1.77. The transport behaviors can be very different when
the MSRs are much smaller (e.g., MSR<0.5). The critical pressure gradient may follow a
substantially different trend compared with the situations in this study. It is meaningful to
perform more experiments at lower MSRs.
The dehydration behavior of gels during propagation in channels or fractures is very
important for gel placement. The channel model developed in this work can be improved
to monitor the leak-off and dehydration during gel injection. Taps can be attached to the
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matrices. Therefore, the water produced from the matrices can be obtained. The results are
expected to be helpful in estimating the propagation distance when a given volume of gels
is injected in scaleup applications. Scale-up numerical simulation studies are recommended
to investigate the effect of different operational parameters on the microgel conformance
treatment performance. In this way, guidelines can be worked out for field applications.
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